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Heavy quark physics serves as a probe to understand QCD, measure standard model
parameters, and look for signs of new physics. We study several aspects of heavy quark
systems in an effective field theory framework, including both phenomenological and
formal applications. Phenomenological applications include the leading calculation
of penguin amplitudes in charmless non-leptonic B-decays to light mesons, including
power suppressed effects that are numerically enhanced by the chiral condensate.
We compare our determination of the penguin amplitudes with the experimental
results. Also, we calculate the heavy quark jet function at two loops, which is an
important ingredient for the next-to-next-to-leading-log invariant-mass distribution
of jets induced by tt pair production at a future linear collider. Formal applications
include: a definition of top mass relevant for measurements that use top induced jets,
a new renormalization group equation in an infrared scale intrinsic to heavy quark
masses and its generalization for QCD matrix elements, a threshold mass definition
which smoothly connects to the MS mass, and a new method to analyze renormalons
in the operator product expansion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The puzzling universe
One of the well known physical notions is the concept of mass, yet it remains one of
the biggest mysteries of the universe. This puzzle exists at almost all scales, from
cosmological to subatomic. Most of the mass of the universe is understood to be
dark energy and dark matter, which together comprise about 96% of our universe.
The remaining 4% is associated with what we have directly observed so far i.e. stars,
intergalactic gas etc. Figure 1-1 shows the breakdown. The dark energy is understood
to be the constant energy density of space and appears as the constant term, often
referred as A, in Einstein's equation for the state of the universe. From the current
rate of expansion of the universe it is determined to be about 10- 120 in reduced Planck
units or 10- 29 gm/cm3 in cgs units, which is unexpectedly very small; for example,
assuming naturalness, one would expect it to be ' 1 in Planck units. The microscopic
origin of dark energy remains unknown [1].
The presence of dark matter is essential for the structure formation in the uni-
verse like galaxies, galaxy clusters etc. Like dark energy, dark matter is also known
to interact with the visible world only through the gravitational force. It is specu-
lated in more popular models that it is composed of very weakly interacting massive
particle, much more massive than any known fundamental particle. While its exis-
tence is known [2], a fundamental explanation is so far left to physicist's imagination.
Dark Energy Dark Matter
Intergalactic gas
Stars etc.
Figure 1-1: Energy or mass distribution of the universe in terms of the components
Therefore 96% of the mass of the universe awaits a viable microscopic explanation.
The remaining 4% is mostly composed of baryonic matter apart from a negligi-
ble fraction associated with leptons, mesons, photons and other particles and anti-
particles. The underlying microscopic theory of this 4% of the universe is quite well
known - it is known as the Standard Model of particle physics - and has been a
subject of experimental and theoretical study for over three decades. The standard
model is the theory of the electro-weak interaction and the strong interaction. It
is the latter in which lies the explanation of the existence of the baryonic matter.
The theory of strong interactions or quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory
of quarks and gluons, the constituents of baryonic matter. Though we have known
quantum chromodynamics for quite a while, it has only been possible recently to
calculate the hadronic spectrum from first principles, but only numerically and with
several approximations [3, 4]. We still lack a detailed analytical understanding of
the origin of the mass of the baryons, which is based on general principles and has
predictive power. The light quarks that make most of the 4% of observed matter
are expected to be about a hundred times lighter than the baryons themselves. The
rest of the mass of a baryon must come from off-shell quarks and gluons that bind
together the valence quarks. These quarks and gluons are often called sea quarks
and gluons. A precise mechanism for attributing mass to this sea remains unknown
from first principles and it is lumped into the mass of the light quarks in the con-
stituent quark models. It is believed that quantum chromodynamics that describes
the interaction of quarks and gluons, confines the quarks and gluons and the mech-
anism of confinement lies in the non-perturbative effects of the theory, which must
also be responsible for the heaviness of the baryons. The puzzles tied to the concept
of mass don't quite end here. In the standard model for particle physics masses for
all massive particles, namely quarks, leptons and heavy vector bosons, are generated
via the Higgs mechanism which then requires existence of a heavy scalar boson called
Higgs boson [5]. In experiments so far we have not seen direct or indirect signatures
of the Higgs boson. Though the standard model fits our understanding of the visible
universe very well, without the discovery of the Higgs boson our understanding of the
origin of mass of the visible universe remains a mystery. Physicist await the discovery
of the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in near future.
Among the above mentioned issues related to the concept of mass, there is only
one case where we know the underlying microscopic theory with certainty and the
only issue is computational difficulty. This is the case of baryon masses and QCD. The
fundamental understanding of the baryon spectrum is tied to the non-perturbative
effects in QCD and the mechanism of confinement, which is the statement that quarks
and gluons are not observed as free particles in nature and only their composites, the
baryons and the mesons are seen as free particles. Though numerical calculations
are possible they are still an enormous task. An analytical understanding on the
subject matter will be preferred. In this regard, for a deeper understanding we need
to understand both the perturbative and the non-perturbative effects of QCD or in
other words QCD at high energy scales and at low energy scales respectively. The
standard perturbative quantum field theory setup provides the method to calculate
perturbative effects in QCD, which exists at high energy scales, about a GeV or higher.
The low energy or the non-perturbative QCD is a hard nut to crack. Nevertheless,
a good handle on the perturbative QCD is essential to have a clear understanding of
the non-perturbative QCD. Fortunately, heavy quark observables provide an intrinsic
short distance scale to study the perturbative effects in QCD. The physics of processes
related to heavy quarks - like heavy meson decays, heavy quark jet production etc. -
usually factors out into high energy contributions and low energy contributions, also
often called hard scale physics and soft scale physics, respectively. The former can be
studied using well established perturbative techniques of quantum field theory. The
soft physics from QCD can be estimated by comparing with an experimental result
and, using universality, can be used in predicting other processes. Alternatively, they
can be calculated numerically using lattice field theory techniques (started by Wilson
[6, 7]) or using models motivated by physics. Apart from understanding QCD itself,
heavy quark observables are used to extract other standard model parameters, like
CKM matrix elements. Also hidden in heavy quark processes could be new physics
or physics beyond the standard model that is unobserved so far. Thus by precise
theoretical calculation of the standard model contributions and comparison with the
experiments we can separate out new physics contributions and hope to understand
them. Therefore, knowing perturbative QCD in heavy quark observables has two
fold importance: (a) understanding QCD at low energies and weak interactions (b)
looking for signatures of new physics. However, due to confinement in QCD defining
the quark mass itself is a non-trivial task. It is quite remarkable that mass, though so
simple as a concept, is puzzling almost anywhere we look. For example, the pole mass
of the quarks, usually used in perturbative field theory calculations, is ill-defined due
to the low energy behavior of QCD. This is called the pole mass renormalon problem
and part of this thesis is dedicated to improving our understanding of the heavy quark
mass and related infrared effects in QCD. The rest of the thesis is dedicated to the
higher order theoretical prediction of certain processes in QCD and their current and
future implications. Details of the same are presented later in this chapter.
1.2 The effective universe
Nature, as we know it, is full of diverse phenomena almost at any given length, time
or energy scale. We keep finding interesting and new physics at previously unexplored
scales. Likewise, our physical understanding of nature also varies with scales and so
do associated puzzles. Our understanding of a phenomenon in nature is described
in terms of a theory that is usually applicable and relevant at certain scales. Such
a theory is called an effective theory. The key idea is to separate out that which is
important and describe it in terms of appropriate degrees of freedom. Howard Georgi
points out that the words important and appropriate are the key to the concept of
effective theory [8]. In his words:
"The word important is key because the physical processes that are rel-
evant differ from one place in parameter space to another. The word
appropriate is key because there is no single description of physics that is
useful everywhere in the parameter space."
The degrees of freedom or the parameters that are appropriate are those which are
at the same scale as the physical quantities that are important and the rest of the
parameters are either too small or too large. The parameters that are too large are set
to infinity and those too small are set to zero in the first order approximation. One
can then obtain corrections to this leading order approximation by doing perturbative
expansion in small parameters and inverse of large parameters. An effective theory
based on these ideas can be obtained from an underlying fundamental theory by
applying the aforementioned approximations and doing a perturbative expansion.
If the fundamental theory is unknown one can still construct the effective theory by
realizing the appropriate set of parameters and relevant symmetries at those scales and
then adding corrections order by order as the accuracy of the experiments demands
it. In this case one usually fixes unknown parameters by comparing with experiments
and then uses them to predict new phenomena. Both the approaches are widely used
in theoretical physics. Some examples are in order to explain them.
Planetary motion in the solar system is quite well described by Newtonian grav-
ity and Galilean relativity. One can easily and conveniently derive Kepler's laws of
planetary motion and test its prediction to a certain accuracy. The typical distance
scale for this problem is thousands of kilometers and typical time scale is of the order
of a year. Typical orbital velocity will be a few km/s. The precision required for
this problem may be of the order of few kilometers and few minutes. Even for this
precision, classical mechanics with Galilean relativity is quite sufficient. One can in
principle do a full general relativistic treatment and obtain the same results but let
alone the technical difficulty of the calculation, this is simply unnecessary. However,
for a calculation of the perihelion precision of Mercury to the accuracy of an arc-
second per century, general relativity (GR) becomes important. Nevertheless, a full
treatment is still a wasted effort and only an approximate treatment of GR, in the
equations of motion, suffices. Here the perturbative expansion is made in the ratio
GNMO/(c2R), where M® is mass of the sun and R is the typical orbital radius.Thus,
in this case, Newtonian gravity with Galilean relativity serves as an effective theory
to describe planetary motion, where the underlying fundamental theory is GR. Fur-
ther, only a small correction due to GR suffices to make more precise predictions
without involving the heavy machinery of tensor algebra. Newtonian gravity with
Galilean relativity serves as an example of an effective theory of the second type,
where the underlying fundamental theory is unknown and adding a perturbation due
to GR to this theory represents an example of an effective theory of first type where
one constructs an approximate theory from a complete theory by doing perturbative
expansion in the small parameters.
Similarly, the hydrogen atom spectrum is well described by non-relativistic quan-
tum mechanics. The typical scale of the orbital velocity of an electron in the hydrogen
atom is v/c - 0.01, which suggests that a full relativistic treatment is unnecessary
and non-relativistic quantum mechanics is a good enough approximation for most
purposes. This problem is furthermore simplified by setting the mass of the nucleus
to infinity which decouples the motion of the nucleus in the hydrogen atom from the
orbital motion of the electron. This is a reasonable approximation because even the
lightest nucleus is about 1840 times heavier than the electron and therefore any effects
due to the mass of the proton are suppressed by at least three orders of magnitude in
comparison to the leading order prediction for the hydrogen spectrum. In principle,
a very smart physicist can solve the hydrogen atom problem in relativistic quantum
field theory including effects from QCD and weak interactions, but the aforementioned
simplifications make this analysis accessible even to a physics sophomore. Noticeable
quantum electrodynamic effects in the hydrogen atom problem, like the Lamb shift
- i.e. the splitting of 2P1/ 2 and 2S1/ 2 levels - can then be explained quite reasonably
by an effective treatment even in the absence of a complete understanding of the
electron self-energy from first principles. Indeed, this is how for the first time, Hans
Bethe explained the Lamb shift in 1947 [9] without rigorously carrying out the renor-
malization program needed for a relativistic quantum field theory calculation. Later
on, several other authors explained the same effect by a fully relativistic calculation
using renormalization idea to eliminate infinities, but, improving Bethe's result by
only 4% [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. The important physics here is
the spectrum of the hydrogen atom and not the self energy of the electron. The ap-
propriate degrees of freedom are the velocity of the electron and the electron-proton
separation. An effective treatment of the radiative photons can be incorporated by
adding an appropriate correction to the Hydrogen atom Hamiltonian written in terms
of the electron velocity [9]. Thus one immediately sees that a great simplification is
achieved by resorting to the effective theory approach, focusing on important physics
and appropriate parameters.
In relativistic quantum field theory also, the idea of effective theory plays an
important role. In fact, it is formally known as effective quantum field theory or just
effective field theory(EFT). A generic formalism and key concepts are quite crisply
described in [8] and reviewed in the next chapter. In the relativistic and quantum
limit the distance, time and energy scales are correlated and it is convenient to work
in units where h = c = 1. Thus it suffices to talk about quantities in terms eV units.
In general a relativistic quantum field theory can have a spectrum of particles from
massless ones to very massive ones, for example, the standard model has photons and
neutrinos which are massless, electrons whose mass is about 0.5 MeV and particles
all the way up to the top quark whose mass is about 170 GeV. For a spectrum, such
as this, spread over five orders of energy scales, it is often the case that one is only
interested in physics at a certain scale. As a first approximation, the effective theory
idea then suggests to take the particles which are light in comparison to the scale of
interest as massless and those much heavier as infinitely massive. If the energy scale
of interest is t then corrections to this first approximation are given by perturbations
in powers of me/p and P/mh, where me is mass of the light particles and mh is mass of
the heavy particles. In an effective field theory such power corrections are formulated
in terms of local operators of higher dimensions in the effective action, where the
coefficient of each higher dimension operator is suppressed by an appropriate power
of the heavy scale. The number of such terms to be included depends upon the
accuracy required.
Alternatively, one can think about integrating out heavier modes from the full
theory and thus construct an accurate low energy theory. This approach is often
known as the Wilsonian picture. An interaction due to an exchange of a heavy
particle is non-local in nature because the heavy particle was created at one point
in space-time and annihilated at another. Thus by integrating out heavy modes in
this fashion one ends up with non-local operators in the low energy theory which are
harder to deal with in most calculations. This difficulty is then overcome by expanding
the non-local operators as a sum of product of a local operator and a coefficient that
depends on the range of interaction. These coefficients are called Wilson coefficients
and this expansion is called the operator product expansion. Thus by performing
this expansion of a non-local operator we have factored out short distance physics
which is contained in Wilson coefficients from long range physics which is contained
in local operators. Depending on the dimensionality of the local operator, Wilson
coefficients are suppressed by appropriate power of a large energy scale (or a short
distance scale). This process, finally, gives an effective action written in terms of local
operators. This is also the seed for the idea of factorization of observables in quantum
chromodynamics.
However, the idea behind effective field theory (EFT) is more powerful than just
integrating out heavy modes to obtain a low energy theory. One can integrate out
heavy modes only when the full theory is known or the method to integrate out heavy
modes is simple enough to carry out. In the absence of either, the effective field theory
approach still provides a way to construct a theory using empirical evidence of the
physics under question and including all terms which respect the observed symmetry.
The lack of knowledge of the short distance physics in encoded in the coefficients
of the operators which are then fixed through experiments. This approach is often
used in condensed matter systems [21] and sometimes also in theoretical particle
physics. From the world of particle physics, the standard model is an example of
an effective field theory whose ultraviolet (higher energy) completion is unknown.
Chiral perturbation theory [22] - the theory of light hadrons - is second example of
this type, where we know that QCD is the ultraviolet completion, but do not know
how to reduce it to an effective theory of mesons and baryons.
Even when the full theory is known it is easier to use the effective theory approach
than to integrate out modes. In this case, at each order in the power corrections one
writes down all possible operators at that order and fixes their Wilson coefficient,
as the need arises, by matching on to the full theory calculation. Often enough not
all operators contribute to a process of interest and therefore it is not necessary to
know all the Wilson coefficients. Using this approach, one needs to calculate fewer
Feynman diagrams then one would have to otherwise. This is the pinnacle of the
effective approach, focusing on important physics and appropriate parameters. In
this thesis we will be following this paradigm. Often I have mentioned that we can
integrate out the heavy particles from the theory and construct a low energy theory.
The EFT approach is actually more general than this. In a more complex theory,
one can integrate out only a certain type of momentum fluctuations of a particle and
allow only certain other types in the low energy theory. Soft collinear effective theory
[23, 24, 25, 26, 27] is a theory of this type where the hard modes are integrated
out and the collinear and the soft fluctuations are kept in the effective theory. In
recent years this theory has proven to be useful in understanding heavy meson decays
[28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33] and jets of heavy and light quarks [34, 35, 36, 37].
Yet another powerful feature of EFT, specially in connection to QCD, is the
natural realization of the factorization of the physics at different scales. Constructing
a tower of effective field theories working one's way down to the non-perturbative
regime of QCD - where at each stage a non-local operator is factored into a low
energy operator and a Wilson coefficient - one can factorize a process in QCD. All
the Wilson coefficients obtained in this way are perturbatively calculable leaving one
last non-pertubative matrix element which describes the binding of partonic degrees of
freedom into hadronic ones. A generic discussion of the factorization of jet production
in the EFT formalism is given in [38]. This picture, quintessentially, is the picture of
typical collider experiment where the production of final state quarks in a collision
happens at a high energy scale, their evolution, final state radiation and decay takes
place at some intermediate scale and finally hadronization and detection in a detector
takes place at very low energies. A tower of EFTs captures this idea and gives a
field theoretic definition to each process, viz., production, multi-parton evolution and
hadronization.
1.3 Snapshot
We realize that heavy quarks serve as a window into the world of QCD, the standard
model and beyond; effective field theories are an inevitable toolkit to study this
world. A formal discussion of EFTs is given in next chapter wherein I also discuss
certain EFTs relevant to this thesis, namely, electroweak effective theory, soft collinear
effective theory and heavy quark effective theory. Towards the end of the next chapter,
I also discuss certain key concept in QCD: renormalons and the heavy quark mass
definition.
The third chapter, which is based on [39], contains an analysis of factorization of
penguin amplitudes in B-decays, where we calculate important previously unknown
contributions to the penguin amplitude. We extract the non-perturbative hadronic
parameters using tree amplitude data and calculate penguin amplitudes for B - 7,
B -* KT and B --+ pp decays. Finally we compare these results with experimental
data and reflect on new physics contributions.
In Chapter 4 we discuss factorization of top jet production in e+e - collisions in a
linear collider at the TeV scale. We compute the two-loop heavy quark jet function
that is one of the key ingredients in the next-to-next-to leading log order computation
of the invariant mass distribution. We obtain a definition of the top mass, called the
jet-mass, that is a relevant mass definition for jet factorization and for measuring the
mass of the top in such experiments. We also present the relations of the jet-mass to
the pole, MS and 1S masses at two loop order. This chapter is based on [40].
Finally, in Chapter 5, which is based on [41, 42], we explore formal issues concern-
ing infrared ambiguities and ambiguity-free definition of masses and matrix elements
in QCD and EFTs. We present a new renormalization group flow for these quantities
in an infrared scale that is needed to subtract the problematic infrared behavior of
QCD called renormalons. We study the solution and several applications of the new
flow equation. We also provide a new method to analyze renormalons arising in the
operator product expansion and parameters of QCD.
We conclude by summarizing our results in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Framework
QCD describes a large range of phenomena and physical processes. By taking specific
limits, QCD can be reduced to specialized effective field theories, which encode only
the relevant degrees of freedom and interactions. Some of these are shown in Fig. 2-
1. Non-relativistic QCD [43, 44, 45, 46] is used to study heavy quarkonia; heavy
quark effective theory (HQET) [47, 48, 49, 43] is for systems with one heavy quark;
soft collinear effective theory (SCET) [23, 24, 25, 26, 27] is used to study processes
involving energetic partons with momenta near the light cone; chiral perturbation
theory (xPT) [50, 22, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] is relevant for low momentum light mesons;
heavy hadron chiral perturbation theory (HHXPT) [56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61] describes
the interaction of hadrons with one heavy quark with low momentum light mesons;
and few nucleon effective theory (FNET) [62] is relevant for describing the low energy
interactions of systems with two or more nucleons. In this thesis, we will only discuss
HQET and SCET in detail. We will also discuss, one more example, electroweak
effective theory, for low energy effects of weak gauge bosons. This theory allows us to
calculate processes in QCD mediated by weak interactions without worrying about
the details of the short distance electroweak effects.
HQET
NRQCD
FNET
QCD
I
HHXPT
Figure 2-1: Various effective field theories reduced from QCD: non-relatvistic quan-
tum chromodynamics(NRQCD), heavy quark effective theory(HQET), soft collinear
effective theory (SCET), chiral perturbation theory(xPT), heavy hadron chiral per-
turbation theory (HHxPT), few nucleon effective theory (FNET)
2.1 Effective Field Theories
The basic idea underlining effective field theories was described in the last chapter.
Here we treat the subject matter more formally. The purpose of constructing an
effective field theory is to make the calculations easier and to efficiently understand the
low energy physics of a system. Using EFT this is achieved even when, the underlying
high energy theory is unknown or the method of reducing from it is unknown. In the
Wilsonian picture this is seen as integrating out heavy modes in a full theory and thus
constructing an effective low energy theory. These heavy modes can be certain hard
momentum fluctuations of off-shell particles like in NRQCD and SCET, or, they can
SCET//
XPT
be the heavier particles themselves like in HQET and electroweak effective theory.
From the point of view of the low energy physics or at large distance scales, these
heavy modes are seen as short distance fluctuations and therefore can effectively be
treated as point-like interactions. More rigorously, integrating out heavy modes in a
local quantum field theory results in a non-local action, which is then expanded as
a series of local operators of higher dimensions suppressed by appropriate powers of
the high energy scale corresponding to the heavy mode integrated out. This power
expansion in the inverse powers of the heavy scale, proposed by Wilson, is known as
the operator product expansion (OPE) and the coefficients of the local operators in
the expansion are called Wilson coefficients. In practice one does not need to carry
out this process rigorously. It is enough to know that such an expansion exists and
one can directly write down the OPE in a standard basis of local operators with the
same quantum numbers as the original non-local operator up to the order required
by the accuracy of the prediction. The unknown Wilson coefficients are then fixed
by demanding that the OPE reproduces the same low energy physics as the original
theory. This process of fixing the Wilson coefficients is known as matching. The
Wilson coefficients thus contain the short distance physics and the local operators
contains the long range or low energy physics. A classic example of the OPE is
discussed in section 2.2.
An effective field theory is constructed based on the idea presented above. Match-
ing can be done by calculating full theory perturbative effects and comparing them
with those obtained in the low energy effective theory. When low energy degrees
of freedom cannot be calculated perturbatively from the full theory as in case of
XPT and nucleon effective theory then the Wilson coefficients are fixed by comparing
directly with the experiments. Thus, in either case, predictive power is attained.
In this thesis we only deal with EFTs of former type. Here one usually employs a
mass-independent renormalization procedure like MS for perturbative calculations.
Renormalization group evolution (RGE) of the coupling, Wilson coefficients and op-
erators are simpler in mass-independent renormalization schemes. However, heavy
particles do not decouple automatically in this approach to renormalization, there-
fore, it is important to construct an EFT where heavy particles are removed by hand
and a matching procedure is employed' [63]. The Wilson coefficients obtained in
matching contain logarithms of the ratio of the renormalization scale and the heavy
scale. These logs, if large, disturb the perturbative expansion in coupling and make
predictions less reliable. Renormalization group evolution (RGE) is used to re-sum
these logs and obtain stable perturbative predictions. Details of common concepts in
EFTs like power counting, resummation of logs, renormalization scheme dependence,
matching, running and operator mixing can be found in [8, 63, 64]. Without further
ado we discuss some ideas presented above in terms of a schematic example.
Consider a quantum field theory of a light field 0 and a heavy field X, described
by the Lagrangian
£[O, x] = LO[O] + Lx[X] + LI[O, X],
where the last term describes the interaction between q and X. Formally, an effective
Lagrangian for q is obtained by integrating over heavy field X,
ZEFT = J eif d4x LEFT [01- j i e f d 4x1+[] JDefdX e ( d4X ] 'i xl)
However, in reality one does not need to carry out this path integral and only need
to realize that the effect of such a process will generate an effective Lagrangian of the
form,
1 1
EFT[ = L ] + ] 2 ...
where m X is the mass of the heavy field X with m x > mo, the mass of the light
field 0. In the equation above L, [o] represent the interactions of dimension n + 4
with n > 1 being effective interactions induced due to "integrating out" field X. In a
simple example where both q and X are scalar fields with quartic self-interactions and
£i[O, x] = )A3X/3! + A02X2/4, the first effective interaction vertex we get is £ 2[] =
C2 (m, mO, p) 6/6!. Here C2(mx, mo, pi) is a Wilson coefficient and is determined by
1There are subtle differences between strict Wilsonian picture of integrating out modes and doing
EFT with matching. I have not discussed these differences for simplicity. Though it is true that the
seed idea of EFT is based in Wilsonian picture of integrating out UV modes, technically they are
different. Some of these subtle but important differences are discussed in a review by Georgi [8]
Full Theory EFT
Figure 2-2: Matching onto q6 operator in a toy theory. Double lines represent x field,
single lines are O's
matching as shown in figure 2-2. At the leading order, C2 = 2 and dependence on
scales a, mX and m shows up as log(p /mx) and log(p/mp) through loop effects. No
choice of scale m x > p > m will make the these logs small and we will need to
employ a RGE to resum these large logs.
In the simple example above, the field x represented a separate massive field
which we integrated out from the full theory and obtained a low energy effective
theory. In a more complicated EFT construction we may wish to integrate only
certain hard fluctuations of a field 4. In that case we write ) = q + X where x are
the hard fluctuations of scale Ah and q represent the soft fluctuations of scale As. The
same formal procedure as above follows through in this case but with replacements
mX -- Ah and moy -- As. Usually in such theories, the power counting of operators
and treatment of regions in momentum space is more complicated, but otherwise the
same principles can be justified. SCET and NRQCD are two theories that fall into
this class.
2.2 Electroweak Effective Theory
In Chapter 3 we study non-leptonic charmless B-decays, which are mediated by weak
interactions at energies much below the weak scale. Electroweak effective theory de-
scribes low energy effective interactions for decays mediated by W' and Z exchange.
Strong and electromagnetic interactions conserve quark flavors therefore several heavy
mesons can decay only via weak interactions. Bottom and charm meson masses are
only a few GeVs but their decays mediated by weak interactions involve virtual W1,
which have mass of Mw = 80.4 GeV. Therefore, typical momentum fluctuations in-
volved in these heavy meson decays are much smaller than the mass of the heavy
gauge bosons. It makes sense to integrate out the W-bosons and Z-bosons and work
in the electroweak effective theory formalism. Since the top quark is heavier than
the W- and Z-bosons, we must also integrate out top quarks in this theory. As a
result the effective vertices at the lowest order in the 1/Mw expansion are four quark
operators, which describe the decay of a heavy quark to lighter quarks and leptons.
Loop effects from QCD lead to mixing of these operators which in turn affect their
renormalization group evolution. These details are outside the scope of this thesis
and the interested reader can find them in [65, 66]. The exact set of operators needed
in the effective electroweak Hamiltonian varies depending on the quantum numbers in
the initial and final states. Several different processes and corresponding electroweak
effective Hamiltonians are reviewed in [65]. In this work we will only be concerned
with the effective Hamiltonian for non-leptonic charmless b-decays.
Before we get to the effective Hamiltonian for b-quark decays let's look at a simpler
example, p- --+ e- eU,, also described by the electroweak effective theory. The tree
level diagram for this process is shown in figure 2-3 and the corresponding matrix
element is given by 2
)2( - e() 22 [(R3)/aPLU()] [U(P1)",PLV(P2)]
1 Fo (p-p 3) (p- p3 )31
x )2 M
where g2 is weak SU(2) coupling constant, u(p) and v(p) are quark and anti-quark
spinors, y, are the Dirac matrices and PL = (1 - -75)/2 is the left helicity projection
operator. Also in the above equation, the W-propagator is written in the unitary
gauge. Since p- is much lighter than W-, all momenta can be ignored in comparison
to Mw. In this approximation, we get for the matrix element
GF
A4M(P -- ePe,) = - [i(p3 )-ya(1 - 'Y5 )u(p)] ['u(pl)}a(1 - 7Y5)v(P2)] , (2.1)
where GF/V/ = g/(8Mw2). This same result can be obtained from an effective
Hamiltonian, given by
Hw = -_w = C [Mw Ioc(p)] [0p(_Ya - YcVa7Y)] [E(Y -a_77)Ve]
GF Mw 1
SC ,a i [,]V-A [ee] V-A
where the last equality is a short hand notation representing that each lepton-lepton
current is projected onto the left-handed vector3 . Here C[Mw/fp, a] is the Wilson coef-
ficient to be fixed by matching with the full theory calculation and ac(p) is the running
electromagnetic coupling. It is immediately seen, on comparing with eqn. (2.1), that
at tree level the Wilson coefficient C must be 1. Thus, by doing the approximation
in the full theory, as above, we have matched on to the Wilson coefficient in the ef-
fective theory and obtained the correct low energy physics up to order 1/MW and a.
Beyond tree level, the coefficient C is modified by powers of a(p) and log(Mw/p).
The scale dependence in C[Mw/p, c] will cancel against that in the matrix element
2This discussion is adapted from [64].
3V-A stands for "vector minus axial." Here -y projects onto vector current and 7'yc7 projects
onto axial current.
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Figure 2-3: Tree level diagram for p-decay matched on to effective four-fermi operator.
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Standard Model Electroweak EFT
Figure 2-4: Standard model matching onto operators 01 = [ub]V-A[du]v-A and 02
[Uabl]v-A[d3Uce]V-A. Loops in QCD cause these operators to mix.
of the four-fermion operator leaving the hamiltonian Hw, and therefore all observable
matrix elements, /-independent.
Coming back to non-leptonic charmless b-decays: We can integrate out the W-
boson just like we did in the last example and replace the leptons by appropriate
quarks. We anticipate operators of the type [Ub]V-A[du]V-A in the effective theory.
However, because quarks come in colors we have more operators, like, [uTab]vA[dTal]V-A,
where T a are generators of SU(3) in fundamental representation. In fact, loop effects
in QCD cause these operators to mix. Figure 2-4 shows the matching of some standard
model diagrams onto these two operators (in a slightly different basis) usually called
O1 - [ b]V-A[dUV-A and 02 =-[u bl]V-A[dua]V-A, where oz, j are color indices be-
ing summed over. These two operators in the literature are known as current-current
operators. Since we also need to integrate out the top quark more operators come
into play, called the penguin operators4 . The penguin diagrams in the standard model
4 The standard model diagrams that match onto these operators have apparent resemblance to a
penguin, the bird, hence the name penguin operators. The amplitudes in B-decays that have leading
W W t
W
03,5 = [dTh'LPLb] [rqPL,Rq] 07,9 3 eq [d"PLb] [rqYPR,L q
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magnetic penguins
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Figure 2-5: Penguin diagrams in the standard model at the leading order and the
corresponding operators in the electroweak effective theory they match on to. Sum
over q = u, d, s, c, b is understood. Magnetic penguins are obtained by mass insertions
on the b-quark line.
and the operators they match onto in the electroweak effective theory are shown in
figure 2-5. Penguins along with current-current operators provide a complete basis5
of operators at leading power in 1/Mw expansion. In terms of this basis we can write
the non-leptonic electroweak effective Hamiltonian for AB = 1, AC = 0 and AS = 0
processes:
Hw = Z co +
where A d) = VpbV* is the CKM factor that obeys the identity A ) + Ad) + A(d) = 0
corresponding to the unitarity of the CKM matrix. Replacing all occurrences of
d-quarks by s-quarks in the above Hamiltonian gives the effective Hamiltonian for
AS = 1 decays. Details of the Wilson coefficients Ci, their anomalous dimension
matrix and running can be found in [65, 66]. We will employ this effective Hamiltonian
contributions from these operators are thus called penguin amplitudes.
5In the full basis there are also operators 01 and 02 where u-quarks are replaced by c-quarks.
electroweak penguinsstrong penguins
when we study weak decays in the next chapter.
2.3 Heavy Quark Effective Theory
Heavy quark effective theory (HQET) is used to study systems with one heavy quark,
like heavy mesons and baryons. In Chapter 3 we study the decay of heavy mesons,
in Chapter 4 we study the evolution of a near mass-shell top quark into a jet and
in section 5.8.1 we study renormalons in a heavy quark observable. So, we will need
HQET throughout this work. The velocity of the heavy quark in heavy hadrons
undergoes very small change due to dynamical interactions with light degrees of free-
dom like light quarks and gluons. The typical momentum fluctuation that occurs in
these systems is of the order of AQCD, the intrinsic energy scale in QCD. Although
the momentum of the heavy quark changes by Ap - AQCD, the change in velocity,
Av = Ap/mQ, is still small. Therefore, the limit mQ - oc is a good first approxima-
tion in which heavy quarks are treated as static color sources. In this limit the heavy
quark is labeled by a velocity four-vector vP that does not change with time and
meson dynamics is simply understood as dynamics of the light degrees of freedom in
the presence of a static color source. One can then formally expand in AQCD/mQ to
take into account the finite mass effect of the heavy quark. In the limit mQ -- oc, the
dynamics is independent of the heavy quark flavor and also its spin. This gives rise to
heavy quark spin-flavor symmetry represented by U(2nh), where nh is the number of
heavy flavors. In Table 2.1, we have listed the lightest B-mesons in the heavy quark
spin multiplet along with their other properties. Heavy quark effective theory and
associated symmetries are treated in great detail in [64]. Here we will review a few
basics to set the grounds for this thesis.
To obtain the effective Lagrangian let's start by analyzing the heavy quark prop-
agator in the heavy quark limit. In this limit the momentum of an off-shell heavy
quark in a heavy meson can be written as p = mQv + k, where v is the fixed veloc-
ity four-vector and k is the residual momentum of the heavy quark, which scales as
Table 2.1: Lightest B-mesons in heavy quark spin multiplet.
light degrees of freedom. A similar table can be constructed for
se is the spin of the
D-mesons.
k - AQCD. Using this, the heavy quark propagator reduces to
1( + mQ) mQp + mQ +  1+.
= (2.2)p2 - mQ + iE 2mQv k + k 2 + i 2v - k + ie '
where we have only kept the leading order term. We note that this propagator
contains the velocity projection operator (1 + )/2, which projects out the particle
component of the heavy quark field. In other words this means that we have integrated
out the heavy anti-quark from the theory. This makes sense, since, in the low energy
theory where typical momentum fluctuations are much lighter than heavy quark mass
we cannot expect to produce virtual heavy quark-antiquark pairs. Now, the heavy
quark field of HQET can be written in terms of the full quark field Q(x) of QCD as
h,(x) = emQv x + Q()2
where the exponential prefactor subtracts the momentum mQv from the heavy quark
thus projecting it onto a near rest frame. The new effective theory field h,(x) only con-
tains fluctuations of order AQCD. Under the replacement 6 Q(x) - e-i mQvx ('l + ) h(
the full theory Lagrangian density containing heavy quark fields, Q(x)(iP- mQ)Q(x),
6Note that (1 + 6)/2 is a projection operator therefore (1 + )/2 hv = hv.
Meson Quark Content Mass(MeV) Mean Life cT (pm) [ JP se
B0  5279.53 ± 0.33 458.7 0- 1/2
B*o bd 5325.1 + 0.5 - 1-
B- 5279.15 ± 0.31 491.1 0- 1/2
B*- 5325.1 ± 0.5 - 1
BO 5366.3 ± 0.6 441 0- 1/2
B*O bg 5412.8 + 1.3 - 1-
B O  5720.7 ± 2.7 -1 +  3/2
B*O bq 5746.9 ± 2.9 - 2+
Bo 5829.4 ± 0.7 - 1+  3/2
B_20 b_ 5839.7 ± 0.6 - 2+
+ i
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Figure 2-6: HQET feynman rules.
reduces to
Lo = h,(x)(iv -D)h(x) ,
which is the zeroth order effective Lagrangian density for HQET. It is immediately
seen from Lo that the Feynman propagator for the field hv is the same as the one
obtained by taking limit mq -- oc and the quark-gluon vertex is simply given by
-igTavp. Both Feynman rules are shown in fig. 2-6. Including non-perturbative
effects up to order 1/mQ, we get for the HQET Lagrangian [64],
D2  - oG "
CHQET hv (z)(iv D)h(x) - h- h, - gh h, + ... , (2.3)2 mQ 4 mQ
where G -" is the gluon field strength and u" = i[y", y"/2. The first term among
the 1/mQ corrections describes the kinetic energy of the heavy quark and therefore
is called the kinetic energy operator. Since it depends on the mass of the heavy
quark it breaks the heavy quark flavor symmetry. The second term is sensitive to
the spin of the heavy quark due to presence of a"" matrix and therefore explicitly
breaks the heavy quark spin symmetry along with flavor symmetry. In the rest frame
v = (1, 0), this operator is sensitive to only the chromo-magnetic field and therefore
is called the chromomagnetic operator. This result for the effective Lagrangian is
valid at tree level. In general, one would expect that loop corrections will modify
the coefficients of the non-perturbative corrections. However, there is an exception
to this rule explained below.
There is always some ignorance in our knowledge of the inertial frame of the heavy
quark due to momentum fluctuations of order AQCD. This amounts to the fact that
we know the velocity of the heavy quark only up to order AQCD/mQ. Therefore
all choices for velocity parameter within order AQCD/mQ are equivalent and must
leave the Lagrangian density invariant. This symmetry of the effective Lagrangian
is known as re-parameterization invariance (RPI) pertaining to the aforementioned
arbitrariness of the parameter v, which labels the heavy quark. However, since the
arbitrariness is of the order AQCD/mQ this invariance is seen from cancellations among
terms at different orders in power corrections. Therefore, RPI mixes different orders
in the power expansion in 1/mQ. The simplest effect of this symmetry is that the
coefficient of the kinetic energy operator in eqn. (2.3) remains unmodified by loop
corrections. Which is to say that the kinetic energy of the heavy quark is not altered
by perturbative effects.
The coefficient of the chromomagnetic operator is not saved by any such principle
and does get modified due to loop corrections. Including these perturbative effects,
we can write the order 1/mQ corrections to the HQET Lagrangian as
- D2 o-[1G1"
1, = -hv hv - Cm(mTQ, i) gh, h,, (2.4)2 mQ 4 m
where Ccm(mQ, p) is the Wilson coefficient to the chromomagnetic operator and con-
tains physics above the scale p. The chromomagnetic Wilson coefficient is calculated
by a matching procedure such that the HQET Lagrangian gives the same short dis-
tance physics as the full QCD Lagrangian up to order 1/mQ in the power expansion.
Therefore, then, the operator must encode the fluctuations (corresponding to the spin
of the heavy quark interacting with the chromomagnetic field of the gluons) below
the scale p. The scale p is the threshold between the infrared physics and the ul-
traviolet physics. Therefore, it must live somewhere between scales AQCD and mQ.
However, HQET is constructed such that the operators have typical momentum fluc-
tuations of the order AQCD, so, in order to have a reliable prediction for the matrix
elements of these operators, the preferred choice for scale fu is such that At > AQCD
or ft - few GeV. On the other hand, the scale p enters in the Wilson coefficients
through the perturbative expansion in as(up) and logs of Ip/mQ, both of which are
large for p < mQ and in principle could cause the perturbation theory to breakdown,
making the value of Wilson coefficients unreliable. This dilemma is solved by em-
ploying renormalization group improved perturbation theory, which is to say that we
evaluate Wilson coefficients at a high scale, p - mQ, where fixed order perturbation
theory is well behaved, then use RGE to evolve them down to a low scale, t > AQCD,
where the prediction for non-perturbative matrix element is more reliable. The idea
underlying this RGE picture is that the effective lagrangian and the physical observ-
ables predicted from it must be P-independent. In the next section we will see this
procedure explicitly for the chromomagnetic operator7 .
2.3.1 Renormalization group evolution in HQET: an example
Since £1 of eqn. (2.4) is p-independent and since the kinetic energy operator remains
unmodified by the perturbative corrections, we conclude that the second term in £1
is also A-independent. Operating with the differential operator td/dt, we obtain
d d
Gt() At Ccm(mQ, =t) Cm (mQ, At) 1- t d (At)
d log Cm d log (2.5)
dlog - d log p(
where -t2 is the matrix element of the chromomagnetic operator hgo7,,G t ' . The
RGE for this Wilson coefficient is given by
dlog cm /cm I[s(t)], (2.6)
d log A
7 The ideas presented in next subsection are applicable in any effective field theory. In a more
complicated EFT, like SCET, the integrals involved can be harder and certain multiplications are
replaced by convolutions.
where ;cm is obtained from the 1/c poles in the renormalization of Ccm.
perturbative series in a,(p) given by
'Ycm = To (asC)4-x
'cm is a
as()) 2
and has recently been calculated to three loops [67]. Using the above expansion for
'cm in eqn. (2.6) and integrating we get
log Ccm(mq, io ) n=
n=O
(°a4([) n+1
4w ) (2.7)
To integrate this equation we use RGE equation for ao
d a 2)dyas(p) - 2dp 27 4w (2.8)
where /, are the coefficients of the QCD /3-function in the MS scheme for renor-
malization and are known to four loops in perturbation theory [68, 69].
equation above we get
dp da 1
P 2a 2cn n~ a '
Inverting
where a = as(1 )/(4w). Substituting this in eqn. (2.7), along with definition ai
4(j), we get
log (Ccm(mQ, ) _
SCcm(mQ, po) ioa'
da E%0o 'yn&a
2a 0o 3rnam (2.9)
= da n - 1
n=O i
34r + "
+ 'w2 ( 47)
Ji 1 dp
to P
where in the last line we have expanded the ratio of the two series from the first line
in a and the coefficients cn for first few n are given by
;;o
0/= 1 (2.10)
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Now, doing the simple integral in a we get
log Ccm(T ) o log + n(Xn _ 1) s(/z) (2.11)
lo Ccm(TQ, po) ) 0n1 n 1, 4 )
where x = a,(po)/a(pl), which is an order 1 number as long as the scales p0 and
/l1 are well above AQCD. Note that this is the all order form of the solution. The
perturbative expansion in solution (2.11) does not have any large coefficients because
e, - 1 and therefore the series converges quickly. Exponentiating this solution we
get the evolution equation for Ccm
Ccm(mQ, pi) = U(p/L, po)Ccm(mQ, [o) , (2.12)
where the evolution operator U is given by
U(p, po) = ZxO exp ( x n - 1) ) . (2.13)
Thus, we say that U evolves Ccm from the scale p 0 to the scale pt. We also note
that U(pi, -to) = U-'(p0, pi). Since the evolution equation for the matrix element p 2
differs from the one for the Wilson coefficient only by a minus sign, it is immediately
seen that p1t is evolved by the equation
2 l) U-1 (, to) (0) o). (2.14)1-t G ,- r'O G~rO
Usually we choose uil > puo because perturbation theory converges better with this
choice.
Using the evolution operator U(P 1 , Po0) we, now, have
Ccm(TmQ, )tip' (p) = Ccm(mQ, p1)U- 1 (, 1 , o0)[G (/o0), (2.15)
where, on LHS, scale p is arbitrary and, on RHS we choose, 1-t1  mQ and o0 > AQCD.
This equation is the statement of renormalization group improved perturbation the-
ory. On the RHS the predictions for both the Wilson coefficient and the matrix
element are stable and reliable due to their preferred choice of scales, and the pertur-
bation series in the evolution factor U converges quickly. The naive expression on the
LHS has large logarithmss of the form log(p/mQ) which in the perturbation series
for Ccm occur as an logm (p[/mQ), slowing the convergence of the perturbation series.
Since there are no such large logs occurring on the RHS we say that the evolution
factor resums the large logs 9.
Expanding the exponential in the evolution operator as a power series in as, in
equations (2.12) and (2.14), we get the order by order running of the Wilson coefficient
and the matrix element. The zeroth order expression, ULL (l, 0) = O, is called
the leading log (LL) running; the next perturbative correction to the leading log
expression gives next-to leading log (NLL) running, UNLL = X0 [1 + C1 (x- 1)as/(47r)];
and so on. The leading log expression resums the logs of type a logn, the NLL
expression sums the logs of the type a logn - l , the next-to next-to leading log (NNLL)
resums the logs of the type a logn- 2 and so on.
In figure 2-7 we have shown, for AQCD < 11 < mb, a comparison between the
resummed expression for Ccm (eqn. (2.12)) and the fixed order expression at one-
loop, two-loop and three-loops order. The three-loop anomalous dimension 7cm and
the fixed order three-loop perturbative result for Ccm can be found in [67]. For
computations, the pole mass of b-quark is set to mb = 4.7 GeV and the strong coupling
Sassuming we choose to have stable prediction for M2
9 The evolution factor contains ratio of a, at different scales and it is easily seen that on expanding
this ratio as a perturbation series in a, at one scale the series of large logs reappear.
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Figure 2-7: Wilson coefficient to the b-quark chromomagnetic operator plotted for
AQCD < p << mb. Upper three curves are fixed order results and lower three curves
are RGE-improved results.
constant at the scale mz to a,(mz) = 0.118. We observe from the figure that in the
RGE-improved results NLL and NNLL curves are close together showing convergence,
however, the corresponding NNLO and N3LO curves among fixed order results are
about as far as NLO and NNLO curves are. Further, this behavior gets worse at lower
values of p among fixed order curves (where the logs are large), while, it gets better
for the resummed results'o. Thus, this example shows us that the RGE-improved
perturbation theory gives us more stable results than naive fixed order one.
2.3.2 Mass of heavy mesons
In HQET we can obtain an expression for the mass of a heavy meson in terms of the
pole mass of the heavy quark and matrix elements of HQET. At the order mQ, the
100ne would anticipate that fixed order results should show at least similar functional dependence
as the resummed result. However, due to the renormalon problem, which we will study later in this
chapter, Cc,,m does not converge and the fixed order results are showing this effect. Resummed results
are less plagued by this problem because evolution operator (or equivalently anomalous dimension)
does not suffer from this renormalon and only the initial point Ccm(mb, mb) does. Strictly speaking,
we shouldn't trust the resummed results either. Later, in section 5.8.1 we will fix this problem.
mass of all heavy mesons containing a heavy quark Q is mH = mQ. At order unity
in HQET, meson masses get contribution from matrix element of Lo
1
A = (HQ hv(iv -D) h, H) ,
where the factor of 1/2 arises from our normalization convention for the state IHQ),
which is the state for the heavy meson containing the heavy quark Q in the heavy
quark limit (mQ -+ oc). In general, A depends upon the light quark flavor but under
SU(2) isospin symmetry, which is what we assume here, it is a universal constant.
Naively, we expect A to scale as AQCD because it is mass dimension one and, in the
heavy quark limit, it only has knowledge of the intrinsic scale of QCD. The next
contribution comes at order 1/mQ in power expansion from matrix elements which
are defined as
2A1 = -(HQ hvD2hvHQ), (2.16)
16(8'Q - gg) A2(mQ) = Ccm(mQ, P)(HQjh, g o- GP"h HQ) .
Here A, is independent of mQ and A2 depends on mQ via the logarithmic mQ depen-
dence of Ccm(mQ, p). Both these quantities have the same value for all the mesons in
the same heavy quark spin-flavor multiplet and SU(3) light quark flavor multiplet, i.e.,
for all mesons in Table 2.1. However, the matrix element (HQ v g a,,,G"hv HQ),
is proportional to s' - s and therefore breaks heavy quark spin symmetry. Thus, it
gives rise to B-B* mass splitting. Using EQ -S = (J2 - s~- )/2 we get, up to order
1/mQ, the following relation for the B-meson masses
Am 3A2 (Mb)
mB = mb + A - (2.17)2mb 2 mb
A A2 (mb)
mB* = mb + A - + 2(b2 mb 2 mb
A similar relation for D and D*-mesons reads
A1  3A2 (m,)
mD = n, A - 1 32m, 2m,
A1  A2 (m,)
mD* = m, + - 2m, 2m,
(2.18)
Taking the difference of the two lines in eqn. (2.17) we get
4A2 (mb)
mB* -m B = 2 mb
4A2 (rmb)
mB* + mB
where in the last step we have used the order mQ relation for the heavy meson mass.
Simplifying, we get at the leading order in power expansion
mB - m = 4A2 (mb) + ... (2.19)
where trailing dots correspond to higher order power corrections. A similar result can
also be obtained for the D-D* mass splitting
mD* - = 4A 2 (Mc)+ .... (2.20)
Upon taking the ratio of the last two equations we get at the leading power (LP)
2 2
mB* - mBmg =, o
2 2
mD* 
-MD
A2 (mb)
A2(M,)
Ccm (Mb, P 0 )
Scm(Tmc,p) +0)
(2.21)
where in the last equality we have cancelled the non-perurbative matrix element at
some low scale to > AQCD. This is the leading prediction in HQET for the ratio
of mass-splittings in B and D-systems, and is completely calculable in perturbation
theory. We wish to make use of this relation in sections 2.6.2 and 5.8.1.
2.4 Soft Collinear Effective Theory
Soft collinear effective theory (SCET) is used to study systems with one or more
energetic partons. As the name may suggest, SCET decouples the collinear and
the soft modes in QCD and provides a systematic way to factorize their effects.
This factorization is important in understanding processes like B-decays via weak
interactions, where the decay products are light and energetic; quarkonia decay (e.g.
T - Xy); or processes with large energy transfer like deep inelastic scattering, Drell-
Yan lepto-production (p -* X +f-), jet production in a linear collider (e+e- --+ jets),
quarkonia production (e+e- - JI/ X), jet production at LHC (pp -- jets), etc.
SCET has been used to prove factorization theorems in several of these processes
[28, 29, 30, 35, 36, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. In this thesis we will, in particular, study two
processes where SCET is used to derive and study factorization theorems: charmless
non-leptonic B-decays (in Chapter 3) and jet production in a future international
linear collider (in Chapter 4).
For an energetic parton, which carries energy much greater than its mass as well as
AQCD, most of its momentum fluctuations can be designated to be along the momen-
tum axis. Such a parton in a physical process loses its energy by radiating collinear
gluons, i.e., the gluons close to the momentum axis of the original parton. Since the
mass of the parton and its typical offshellness ( AQCD) is negligible compared to its
energy, the momentum four-vector of such a parton is near light-like. Therefore, it
is convenient to use the light-cone coordinates for such systems. n" and &V" give the
light-cone basis vectors if n 2 = 0, i 2 = 0 and h -n = 2. An example of such a basis is
n" = (1, 0,0,-1), "= (1, 0, 0,1).
In the light-cone basis, the momentum p of a parton is
P = p + -n + p + p2.2 2
=-P + -- +P p~ (2.22)2 ,
where in the last line we have defined the minus and the plus-components, the momen-
tum components along the light cone. We also note that pi satisfies n-p1 = fi-p± = 0.
For brevity, in this basis, we write p = (pS, p-, p1). For a parton with energy Q and
collinear along light-cone vector n, its components scale as
A2
PC= (+," P , P Q , QAQCD) " 2 A
where we have defined A = AQCD/Q. This scaling is nothing but a boost by Q/AQCD
on the set (AQCD, AQCD, AQCD), which is the scaling of the soft momenta like that of
the residual momentum of a heavy quark or of the soft gluons in a hadron. These
two scalings, namely collinear and soft, are present in the exclusive heavy hadron
decay processes, where an energetic light hadron is emitted in the final state. The
light quarks and gluons in this energetic hadron constitute the collinear modes. An
example of such a process will be B -- Dr decay. The version of SCET that deals
with such processes is traditionally known as SCETII.
In inclusive processes, involving an energetic parton, the final state contains a jet of
hadrons11 rather than a single hadron. In such systems the evolution of the energetic
parton happens at an intermediate scale vQAQCD, such that A~D << QA D < Q2.
This amounts to offshellness p2 - QAQCD or greater for the jet X. An example
of such a system with a single jet in the final state would be B -- Xy. Here, the
momenta of the partons in the jet scales like
p - (AQCD Q, VAQCDQ) Q(A2, , IA),
where A = JVAQcD/Q. Note that the transverse momenta scale like v/QAQCD, which
is what fragments a single energetic parton into several hadrons, thus, the inverse of
this scale gives the spread of the jet cone. The soft fluctuations that are of the order
(AQCD, AQCD, AQCD), now scale like Q(A 2, A2, A2) and are, therefore, called ultrasoft.
The version of SCET that deals with collinear-ultrasoft interactions is called SCETI.
The quark and gluon fields collinear to n can be labeled by n. In a reference frame
11many energetic hadrons propagating in a narrow cone
where a quark is collinear to n, the fluctuations collinear to n will be greater than
scale Q. Since, we want an effective theory where all fluctuations above scale Q are
integrated out, therefore, h-collinear fluctuations and their corresponding fields are
also integrated out. Only the n-collinear fields and the soft and the ultrasoft fields
they interact with survive in the effective theory. SCET can now be constructed by
demanding that the kinetic energy term for collinear quarks scales like Ao. It can be
shown, much along the lines of the HQET propagator calculation of eqn. (2.2), that
the quark propagator in the collinear limit reduces to
2 n.pi.-p+p +iE'
which is consistent with the following definition of the collinear spinors
Un (p)= u- (p) ,4
u(p) being full theory quark spinor. In terms of the corresponding field (n(x) , the
full theory quark Lagrangian (ip)V can be written as [26],
' = F( n -D + i i .Di .
We know that, in the above expression, the momentum part of each term in the
brackets scales as A2. Since the space-time integral f d4x scales likel 2 A-4 , we conclude
that ~, scales like A, and the kinetic action as Ao. Apart from collinear quarks there are
collinear gluons, and, soft and ultrasoft quark and gluon fields. The above Lagrangian
does not separate different gluon modes and also does not include soft and ultrasoft
quarks. Separating the various gluon modes and including missing pieces, the full
effective Lagrangian, describing the interactions of collinear quarks and gluons with
12In the near rest frame of the quark typical momentum fluctuations, after hard fluctuations are
integrated out, scale like A. Therefore, x scales like 1/A. So, d4x scales like A- 4 . Since d4x is Lorentz
invariant it scales like A- 4 in the boosted frame, which is where we construct SCET.
Table 2.2: Fields
collinear, soft and
and (2.28).
and Wilson lines of SCET and their scaling. W,
ultrasoft Wilson lines which are defined in equations
S and Y are
(2.26), (2.27)
soft modes in a single frame of reference, can be written as
(2.23)LSCET = c + ,s + Ius
where Lc contains collinear fields, Ls contains soft fields and LUs contains ultrasoft
fields. The field content of the above Lagrangian and their scaling is shown in Ta-
ble 2.2. At order A0, c is given by [26],
c = n,p' in - D + gn -. An,q + ( + g94 ,q) W-Wt (P- + g94 ,q') } n,p (2.24)
+ I tr { [iv" + gA,q , iD" + gA,,] }2 + 2tr ,, [iD , [i + gA , c }
2g2 n4q n qln,q I
+ 1tr {[iD, , AP,] }2An,q]
where P is the label momentum operator, subscripts p, q, p', q' are label momenta,
W are the collinear Wilson lines to be discussed later, cn are the n-collinear ghost
fields and a is a general covariant gauge parameter. The action of the label operator
on a field is to extract its momentum, for example, P" n,p = P" n,p. Also, in the
equation above, iD" = n -P + P" + tin - D and iD," = iO" + gA/, only contain
ultrasoft fields. The fields labeled by label momenta in the above Lagrangian contain
Modes Momenta Fields Field Scaling
(P ,p-,.)
n A
collinear (A2, 1, A) (A+, A,, A (A2, 1, A)
W[it - A,] I
q8 A3/2
soft (A,A,A) AP A
S[n.A,] 1
qus A3
ultrasoft (A2, 1 2, 1 2) A, A2
Y[n A,] 1
QAI* jQA2
Figure 2-8: Multipole diagram representing division of phase space into ultrasoft bins
around collinear momentum labeled by p. A collinear quark is taken from one bin to
another bin by interaction with a collinear gluon, an action which changes the label
momentum.
fluctuations of order AQCD around the label momentum which scales like a collinear
momentum. Also, all the derivatives in the above Lagrangian scale like A2. The
division of phase space described by label momentum and residual momentum of order
AQCD is represented in the multipole diagram of figure 2-8. Interactions of collinear
quarks with collinear gluons and collinear gluon self interactions described by Lc are
the only interactions which change the label momentum. Other soft interactions of
Lc and those of L,, do not change label momenta. Finally, the soft and ultrasoft
Lagrangians of eqn. (2.23) are given by
s = qs,p' (i + g,q) qs,p - 2tr (GA'vGs ~ , (2.25)
£ = us - tr (G"vG)
where GP" = i[D", DV]/g and iG" = [P/ + gA l ,, P" + gA",,]/g. These two La-
grangians are the same as those in QCD and are determined uniquely by the power
counting of Table 2.2 and gauge transformations of soft and ultrasoft fields13
At leading order, three types of Wilson lines appear in SCET and play an impor-
tant role in understanding soft-collinear factorization. The collinear Wilson lines W
13Details of gauge transformation for all SCET fields are discussed in reference [26].
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Figure 2-9: An example of matching showing appearance of collinear Wilson lines in
effective theory. On the left is a soft quark absorbing collinear gluons. On integrating
out the offshell propagators we get the effective theory operator, on the right side,
containing the Wilson line W.
that also appeared in eqn. 2.24 is defined as
W, = P exp ig ds h -An(s) , (2.26)
where P stands for path ordering and the position space field A (x) is the Fourier
transform of An,P(O) with respect to i - p. This Wilson line appears in currents
where hard fluctuations occur due to interaction of collinear gluons with offshell
quarks that are integrated out. An example of such a matching is shown in Fig. 2-9.
The interaction of soft gluons with collinear quarks or gluons makes them offshell
by a large amount. A collinear mode, which scales like Q(A2 , 1, A), on absorbing
a soft mode, which scale like Q(A, A, A), scales like Q(A, 1, A). This has offshellness
(Pc+ps)2 , Q2A > Q2A2 _ p2 , which amounts to a hard mode and must be integrated
out in the effective theory. Integrating out these hard-offshell propagators gives rise
to soft Wilson line
S(x) = P exp (ig ds -. A,(si) , (2.27)
which is built out of soft fields. The collinear and the soft Wilson line both appear in
soft-collinear heavy-to-light currents due to the type of gluon interactions described
above, giving the currents of type JO = n,pWFSth, in SCET, that are gauge invari-
ant under two distinct type of gauge transformations. Lastly, the ultrasoft Wilson
line is defined by
Y(x) = Pexp ig ds As (si) , (2.28)
which describes the interaction of ultrasoft gluons with collinear quarks and gluons
at leading order in A. Using BPS field redefinition [26],
= Y() A"= YA(O)"Yt and c,, = Yc( yt,n,p nn,p An,p n,p Cp n,p
we can decouple ultrasoft gluons from collinear partons in the leading order SCET
Lagrangian. The new fields, labeled by (0), no longer interact with ultrasoft gluons,
thus, ultrasoft Wilson lines appear only in external operators containing collinear
fields.
In the next section we discuss soft-collinear factorization of hadronic cross-sections
involving jets in the light of ideas presented in this section.
2.5 Jets
An energetic parton produced in a scattering experiment at center of mass energy
Q and offshellness p 2 such that Q > p2 > AQCD, evolves into a jet of hadrons. In
this evolution from an offshell energetic parton to multiple hadrons, there are several
phases a parton goes through. For an energetic top quark produced with energy Q in
a hard interaction, these phases involve: collinear emission of gluons above the top
mass, evolution of the top near the mass shell, decay of the top, and hadronization.
Corresponding to these phases there are also scales involved: the scale of production
Q, the mass of the top mt, the decay width of the top Ft and the hadronization scale
AQCD. These scales obey the hierarchy
Q >mt >F t > AQCD.
Figure 2-10 shows a typical jet evolution along with the scales that mark the interface
of various phases. All these phases of evolution are described by QCD, but since
c-c
PU
Q mt rt AQCD
Figure 2-10: An energetic top evolving into a jet of hadrons. Various stages of
development are shown, along with intermediate scales involved, leading to eventual
decay and hadronization.
characteristic momenta and scales are quite different in each phase one expects that
this process factorizes in QCD, decoupling the physics of each phase. However, QCD
is very hard to solve, therefore we look for factorization of such processes in an EFT-
based picture. Using a tower of EFTs we can understand the physics of each phase
of development separately and hope to obtain a factorization theorem for the process
under consideration. In the case of the example under consideration, the energetic
top, the correct set of EFTs is SCET between scales Q and mt and HQET between
scales mt and Ft. To be precise let's take a simple example of dijet production in a
linear colliderl4
e+e - --+ tt--+ jj.
The two jets produced will be well-separated and almost back to back. Therefore, the
phase-space can be divided into two hemispheres each corresponding to a jet. The
hemispheres are separated by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis [76]. Figure 2-
14In top jet production from pp collisions, like at LHC, there are added issues, concerning distri-
bution of partons in incoming proton beams, one need to worry about. Recently, there has been
some progress in this direction [75].
soft particles
n-collinear
thrust axis
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hemisphere-a I hemisphere-b
Figure 2-11: A dijet event in e+e- tf. Two well separated jets are shown along
with soft particles that connect the jets. Hemispheres are defined by the plane per-
pendicular to the thrust axis.
11 shows this configuration. Each jet is collinear to a light-cone vector parallel or
anti-parallel to the thrust axis, as shown in the figure. Fluctuations in each jet can
be described by SCET. On integrating out collinear modes in SCET, one can match
on to HQET for boosted unstable top quarks (bHQET). This matching procedure
gives the factorization theorem for the cross-section at the leading order in power
counting, which is schematically given by the formula 15 [35],
o = HQ x Hm x Bn 0 B 9 S + .. .,
where HQ and Hm are hard Wilson coefficients corresponding to QCD to SCET
matching and SCET to bHQET matching, respectively; Bn and Bf are jet functions
describing the evolution of a near mass shell unstable top/antitop into a collimated jet;
and finally S describes the soft cross-talk between the two jets. In the equation above
0 represent convolutions, while HQ and Hm appear with ordinary multiplications.
Therefore, HQ and Hm do not modify the shape of cross-section. This matching
procedure contains large logs of the ratio of scales involved, which can disrupt the
perturbation theory. This problem is fixed by using RGE-improved perturbation
theory, which implies that each of the quantities in the factorization theorem will be
15Later, in Chapter 4, we discuss the factorization theorem with the details filled in.
evolution operators
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Figure 2-12: Wilson coefficients and soft function along with matching scales in fac-
torization for tt jet production cross-sections.
calculated at their preferred scale and then run down to a common scale before doing
the convolutions above. These functions along with their scales and RGE operators
are shown in Figure 2-12. The process of renormalization group evolution is similar to
the one discussed in context of HQET except that, now we will deal with convolutions
of functions and evolution operators. More details on heavy quark jet function and
its renormalization group evolution to follow in Chapter 4.
2.6 Renormalons
No discussion of heavy quarks can be complete without studying the renormalon prob-
lem. It is well-known that quantum field theory is only asymptotically convergent
and QCD is no exception to this rule. The coefficients in the perturbative expansion
for a quantity calculated in perturbative QCD can grow factorially causing the per-
turbative expansion to fail. Such factorial growth of coefficients in the perturbative
expansion of a quantum field theory is known as the renormalon. This can be under-
stood by a simple mathematical example. Consider the function 1/(1 - a) which has
scalesmatching functions
valid Taylor expansion for Ia < 1,
- 1 + a + a 2 f + . .. (2.29)
Now consider integrating this function with kernel eat over the range (-oc, 0) for
positive t. This, of course, we can calculate exactly, as below
da = et F[O, t] ,  (2.30)
where F[0, t] is the incomplete Gamma-function and converges for all positive t. How-
ever, had we not known how to do this integral, we may be tempted to use the
expansion (2.29) and integrate over each term in the expansion; this gives
do e at deo ta (-1)nn! (2.31)
1 - d t = E tn+i
n= o n=O
Here one immediately notes that the coefficients in the expansion grow factorially,
thus, making series diverge for any finite t. This happened because we forced the
expansion in a outside its range of validity. The same result is obtained by expanding
the RHS of eqn. (2.30) in the large t limit, that is to say, a partial sum of order N in
expansion of eqn. (2.31) gives an estimate for the original integral up to an accuracy
of O (1/tN+1) in the large t limit. In other words, the above expansion converges
only in the limit t - oc and is, therefore, called an asymptotic expansion. The series
is said to converge asymptotically and has zero radius of convergence.
Such a situation also arises in quantum field theory, where we force the momentum
scales into the IR and the UV regions of the loop integrals. The logarithmic running of
the perturbative coupling of QCD, a,((p), converges for only large momentum scales
and breaks down in the far IR. In the renormalization procedure we are forced to
use this running of coupling at all scales. This results in asymptotic expansions in
perturbative QCD, much like in the simple example above6.
16An example of renormalon in a quantum mechanical model that imitates QCD in some approx-
imation is discussed in [77].
2.6.1 Borel Summation
To study asymptotic expansions or the renormalons in QCD we employ the Borel
summation technique. Borel transform and summation helps us to understand the
nature and severity of the factorial growth in a perturbation series. To understand
the Borel procedure, consider a series expansion
00
f(c) = f(0) + f ,"nl
n=O
which may have fn ~ n! for large n. Its Borel transform is defined by
B[f ](u) = f (0)6(u) + fnn (2.32)
n=O
which is essentially replacing n +1 by un/n!. This new series in the Borel variable u
is more convergent than the original series because each coefficient in the new series
is suppressed by a factor of n!. One can get the original function f(a) back by taking
an inverse Borel transform, which is defined by
f(o) = due-u/ B[f](u) . (2.33)
If this integral exists we say f is Borel summable and the inverse transform provides
a definition of the sum of the series. Otherwise, f is Borel non-summable. This
happens, for example, when there are singularities on the integration path. If there
is pole on the real axis, say at u = uo > 0, then we need to deform the integration
contour either above the pole or below the pole in order to define the Borel inverse
and this gives an ambiguity in the Borel summation procedure, also known as a
renormalon ambiguity in the context of quantum field theory. This ambiguity, which
is the difference between the path above and below the pole, can be measured by a
contour integration around the pole at u = uo,
Amb[f] = due-C/aB[f](u). (2.34)
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Figure 2-13: (a) Borel transform of an asymptotic expansion has a pole on negative
real axis but integration path for Borel inverse is unique. (b) Pole on the real axis,
thus, integration path for Borel inverse need to be deformed to avoid the pole; this
gives rise to an ambiguity.
Indeed, we get poles on the real axis if f, grows factorially for large n. Figure 2-
13 shows two scenarios of asymptotic expansion in Borel plane, one Borel-summable
and the other with (renormalon) ambiguity. A few examples of series of varying
character, in the context of Borel summation, are discussed in Appendix A. Though
certain asymptotic series cannot be summed using the Borel procedure, nevertheless,
the Borel transform quantifies the structure of the renormalon ambiguity at hand,
and we can study ways to remove it. In QCD, a perturbative expansion of a quantity
having multiple renormalons shows up as several poles in the (Borel) u-plane. The
poles closer to the origin are more important than those farther away because they
dominate the behavior of coefficients at higher orders in perturbation theory.
2.6.2 Renormalons in QCD and EFTs
Renormalons have been studied in QCD and its EFTs at great length for over two
decades [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87] and are reviewed in [88]. The renormalon
ambiguities of QCD have power law sensitivity to the infrared of the theory. As
mentioned earlier, they arise because the gluon coupling becomes too strong for soft
gluons but the renormalization procedure forces perturbative running of the coupling
into the infrared region of loop integrals. A quantity f calculated in perturbation
theory, thus, suffers from factorial growth and the Borel transform of f has a pole in
the Borel plane17 (say at u = uo). The ambiguity can be captured using eqn. (2.34)
17For convenience, here and later, we choose convention that Borel variable u is conjugate to the
series expansion parameter, Ooas/(47r), in the transform.
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and it appears as
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which has power law sensitivity to typical momentum scale 1t and AQCD, the natural
infrared scale of QCD. We will see this in an explicit calculation of heavy quark pole
mass, later in this section.
These ambiguities are, however, unphysical and only an artifact of the renormal-
ization procedure. All observables should remain unaffected by them if adequate care
is taken. That is to say, there are always cancellations in the calculation of a physical
observable. Such cancellations usually occur between a perturbative expression and
a matrix element or a theory parameter. Two examples are discussed below to show
this clearly.
Our first example is in the context of b-quark decay, b -+ ueve. The decay width
for this process calculated in perturbation theory is given by a relation like
G V 2  1 0z 2 3
F(b - eve) ~ GV .mb + + 1) +
1927r 3  7 r 2  3
where only the order of the first few terms is shown schematically and powers of C
keep track of orders in the perturbation theory"s . Numerical evaluation of this result
in the pole scheme for b-quark mass gives [89]
pl 2 1T Vb 12
pole: GF 2 pole) 5 [1 - 0.176 - 0.13E2 + .]
19273 b
which does not seem to converge. This happens because coefficients of a~ are growing
factorially and therefore the perturbation series has a renormalon ambiguity. How-
ever, since F is an observable it must be free of any such ambiguity. In fact, the
pole mass m ole also has a renormalon ambiguity and there is cancellation amongst
(m pole)" and the series. Let us look at this decay width in two more schemes for
18c = 1 for a numerical result.
b-quark mass, MS scheme and IS scheme [89]:
G2 Vub 2MS: 92r3 (MS) 5 [1 + 0.30c + 0.19e2  .S 2 1 Vub 2
1S : 3 (m )5 [1 - 0.1156 - 0.03562 +...]
where we notice that numerical predictions are unstable for MS but convergent for
1S. Both the MS and 1S schemes for heavy quark mass are renormalon free schemes,
but MS mass is a mass definition adapted to describe momentum fluctuations above
the mass scale, i.e., p > mb, which are not those of the decay products of the b-quark.
On the other hand, the 1S mass, which is half the mass of the perturbative Upsilon
IS state, is a mass scheme well-defined for momentum fluctuations below the mass
of the heavy quark. Typical momentum fluctuations in the decay process are smaller
than the mass of the heavy quark, therefore, 1S serves as a better scheme to calculate
the observable than MS. There are two lessons that we learn from this example:
* using a scheme for a theory parameter, like the pole scheme for heavy quark
mass, which suffers from a renormalon ambiguity will also give rise to a renor-
malon ambiguity in the perturbative expansion for the observable,
* just choosing a renormalon free scheme is not enough; it is equally important
to choose a scheme which is well suited for the physics under consideration.
Finally, let us understand how the cancellation of renormalon between the pole mass
and the perturbation series takes place. The pole mass is related to a renormalon free
well-defined mass scheme m(R) by a relation like
mpole = m(R) R ana(R) , (2.35)
n=l
where R is an infrared scale introduced and the perturbation series on the RHS is an
asymptotic series (an - n! for large n) with the same bad IR behavior as the pole
mass. m(R) is free of bad IR behavior as that cancels between mpole and the series.
Therefore, a renormalon free mass scheme is defined by determining a series as in
equation (2.35) which has precisely the same problematic behavior as pole mass. This
procedure inevitably introduces an infrared parameter R. Problematic fluctuations
below R do not arise in m(R). In other words, problematic fluctuations below the
scale R are absorbed in the definition of m(R). It is now easily seen that substituting
for m ole of eqn. (2.35) in the equation for the decay width and consistently expanding
in 0a, one can obtain a result for the decay width in other schemes for heavy quark
mass. The cancellations amongst the perturbation series from mass and one in the
decay width will render the resulting perturbative expansion renormalon free.
The second example that we discuss relates to the OPE in HQET. In eqn. (2.19)
we related the B-B* mass splitting at leading order in 1/mQ to the matrix element
A2 of HQET, which was defined in eqn. (2.16) as a product of a Wilson coefficient
C,,(mQ, p) and a non-perturbative matrix element. It is known that this Wilson
coefficient to chromomagnetic operator suffers from a renormalon ambiguity of order
AQCD/mQ [90]. As a result the ratio of B-B* and D-D* mass-splittings of eqn. (2.21)
also suffers from an order AQCD(1/mb - 1/m) renormalon. This can be easily seen
from the instability of the numerical prediction in perturbation theory at the leading
power in 1/mQ [67],
LP
2 2
mth = 2' = 0.8517 - 0.0696 - 0.0908 + [-0.1285] +..., (2.36)
mD * _ D theory
where the first number on RHS is the LL prediction, the second is the NLL correc-
tion, the third is the NNLL correction. The last number in square brackets is an
estimate of the next higher order correction in a,. Comparing this to the experimen-
tal result rex = 0.885 with negligible error, we notice that the theoretical prediction
from perturbation theory does not converge. However, these mass splittings and their
ratio are physical observables and, therefore, this renormalon ambiguity must cancel
against another term. The only term it can cancel against is the next power correc-
tion, which comes from (9 (1/m3 ) operators in LCHQET. In fact, it is a general feature
of the OPE that renormalons in Wilson coefficients cancel against one in the higher
order matrix element [82]. Renormalons occurring in Wilson coefficients are, techni-
cally, power suppressed effects at that order in the power expansion. Therefore, it
makes sense that they are cancelled by a power suppressed non-perturbative matrix
element. The dynamics of this cancellation is discussed in detail in section 5.8 and
also a new method is proposed to treat and study renormalons arising in the OPE.
It is important to understand how renormalons arise in the OPE. The matching
procedure ensures that the infrared physics of the original non-local operator of the
full theory and the OPE is the same, order by order in power expansion. However,
if the matching procedure involves a mass-independent renormalization scheme that
respects the gauge and the Lorentz symmetries, like MS, we can only expect to have
the same IR physics in the OPE up to the order in the power expansion at which
matching is being done. Renormalons show up as a subleading mismatch in the in-
frared [82]. Thus, they are an artifact of employing mass-independent renormalization
scheme that forces the logs of the running coupling in the infrared region of the loop
integral. Nevertheless, they disrupt the perturbation theory much like in the example
above. Thus, we need to cure them.
2.6.3 Bubble chain calculation in naive-non-abelianization:
The standard probe for renormalons
Renormalons are singularities due to non-perturbative effects in QCD but it is impos-
sible to sum the entire QCD perturbation series to determine them. However, we still
can sum a certain set of diagrams to all orders in perturbation theory. An example of
the type of diagrams that we can sum to all orders in perturbation theory are shown
in Figure 2-14. We can make this calculation formal by taking limit nf -- o0, where
nf is the number of light flavors, and a, -- 0, while keeping c as fixed, a number of
order 1. In this limit, diagrams of type shown in Figure 2-14 are the leading order
contributions. The other diagrams are higher order and can be ignored, see Figure 2-
15. Although in the large nf limit QCD is not asymptotically free but we will still use
this technique to study renormalons for asymptotically free case by simply using it to
study poles on positive real axis in the Borel plane. Finally, this calculation is purely
p -q
Figure 2-14: Leading contribution to the self energy of a quark in large n limit.
az Sanf) . Z
Figure 2-15: Examples of diagrams higher order in large nf limit.
abelian but we will estimate the non-abelian part of the renormalon singularity by
replacing
3
nhf - -o . (2.37)
This last step is called naive non-abelianization as we are making a naive approxima-
tion for non-abelian effects through a purely abelian calculation. It is expected that
this approximation gives us some idea of the large order behavior because sometimes
the 0 term at higher orders in the series actually dominate over the "CA" term. This
method, calculating bubble chains with naive non-abelianization, has been used as a
standard way to look for renormalons in perturbation theory calculations. The un-
derlying idea here is that if a purely abelian calculation has a renormalon ambiguity
then we do have it and most likely also have a non-abelian contribution.
This approach, effectively, simplifies to doing a one loop calculation with a mod-
ified gluon propagator, which has all numbers of fermion bubbles in it. A gluon
propagator with single fermion bubble of Figure 2-16(a) gives
2 " pPp" b f± 1 5 log(- 2 /p2 )
p 2 + iO+ g - pp2 T ) 6c + 18 6
n bubbles(a)
Figure 2-16: (a) Gluon propagator with single gluon bubble (b) Full gluon propagator
in large nf limit.
Renormalizing the above expression in the MS scheme gives the renormalized one-
bubble gluon propagator
p2 + iO+ (gu Sp 2 6
ab (_ nf s[+i og(_-p2/2
Using this, along with the gluon propagator in Landau gauge, we get for the full
renormalized gluon propagator in large nf limit (Fig. 2-16(b))
G(p) 2 + 7O+ (i p2 ) 6ab (3o, 47r n
n=0
+ log(-~i2/p2)
where we have also used naive non-abelianization of eqn. (2.37). This expression can
be summed by taking the Borel transform1 9
B[4asG(p2)] p 2 + g u
_ pp
6ab (162 ) O Un
n=O
+ log(-u 2 /p2 )3
where we have also included a factor of g2 = 47as for gluon coupling to quarks at the
end points of the gluon propagator. The above series simply sums to an exponential
which on simplification gives
1672)( 0 (_p2 _ i0+)2+u (P2 I(-p 2 - iO+) 2 +u (p 9 _ pApV) Iab
This is the modified gluon propagator that we can use to directly get the Borel
transform of a perturbation series in the large nf approximation with naive non-
19 Here we take u as Borel conjugate of 3oas/(47r).
(2.38)
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abelianization (NNA). Studying the singularities of the Borel transform20 , thus ob-
tained, we can get some idea about the renormalon of the real QCD expression.
2.6.4 Renormalon ambiguity in the heavy quark pole mass
Let us apply the procedure discussed in the previous subsection to the self energy of
the heavy quark to obtain the information about the leading renormalon ambiguity
in the pole mass. The only diagram that contributes to the self energy in the large nf
approximation is shown in Figure 2-14, therefore Borel transform of the heavy quark
self energy in the large nf limit (or the large 30 limit) is given by
-iB[E (p, T)] (u) (A 25/3 167 2  d4  [q2 yp - ± y)7p -( - ±)T 
a Ta
S-1 3 o (27r)4 ((q - p) 2 - T2)(q2)2+u
where the mass used in the calculation is the MS mass, m. Here, UV of the loop
integral is regulated by the Borel variable u, so we don't need to use the dimensional
regularization. On simplifying the above integral by using the standard Feynman
integral techniques and doing the momentum integral we get
- B[E(p, m)](u) = (2.39)
CFI 25/3 ) uF(u)J dx { 3u/3oF(2 + u) i AU (3 - 9x) - 6m + A X2 2 - X))
where A = (xf 2 _ x(1_ -)p 2 ). We are interested in the pole mass mo, which is
defined by the solution of the equation
- m- E (p, ) p2 M ~ 0,
which states that the full propagator has a pole at p2 = m. Writing E(p, m) =
El + mE 2, the above equation can be solved to get
mo0 = m (2.40)1+ E1
20This ignores overall UV renormalization but that's acceptable as, over here, we are only inter-
ested in IR effects.
The integral in eqn. (2.39) can be calculated exactly. For a full treatment see [79, 88].
We are interested only in the ambiguity or the poles in the Borel plane, therefore,
we will make some simplifications to quickly obtain the desired result. Firstly, we
use p 2 = m2 and then substitute mo = mh + 3&T. Realizing that the self energy scales
like 1/3o, we expect 6m to also scale like 1/0o at the leading order in the large /0
expansion. Now consistently expanding the integral up to leading order in 1/3o we
find that
CF (2 5/3 (u) 3(3u - 1) 1) (2.41)B[Fl](u) = - 0 (2.41)
o F(2 + u) (2u - 1) Po
We see that the self energy has a pole at u = 0, which corresponds to the UV
divergence that needs to be renormalized by an appropriate 1/u subtraction. We will
ignore this pole and look at the first nontrivial pole closest to the origin that is at
u = 1/2. This is the pole in the Borel plane which corresponds to the order AQCD
ambiguity in the pole mass. Using the result in eqn. (2.41) for the self energy in the
Borel transform of eqn. (2.40) and expanding near u = 1/2, we get
_4pCFe
5/6 (i_B[mo - ()](u) = Ce5/6 + (terms regular at u = 1/2) + O 2 (2.42)
13 (1 - 2u) (1)
To calculate the ambiguity in the pole mass we use the definition (2.34) with u0o = 1/2.
For our convention for the Borel variable u, this gives
U 47r
Amb[mo] = due os(IO)B[mo - m(p)](u) (2.43)
2CFe5/ 6  27r 2CFe5/ 6
= 2-ri 0/ e /oas(p) = 27i /3o AQCD,
where in the last equality we have used the leading log definition of AQCD. Later
in section 5.6.2, we will compare this result for the normalization of the renormalon
ambiguity of the heavy quark pole mass with a result obtained from a different method
derived in Chapter 5 and show that the bubble chain calculation overestimates the
size of this ambiguity by about a factor of 2.
2.7 Heavy Quark Mass
There are several short distance mass schemes that exist in literature and have been
reviewed in [91] in context of b-quark. Short distance mass schemes are those which
are free of long distance or IR problems of QCD, i.e., free of the u = 1/2 renormalon.
The most well known of them is the MS mass scheme. However, as pointed out earlier
in a previous section, it is not well suited for processes, like heavy quark decays, where
typical momentum fluctuations are much less than the mass of the quark. The MS
scheme is suited for processes where fluctuations are of the order of the quark mass
of higher. From the point of view of HQET such fluctuations are integrated out and
therefore using MS scheme in HQET disrupts the power counting. The schemes that
are used in such processes are called threshold schemes. For example, the 1S scheme is
a threshold scheme and is used in b-quark decay processes. The most general relation
between the pole mass mo and a short distance scheme is given by
mo = mR(p) + R 3 ank ( ) logk(p/R), (2.44)
n=1 k=0
where ank are real numbers, p is the renormalization scale and R is an infrared scale
below which all fluctuations are absorbed in the definition of the short distance mass
mR(p). In general, for short distance schemes, R > AQCD and big enough so that we
can do perturbation theory but for threshold schemes we want AQCD < R << mQ. For
the MS scheme R = m(p = fm) and for the 1S scheme R = mlsCFs, which is the
inverse Bohr radius for bb bound state. Usually in the literature, the infrared scale R
is kept fixed for a given mass scheme once an appropriate choice is made. In Table 2.3
we have listed several short distance schemes that are in use in the literature, along
with the R-scale and typical processes where that scheme has been used.
The mass schemes fall in two categories:
* p-independent ones, where mR(p) does not have explicit p dependence, like 1S,
Scheme R Rbottom Rtop Processes Reference
MS i 4.2 163 [92]
iS mIsCFa, 1.5 25 b -- uev,e+e- --- QQ (threshold) [89]
PS pf 2 20 e+e - - QQ (threshold) [93]
kin ll in  1 20 b c decays [94]
SF f 1 X- b - y [95]
RGI mRGI 5 170 Lattice QCD [96]
jet Rjet - 2 e- tt --+ jj [40]
Table 2.3: Various mass schemes are listed along with references, and processes where
they are often used. For each scheme the IR scale R is shown, fluctuations below which
are absorbed in the definition of the mass. Also size of the scale R for bottom and
top physics are shown for each scheme.
kinetic and RGI. Here, we have p mR(p) = 0. In these schemes all = 0 and
ank for k > 1 are determined completely in terms of ano and n.
* those which have a p-anomalous dimension, i.e., mR(I ) = -R,[[ao(p)], like
MS scheme and jet scheme. In these schemes all f 0 and determines one-loop
anomalous dimension %,o. In general, ano and an1 are needed to define the
scheme and y,. , does not depend on log(p/R), therefore, all ank for k > 2
are fixed by ano, anl and ,/n.
Later in this thesis, in Chapter 5, we will look deeper into the physics of scale
R, generalize it to a true parameter, review some of the mass schemes given here,
define a couple more schemes relevant to our work and finally, discover an RGE in
the infrared scale R.
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Chapter 3
Penguin Amplitudes in B decays
3.1 Introduction
B-physics experiments have made considerable progress in improving our understand-
ing of standard model CP violation [97]. Several analyses have fairly small theoretical
uncertainty and yield precise results, such as sin(20) from B - J/xK, or B - *j'K,
type-decays. However, for a large number of observables, extracting short-distance in-
formation depends upon our ability to handle QCD effects. Many of these observables
are sensitive to new physics, and thus considerable effort has gone into understand-
ing how to calculate strong decay amplitudes with controlled approximations [98].
Examples of these type of observables are the magnitude and relative strong phase
of penguin contributions in charmless non-leptonic B-decays, B - 7rr, K7, pp etc,
which have significant contributions from loop-dominated penguin amplitudes.
In this chapter we classify standard model contributions to penguin amplitudes
using the SCET factorization theorem for nonleptonic decays from Ref. [30], and
compute a missing set of O(a,(mb)) short-distance perturbative corrections. (These
missing corrections were also recently computed in Ref. [99], and we compare results
at the end.) In principle these corrections have the potential of making up for an ob-
served shortfall in explaining the penguin amplitude data with leading order strong
phases. However, we find that these contributions to the amplitudes are quite small.
We also derive a new factorization theorem for " chirally enhanced" penguin ampli-
tudes, which are suppressed by l/mb but enhanced by the chiral condensate. Our
result involves a new generalized form factor (BM(z) and a single twist-3 meson dis-
tribution OpP(u), and it does not suffer from endpoint divergences. We find that these
contributions also have small imaginary contributions. Indeed, all known imaginary
short-distance corrections to the penguin amplitudes are small, roughly an order of
magnitude below the experimental values in B -- 7r decays and B -+ KwT decays.
Explanations for this discrepancy from long-distance standard model contributions
are critiqued and weighed against a beyond the standard model explanation.
In the standard model the amplitude for a channel B --+ M1M 2 may be written
as
AMIM2= AP)Tf 1 M2 + A(f)pM1M2 , (3.1)
with A) = VbV, and where we use CKM unitarity to remove VtbVtf (f = d or
f = s). In this chapter T" l12 and pM' 2 will be called tree and penguin amplitudes
respectively. We derive amplitudes for all two-body pseudoscalar and vector modes
that do not involve isosinglets in the final state. In comparing with experimental
penguin amplitudes extracted from data, we focus on the B - rT, B -- KwF, and
B --+ pp channels.
With the latest data one may extract values for the penguin amplitudes in the B -
7xtr and B -- pp channels using isospin symmetry. Isospin implies that P" also
appears in the 7ro0 o channel, and is absent for 7rr - (up to small electroweak penguin
terms [100, 101]). The same is true for PP+P (using the fact that the p's are measured
to be primarily longitudinal, fLP + - _ 98% and f±PP -O 91% [102, 103, 104, 105, 106],
and neglecting interference due to the large rho width [107]). To quote experimental
values for the penguin amplitudes one must pick a phase convention. We take T'±+ -
and T PP - to be real and positive, and quote other phases relative to this. For the
penguins we will quote results for
piw _ _prr+xr pKr _P7pr+K ppp _ pp p (3.2)
etc. In addition, we must also fix the value of the well-determined weak phase / =
21.2' [97] and the less well determined weak phase y. The latest global CKM fits
give [108, 109]
CKMfitter 590+9.2 UTfitter = 6460 4.20. (3.3)
Yglobal 593.70 Yglobal
An alternative method to obtain 7 is to use B --+ wr or B - pp data alone. In
principle for B --+ wr this is possible using only isospin [110], and for B --+ pp it is
possible using isospin, the polarization data, and neglecting the p width. However
the current experimental uncertainties need information beyond isospin, such as an
expansion in AQCD/mb, necessary to obtain results competitive with Eq. (3.3). An
approach with small uncertainties [111], which we label the BRS method, augments
the isospin analysis by using the factorization theorem for nonleptonic decays in a
specific limited way, namely to use Im(T'oo /T+7'-) - O[A/E, O(as(mb)]. Data
on Br(Bo -- +-), Br(B- --+ - 0), Br(B0 - o* w 0 ), S7+-, and C,+,- or the
analogs for B -+ pp are then used to determine -y. With the latest non-leptonic
data [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118] as summarized by
HFAG [97], this gives
BRS - 73.90 + 7.50 exp+1.00 (3.4)rr -10.30 -2.50 (.4)
BRS = 77.30+7.60 +1.00
pp -_320 --4.60321 exp 
-460 thy
where we quote the experimental and theory errors separately. With these values of
7, factorization in SCET exactly reproduces the observed BO  r° 70w0 and 30 _ pOpO
branching fractions. There is also a second solution
(.BRS) 2nd = 27.70+9.90 +10(35)
S-730 exp - 4 5 thy
(IBRS 2nd ~ 52.80+320 +6.70
( )p -7.70 - 4.10
that is, however, disfavored by the additional piece of information that the form factor
parameter ( > 0. The value of -7 from B -* pp in Eq. (3.4) has not been quoted
earlier in the literature, but the analysis is identical to that for B --+ rr in Ref. [111].
Currently the global fit values in Eq. (3.3) and BRS values in Eq. (3.4) are consistent
with each other at the l-a level. Suppression of Im(T"O"O/ T "+"- ) can also be studied
in a convention where A() is eliminated from Eq. (3.1) [119], however in this case
charm penguins contribute to the tree amplitudes which can induce contamination
by long-distance contributions . We will quote numerical results for the penguin
amplitudes using 7 = 590 and 7 = 740 to give some indication of the spread of
possible values.
With the latest B --+ r and B * pp data [102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 112, 113, 114,
115, 116, 117, 118], the isospin formula quoted below in Eq. (3.15) gives the penguin
amplitudes for 7 = 59',
103  = (1.77 + 0.73) - i(2.91 + 0.58),
103 jpp = (-2.91 ± 2.63) - i(0.78 ± 1.82), (3.6)
while for 7 = 740 we find
103 6" = (4.41 ± 0.61) - i(2.91 ± 0.58),
10" PPp = (3.81 + 2.34) - i(0.78 h 1.82). (3.7)
Here for convenience we pulled out a prefactor to quote a dimensionless penguin
amplitude P, using
pMM 2 - GF p1M 2  (3.8)
(1GeV) - 2
Note that for fixed CP-asymmetries C and S, the extracted real part of P" and
Ppp depends fairly strongly on the value of 7, but the imaginary part is completely
independent of the choice for y7. (This is demonstrated explicitly in Eq. (3.15) below.)
Neither result depends on the error in |Vb . The experimental errors here have
decreased noticeably from early penguin extractions [120]. The challenge for standard
model predictions is to reproduce or rule out the values in Eqs. (3.6-3.7).
The extraction of both the real and imaginary part of penguin amplitudes in
the Kwr system currently requires further theoretical input. In B -+ Kw decays the
penguin amplitudes dominate the tree amplitudes due to CKM suppression, making
a precise comparison of their values even more interesting. Both types of amplitudes
are important in CP asymmetries. Using a A/mb expansion, the tree amplitude for
B0 - K-r+ at LO depend only on hadronic parameters ("" and (~" that are fully
determined by the tree amplitudes in the B -- 77 channels, plus the OK twist-2
distribution function [33]. This allows the phase of the penguin amplitude pK+- to
be extracted from the data using only factorization for the tree amplitudes (which
we will refer to by adding a subscript TF). The tree amplitudes are reliable since a
proof of factorization to all orders in ca was given in Ref. [30, 121, 122], extending
the original proposal and one-loop analysis in Ref. [123]. Although factorization has
also been demonstrated for light-quark penguin loops (u, d, s), a complete analysis
for charm-loops is still lacking. Using the phase convention where TK-,+ is real we
find for 7 = 590
=w ^ (4.87 ± 0.39) - i(2.22 ± 0.77)[ -(4.22 + 0.36) - i(2.22 ± 0.34)
while for 7 = 74'
103 5^F + (4.73 ± 0.36) - i(2.16 + 0.73)PF (3.10)
-(4.41 ± 0.34) - i(2.16 ± 0.68)
The only B -- K- data used here was Br(K- - +) and Acp(K--+), and there are
two solutions for each 7. Alternatives to the above analysis extract the Kr penguin
amplitudes using a SU(3) based analysis with the rwr data [124] or by a global SU(3)
based fit [125], and these yield similar conclusions for the size of the penguin ampli-
tudes. Again the data gives Kr-penguin amplitudes with large imaginary components
which require explanation in the standard model.
To determine penguin amplitudes for charmless B-decays in the standard model
it is convenient to organize the relevant mass scales as an expansion in A/mb and
A/me [123]. This can be done from first principles using the effective field theory
SCET [23, 24, 26, 27]. In this expansion certain contributions to these amplitudes
factorize allowing them to be parameterized by well defined universal hadronic matrix
elements. Since we are interested in the standard model prediction, we also organize
the amplitude according to large (C1,2,8g) and small (C3- 10) Wilson coefficients. To
explain which terms will be computed in this work we schematically give a result PO for
channels B - MM' with pseudoscalars, MM' = PP, with pseudoscalars and vectors
MM' = PVo, and with two longitudinal vectors MM' = Vo Vo. For completeness we
also quote an analogous result PT for transverse polarizations MM' = VTVT:
PO (C3,4 s(mb)C1,2,8g BMIIM' +(C 3 ,4 ± a(mb)C1,2,89 ) BMM' (3.11)
-(c5 ,6 C(mb)C1,2,8g [I-Ml (BA M' PIM' BM M ]5,6 m b  b
(mC3,4 O(b 9 ) +-s 7Tb M,M' + C 1,2 s,(2mc)vAcM
+s (mb) (c3, 4 fcM ± M M ,6 fB 3AM' + S M, 6 c b)ll f1MfB M '
mb Ib
PT em A bV + (C 3 ,4 + s mb)C1,2,8g ) [1 + lA 7-P 7 mb Tflb
+as (mb1,2,8g IBVV' BVV'
+C5,6 s(Mb) A BVV' (3.12)T-2 (2ann-X)
When coefficients C3,4,5,6 appear here we leave implicit the fact that the electroweak
penguin coefficients C7,8,9,10 can also appear.
The terms on the first line of Eq. (3.11) for Po are leading in the A/mb,c expansion.
Working to all orders in as(pi) at the intermediate scale pi -- mA, they involve
a so-called soft form factor (BM and a hard form factor (BM. (Though it should be
emphasized these names are somewhat misleading, since both form factors involve
hard-collinear exchange, and thus the same length scales.) The term on the second
line and the first one on the third line of PO are the " chirally-enhanced" power
corrections suppressed by puM'/mb. Here pM' - O(A) is a ratio of the squared meson
mass to a sum of quark masses, and is important for nonleptonic decays because it is
numerically enhanced in, ,- 2 GeV [123]. In Eq. (3.11) we display a new result that
we will derive below, namely that to all orders in a the chirally enhanced terms in
Po are determined by one new form factor, (Sx and one twist-3 distribution, q5 for
longitudinal polarizations/pseudoscalars.
On the third line of Eq. (3.11) for Po we have a term Ac"MM'. This is the so-called
"charming penguin" due to long-distance charm loop effects [126, 127, 128], whose
leading contribution is expected to come from the charm threshold region [30, 32].
It is parametrically down by a power of the non-relativistic velocity v relative to the
leading-power result.
The remaining terms on the fourth line of Eq. (3.11) are due to annihilation
and are suppressed by one or more powers of A/mb. Terms at order 1/mb con-
tribute only to longitudinal polarizations and include: fBOM"M' which was studied
in Refs. [129, 130, 131, 132, 133], and the remaining leading annihilation amplitude
fBBq3M$M"', which was computed recently in Ref. [134]. The Ijfn" 0 M ' terms
are chirally enhanced annihilation studied in Refs. [132, 133, 135]. At lowest order
in the a expansion the annihilation terms shown in Eq. (3.11) are real [135] (using
the zero-bin procedure [136]). A nonperturbative complex annihilation amplitude
involving soft exchange occurs at order a4(2 )/mb.
The terms shown in the PT amplitude follow a similar notation to that for Po,
but there are no analogs of the LO terms on the first line for Po [137]. The first term
shown on the first line of PT comes from 7-p conversion [138], and is suppressed by
aem, but enhanced by mb/A. PT does not contain chirally enhanced terms; so the
second and third terms shown are from the analogous operators, which generate three
(form factors V (, and ( .In Ref. [137] analogs of the second and third terms of
Eq. (3.12) were computed with an expansion in a,(pi), and the penguin annihilation
term ABVV' was also treated. Following Ref. [32] we included a term .ABv/V' in
the amplitude to produce transverse vector mesons. This is the most conservative
approach given that so little is known about the factorization properties of Ace.
We remark that Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12) do not contain the complete set of l1/mb
or 1/m power corrections, but rather a collection of terms that are believed to be
important due to numerical enhancement.' The additional uncertainty from missing
1/mb corrections will be taken into account in our final error estimates. Also the C3,4
and C5,6 terms always come together with an asC1,2 term, which is the matrix element
responsible for canceling the largest scheme dependence in these coefficients at next-
to-leading-log (NLL) order. Since tree level C3- 10 terms could compete numerically
with OsC1,2,8g terms, we will require both to be included in what we call our leading
order penguin amplitude. In this chapter we will neglect as(mb)C3,4 terms relative to
cas(mb)C1,2,8g since numerically they are 6-30 times smaller. This is the same strategy
that was adopted for the "NNLL computations" in B --+ X +f- [139].
Eq. (3.11) is schematic because we have not yet displayed the precise coefficients
in front of each term. The coefficients for the (B" terms on the first and second
lines were computed in Ref. [123]. To obtain Eq. (3.11), we expanded in A/m and
as(mb), but avoided the additional uncertainties from expanding in c (pLi), where the
intermediate scale u, _ VEA 1.3 GeV. This is made possible by the fact that
the form-factor parameters (fM and (B" are universal hadronic parameters when we
distinguish m2 > EA > A2 [30]. Without expanding in cs(pi), the third term on line
1 was obtained in Ref. [30]. The third term on line 1 and first and non-as(mb) terms
on line 3 were computed at leading order in an expansion in as (pi) in Ref. [123].
A main goal of this chapter is the computation of the asC1,2 ,8g(BM" b ' terms on
line 1 of Eq. (3.11). Note that this term is a leading-order contribution to the penguin
amplitudes due to the hierarchy in the Wilson coefficients. Our other main goal is
to derive the factorization theorem for the 1/mb suppressed terms on the second and
the third lines of PO, and compute the corresponding Wilson coefficients. We derive
the factorization theorem working to all orders in as, and perform tree level matching
'Also note that to our knowledge it has not been demonstrated that the chirally enhanced terms
shown in Eq. (3.11) give the complete set of such enhanced contributions at this order in the power
expansion. In particular it remains undetermined whether time-ordered product terms appearing at
this order are or are not chirally enhanced.
for all contributions. We also compute the a,("BM terms, however the perturbative
matching computation that determines the as(mb)C B M and as(mb) BM terms on line
2 and 3 will not be considered here.
We would like to compute the magnitude and phase of P for the r - , K+7- ,
and p+p- channels from the terms in Eq. (3.11) and compare with Eqs. (3.6-3.10).
The phase here is that of P/T. A schematic expression for T is given by
SY (C1, 2  s(mb)C1,2 BM M' 1,2+ ( as b)C12) "M M'
+ C a (mb) BMM' (3.13)T (ann)  + .. ,mb
where we suppress terms from Wilson coefficients C3- 10 and power suppressed terms
other than annihilation. For Tl+-, Tp+p,-, and TK+,- the leading term in T is real
and numerically dominant. Therefore in P/T the C 1,20S corrections from P are
leading, while those from T are higher order in as. In fact it would be inconsistent
to keep the C1,2ca corrections in T without keeping the C3,4 s terms in P, because
both of these terms carry p-dependence that cancels that in (BM and (jB M  Thus to
compute the imaginary part of P/T at the order we are working, we can take f~i + -
and T K +x- to be real. Numerically Refs. [99, 140] found that including one and some
two-loop corrections gives 103t= = (31+7 - i0.07+37) + T .nn) Thus, the imaginary
part is significantly smaller than the real part. Using the zero-bin procedure, the
annihilation contributions TM1) 2 are also real at leading order in an expansion of a,
at the hard and intermediate scales [134, 135].
Besides 5("(z) and (BM, the other hadronic parameters in Eq. (3.11) include the
twist-2 distribution /M' and twist-3 chirally enhanced distribution /M' defined below
in Eq. (3.86). In this work we adopt the point of view that (BM and the normalization
BM Jdz (.BM(z) (3.14)
should be fixed using other data (tree amplitudes and/or form factors) and then used
to make predictions for the penguin amplitudes [30]. We will see that, relative to
adopting models for all the hadronic parameters, fitting to tree amplitudes removes
the dominant hadronic uncertainty in the computation of the short-distance penguin
amplitudes. In a generic new physics model, ]Pexpt = fSM + fBSM, so to test the data
for new physics we must have control over PsM.
The plan for the chapter is as follows. In section 3.2 we give formulas for determin-
ing the penguin amplitudes and the soft and hard form factor parameters from the
data. Section 3.3 reviews the leading factorization formula, and section 3.4 discusses
the endpoint behavior of C("(z). In section 3.5 we give a summary of all O(as(mb))
one-loop hard coefficients at LO, and then in sections 3.6 and 3.7 provide more de-
tails of their calculation in the NDR and HV schemes respectively. A factorization
theorem for chirally enhanced penguins is derived in section 3.8 working to all orders
in as at the intermediate scale mbA. In section 3.9 we discuss long-distance charm
contributions. Penguin annihilation contributions are reviewed in section 3.10. Our
analysis strategy is outlined in section 3.11 and input parameters are summarized in
section 3.12.
Our numerical analysis for standard model penguins is taken up in section 3.13.
This is followed by section 3.14 where we derive constraints on the effect of new
physics contributions, and discuss what is needed to shift the penguin amplitudes
closer to the data. Further discussion and conclusions are given in section 3.15.
Several calculational details are relegated to appendices.
3.2 Determining Penguin Amplitudes and the (BM
and (BM Form Factors with Nonleptonic Data
The B --- r data can be used to extract the penguin amplitude P"+"- and the tree
amplitudes T w+ - and T'O' - , including the strong phase in P" /T + " . Solving
equations in Ref. [111] with our phase convention the penguin amplitude is
O N O- (t r)2 [ sin 20 - sin(20+2/)] - Rc (sin 20 + S,+,-) }
) (1 GeV) VcbV*d (2t" sin -~) cos 23'
Im(Pr) = No_ C,+±- Rc (3.15)(1 GeV) VcbVc*dl (2tr" siny) '
where the parameters on the right-hand-side are determined by nonleptonic data:
NiO~ - = [ 64w Br(B- -- 7 0 r) 1/2
N - mBG F  TB-
11/2
t ( cos 2/3 sin 23)
Br(B0 -- + 7 Fr-)TB-
c 2Br(B- - r0 Fjr-)TBo
Br = q1 -C 2  - -. (3.16)
Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) also determine the penguin for longitudinal B - pp decays, by
simply taking all superscripts and subscripts --+ p, and were used to determine the
numbers quoted in Eqs. (3.6-3.7) with IVcbl = 0.0417 and Vd = 0.227. The Im(P) is
mainly sensitive to the direct CP-asymmetry. Since (tf siny) and (tPP sin -y) do not
explicitly depend on the weak phase y, the same is true for the values extracted for
Im(P " ) and Im(PPP) (demonstrating the statement we made in the introduction).
The amplitude parameter t" = IT"+7r - T/ o+ gives information about the size of
the color-suppressed tree amplitude. The results in Eq. (3.15) and (3.16) are based on
isospin symmetry and neglect small electroweak penguin contributions in B- -- 0r7 - .
This analysis leaves a + sign ambiguity in front of the B,, dependence in t", which
we resolved in Eq. (3.16) by taking the "+" solution. This solution is preferred by
the standard model and rigorous power counting for the QCD amplitudes. The other
experimentally allowed solution, B,, -- -B,,, has very large penguin amplitudes,
103 iP, ~ 11 and 1031PI ~ 24, which are extremely difficult to accommodate in
the standard model.
An important question for the phenomenology of charmless nonleptonic B-decays
is the relative size of the form factors ("" and (R" (defined below in Eq. (3.40)).
Here we follow Ref. [30] and organize the expansion according to CBM B M which is
a natural power counting when factorization is not used at the intermediate scale, and
is also the scaling used in the KLS approach [129, 130]. This counting is supported
by the B - 7 r data and factorization with the zero-bin procedure of Ref. [136]
(which implies that both of these form factors have an as(/pi) at leading order in
the expansion at the intermediate scale). In the BBNS approach [123], a hierarchy
~ 4 N cOs( i)(BM  is adopted. This changes the order of terms in the perturbative
expansion which we discussed in Eq. (3.11) by making certain terms higher order in
a8 .
At leading order the B ---> 7ww factorization theorem for the tree amplitudes can
be used to extract the normalization of the soft and hard form factor parameters.
Expressed in terms of observables the result is [141]
SNo_ (C1 + C 2)tT - C2 - C 3  A ]
bI(s + r) - fV |a [C -21 + (C1 C2 )(C4 -C 3) '+_ (, E ,
(3.17)
N1 oT- 3C 1 +C 2 LC3 +3C 4 - 4(C+C2)t A\)]
V --  f, Va C - C 2 (C 1 C 2 )(C 4 -C 3 ) E
(3.18)
where E is the pion energy in the CM frame of the B. On the left-hand-side of
Eq. (3.17) we have the semileptonic B - 7fCi form factor at q2 _ 0, which is given
by f+B7(0) = (B 7r + ( . The expression for (xz- \1),(B in Eq. (3.18) follows in a
straightforward manner from results in Ref. [30], but to our knowledge has not been
presented in this simple closed form in the literature. For the hadronic parameter
(-1) = fodx 05,(x)/x, a fit of the /-1- form factor to *7 ' 7qo data gives [142]
(X- l), = 2.9 ± 0.4. (3.19)
Using the latest experimental data [97], y = 67 ± 100, IV d = 0.9738, and LL
Wilson coefficients, Eq. (3.17) gives
f+B(0) = (0.182 0.011 ± 0.036) 4.2x 10-3
Vubj
(x-1) (r = (0.262 + 0.052 ± 0.052) 4.2 x 10-3 (3.20)Vub
We emphasize that these results do not rely on Eq. (3.19). In Eq. (3.20) the first
errors are experimental and the second theoretical. Theoretical errors are computed
as a generic 20% error on the central value, both here and below in Eq. (3.23). Setting
IVubj = 4.2 x 10- 3 and using (x-1), = 2.9 in Eq. (3.20) gives
(,B = 0.092 ± 0.027, (BT = 0.090 ± 0.018. (3.21)
These values favor (B" _ (B,. There is a sizeable correlation in their quoted errors,
and to take this correlation into account in our numerical analysis we will do Gaussian
scans over the range of experimental errors quoted in Eq. (3.20). A 12% error in IVubj
is also included in our final results.
The same results, Eqs. (3.15-3.18) apply for B -- pp for longitudinal p's, where
now one uses Npop- and determines tPP from the B -- pp branching ratios and CP-
asymmetries Sp,- and Cp+,-. Here the analog of f+B(0) is the longitudinal B -+ p1
form factor at q2 _ 0
m2B A2(0) (m+my)
A 11(0)= - A (0)2mv (mB+my) 2mv
= - B ( Bp . (3.22)
Taking y = 67 ± 100 the nonleptonic data gives
(0) = - (0.261 ± 0.022 ± 0.052) 4210
(- p  (0.06 0.11) 4.2 x 10-3 (3.23)
Again the first errors are experimental and the second theoretical. Due to the large
uncertainty in the central value of (x-1) ( Bp a 20% theoretical uncertainty would not
be noticeable.
It is interesting to make a comparison of the 7r and p parameters, which from the
results in Eq. (3.20) and (3.23) give
R P = 0.23 ± 0.42. (3.24)
This large 0.42 experimental error is induced by our current knowledge of the B -- pp
CP-asymmetries together with greater sensitivity to -y and t,. Now in SCETII one can
derive a factorization theorem for ( M (discussed in Eq. (3.46) below) that implies
that
f,[[c-)),]- (3.25)
f[(X-1)7]2 El
Here the theoretical errors should be increased to - 35% to account for the additional
expansion in a, at the intermediate scale p,. Using f, - 1.6 f, we find that the
nonleptonic data plus factorization at the intermediate scale currently implies
=1 0.38 + 0.35 ± 0.13, (3.26)
where the first error is experimental and the second is the 35% theoretical error.
A result for this ratio can also be obtained from the factorization theorem for the
color-suppressed decays BO -- Dopo and DO - Dor derived in Eq.(69) of Ref. [143],
which gives
(x-1)p f, Br(BO -+ Dopo0)S Br( - D ) = 0.62 ± 0.24. (3.27)
(x>-), fp Br(Bo0  Do-O)
It is quite interesting that this ratio is found to be less than unity, and that the results
extracted in Eq. (3.26) from charmless decays, and in Eq. (3.27) from charmed final
states, agree within errors. The significant range allowed by the errors can be reduced
by noting that there is a rigorous lower bound on the inverse moment for positive
definite 0M (x),
(X-1M = jdx > jdx M(x) = 1. (3.28)
For M = - and M = p we have OM(x) = M(1 - x) from isospin and charge
conjugation, and this bound can be strengthened:
1/2(x_1)M j/dx q M (x) Jl(M
> 4 j dx M"() = 2. (3.29)
With the mean value in Eq. (3.19) this bound is close to the central value in Eq. (3.27).
For our analysis we take into account the bound and the data in Eqs. (3.26) and
(3.27), and hence use a model for ,p(x) that is constrained such (x- 1 ), = 2.2+ 0.6
which gives (x- 1)pl/(x- 1) -- 0.76. Taking IVub| = 4.2 x 10- 3 we then find using
Eq. (3.23) that
(Bp = 0.234 ± 0.065, ('" = 0.027 ± 0.049. (3.30)
Again we scan over the range of experimental errors in Eq. (3.23) to take into account
the sizeable correlations. Note that (BP is sensitive to the values of the B --+ pp
branching ratios, which dominate the error and favor a smaller color suppressed
amplitude than in B --> r. The central values in B -+ pp are consistent with
(P < o'(I(p)(BP. However, within errors the scaling that we adopt, (B p" (Bp, is
also consistent (given that - still means that the factors can differ numerically by a
factor like 2). As the experimental uncertainties on the nonleptonic decays decrease,
we expect the combined analysis of B --+ irw, pp introduced in this section to play an
important role in furthering our knowledge of hadronic parameters appearing in the
factorization theorem for charmless nonleptonic decays.
3.3 Factorization at Leading Power
In this section we review the SCET factorization analysis at leading order from [30]
to setup our notation. The decays B - MI M 2 are mediated in full QCD by the weak
AB = 1 Hamiltonian, which for AS 0 reads
(3.31)
10,7y,8g
Hw = d)(C O + C2o+ c , o,
p=u,c z=3
where the CKM factor is A f ) = VpbV*f with f = d and at LL order
Cl0lo(mb) = {1.107, -. 249, .011, -. 026,.008, -. 031,
4.2 x 10-4 ,4.2 x 10 - 4 , - 9 . 7 x 1 0 - 3 , 1.9 x 10-3}. (3.32)
The coefficients in Eq. (3.31) are known at NLL order [65], and the values we used
for our main analysis are presented in section 3.12. The basis of operators is
of = (pb)V-A(dp) V-A,
03 = (db)-A(-q)V-A ,
05 = (db)v -A(q)v+A,
07 = 3 (db) vA (q) v+A,2
09 = e (db) vA (qq)v-A ,2
Osg = 9b d i,,G"IPRb,0 4-F2 do7 C
o = (,pb)v 
-A(dap0)VA,
04 (db)v-A(q q0)v-A ,
06 = (d3bc)v-A(qaq)V+A ,
3e,08 = -(dq0 bc)V-A (- q ) V+A,
O10 = - (dpba)v-A (qYaq)V-A,2
emb
07, = 472 oi, Ft"PRb.
Here a, 3 are color indices and eq are electric charges and the q are summed over the
light quarks, q = u, d, s, c, b. The AS = 1 Hw is obtained by replacing (f = d)
(f = s) in Eqs. (3.31,3.33). The numerical dominance of C1, C2, C8g will allow us to
simplify the calculation since we need only include the effects of 01,2,8g at one-loop.
Perturbative corrections due to the other operators are numerically tiny. Our sign for
g is such that the QCD fermion Feynman rule is igTAili.
The matching onto SCET occurs in two stages. First one matches onto SCETI by
(3.33)
integrating out fluctuations at the scale mb. One then matches onto SCETII at the
scale Vmb. For the LO factorization theorem for nonleptonic B-decays this second
step of matching can not lead to strong phases, as discussed in [30], and for (j" is
known at one-loop order [144, 145]. In this chapter we wish to complete the O(s)
matching for the first stage. For tree amplitudes the corresponding computation was
carried out in Ref. [146]. Here we consider the result for the penguin amplitudes.
In particular we present the short-distance up and charm loop contributions in two
different regulation schemes for -5, as well as corresponding contributions from the
magnetic gluon operator.
At the scale p _ mb the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.31) is matched onto operators in
SCET. Due to the nature of the matching onto SCETII the first two orders of the
power expansion of the Hamiltonian in SCETI are needed to determine the leading-
order amplitudes
Hw 2GF J[d 3 = (f[) (Wd)( (l) (w) + dW b(f+j)f (j)
n,n i
(3.34)
The operators for the AS = 0 transitions are [121, 122, 30]
Q(O) = [Un,wPLb] [J,2PLu 3 , (3.35)ld - n~l
Q(O)2d,3d = [dn,wLbv] [a ,fw 2 L,RUf,ws 3
Q4d -= [n,wl1 PLbv] [d, 2APL n,w3]
(O) = [dn,wl PLbv] [qPRq,]
5d,6d , 1  b] [qA,W2 PLRqW 3
and
Q(l) -2S = [UL,, , in,4Pb,] [d ,W2 PLU, 3 , (3.36)
mb
Q(l) -2 [
"4d M -- ,W1 InW4 PLb] [J 2 i,2 PL q ,3 ]
mb
-2
5d,6d - dnw 1 zig 4PLb, ] [f l, 3L2 PLRqf L0 3]
mb
-2Q(1) [ ,i ig J I 4 PLbv] [d, 2 jP l 3]
mb
Q -27d Mb [=n,w1 ig B 4 PLb] [dy 2 PRf, 3]
" ¢8d - - w ' n,LW
mb
Here PL = (1 - 5)/2 and PR = (1 + -y5)/2. At lowest order, Q(1) give a vanishing
contribution to the rates. Q' ) will not be relevant in our analysis since we will
not be considering isosinglet final states. At tree level the matching onto Q5d,6d was
done in Ref. [147]. From Eqs. (3.35,3.36) the AS = 1 operators QO) are obtained
by swapping d - s. The "quark" fields in Eqs. (3.35,3.36) with subscripts n and ni
are products of collinear quark fields and Wilson lines with large momenta w,. In
particular we have defined
in,w = [_(U)W, 6(W --.pt)], (3.37)
i 1 [W[int Dn, iDC]W5(w - pt)]
where () creates a n-collinear up quark or annihilates an antiquark. The b, field
is the standard HQET field. For a complete basis we also need operators with octet
bilinears, TA A T , but their matrix elements vanish at LO.
The leading-order amplitude is generated by time-ordered products of both the
operators Q(0) and Q(1) with insertions of a subleading Lagrangians [148, 149]. T-
products with Q(O) can be factorized as T 'Q and contribute to terms with (B M , while
T-products with Q(1) can be written as T2 i and contribute to terms with Q(M. Here
T [(0)] f d4 y d4y T[0o ) (0) i1l (y)it (y')]
+ fyd4y dy T[( 0 ) (O)i0 ) (y) yi (y')}
q YCg
+ fdy T[ 0O) (o), i C , )(y)],
T2 [ 1)] d4y T (1) (0), iL ) (y)], (3.38)
and it was convenient to define
(O) = [qn,,w1 PLbv] ,
i 2 ,, PLb,] I-2S M1) [qnW ig L4
mb
- q,2  Lq, 3  i = 1, 2, 4, 5
q..Jw 24 R% 3 i = 3, 6
(3.39)
The Lagrangians in Eq. (3.38) can be found in Ref. [150]. Note that only the n-
collinear fields appear in the T-products T{ and T2, which explains why the same T{,2
appear for heavy-to-light form factors at large meson energies [32]. The form factors
simply do not have the extra Qn. In addition we have operators/T-products whose
matrix elements give Ac,. We refer to section 3.9 below for further discussion of these
contributions.
In this chapter we use factorization at the
are defined by matrix elements of T1 and T2
(MnlT, [qLl b] B) =
( M T2 [1 igL-,L 4 b] IB) =
( M 2 -L q3 10)=
(M KZ2 q 3 0) =
scale mb, where the hadronic parameters
and the n-collinear operator, namely
(3.40)
CLBM- mrB BM
CqL w4 2 (Z)
iC M
- CqWL62W3 fM OM(U),
i M
2 R~ 2
where z = wi/mB, U = w2/mB and we have made the momentum-conserving 6-
functions explicit, 6, = 6(wl-mB), 6W1,4 = 6 (wl-w4-mB), and 6t3 = 6 (2-W3-mB).
As pictured in Fig. 3-3, u and 1 - u are momentum fractions for the quark and
antiquark hi-collinear fields, and z and 1 - z are the momentum fractions carried
by the n-collinear quark and gluon field in Ql),. Finally, CB " and CM are Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. We fix the following sign convention for the states
1
7+ = +uJ, 0 = (dd- u), - = -du,
ko = sd, K- =-s, K+ = us, Ko =
Bo = bd, B- =-b, B + = ub, B 0 = db, (3.41)
and take vector meson states to have a negative sign relative to the corresponding
pseudoscalar mesons. The over all phase convention is fixed so that the Clebsch-
_1 ° C P  C - +1PGordan C = +--, C -1, C =-1, QoP - +1, and Cd C =u -- 1.Gordan &'' = +-1 dLU -- dRU UL -- C
One can then compute that CB-,- = +1 and C 0 -= 1 etc. Note that the signs
take into account whether the operators have left or right-handed quarks. Putting
the pieces together gives the leading order factorization theorem which integrates out
hard - m2 fluctuations
ALO _ -i (MM 2 Hw B) (3.42)
GFmB 2 1BfM 1 jdudz Tij(u, Z) ( - 2 ( ) OM, (U )
+ (BA 2" fdu Ti (u)0 (U)1 + (1 - 2).
Here the hard coefficients T1i and T1j depend on channel specific linear combinations
of the matching coefficients
Ti(u) =C M2 CM1 cf) M2 M1u
+CBM2 C-11 ()CBA12 CM1l (f)(,+fL uRu 3 qL fLq (U),
TIj(u, z) = CBM2 CMll bf ) (, z) + CBAI2 C 1 b2f) ( ,z)
UL fLU IfL ULu
+ CBA 12 bC1 ( Mz) + CB-I2 CM1 bf) (u, z). (3.43)fL URu 3 13qL fLq
Results for these T's in different decay channels can be read off of Table I in Ref. [30].
Power counting implies (B" , (-j1 (A/mb) 3/2 while 0M I 1. Here the non-
perturbative parameters (BM, BM(z), and 0"(u), all occur in the B -- M semilep-
tonic and rare form factors. For a model independent analysis they need to be de-
termined from data. Note that in the leading order factorization theorem all terms
involve a form factor times a meson distribution function.
Taking the terms proportional to A f ) from Eq. (3.42) generates the penguin am-
plitude terms on the first line of Eq. (3.11). Using Eq. (3.42) still requires matching
the full theory Oi's onto the Q(' to determine the Wilson coefficients c(f ) and b(f)
For the coefficients of Q(O) with f = d, s we have
(f) _ (f)l2 C1  _I
c) - -A~ f) 2N3) +' (3.44)cf
and for the Q(1) we have the coefficients
b = A() [C + (1+ 1) ]C2
[ Co + 1+ 1 3C Ab)
1) C=1
b( )  f) [C4  10 ( 3 (9 Ab) a
matching from Hw, and will be considered at O(Nc(mb)) below. The displayed terms
in c and bf correspond to 3,4,9,10 terms in the first line of Eq. (3.11), and (3.4 )
and Ab( ) include te he C1,2,8g terms.
3.4 Endpoint Behavior of ( B )
In order to model the generalized form factors like (B" (z) it is useful to know their be-
havior in the endpoints z -- 0 and z -* 1. This behavior along with that of qS" (u) de-
termines whether the convolutions f du cj f ) (u)0" (u) and f dudz b f ) (u, z) I(z)M(u)
in the factorization theorem in Eq. (3.42) converge naively or require zero-bin subtrac-
tions [136]. At tree level cf) (u) - 1 since it is independent of u, while b f)(u, z) U-1
is independent of z (for the electroweak coefficient bW) replace the i-1 by u-1). At
one loop the scaling behavior becomes cf) (u) - (uu)-1 and b(f)(u, z) (z u) - 1 as
discussed in section 3.5 below. Known two-loop corrections do not modify these
one-loop scaling results [140].
Using a factorization of the generalized form factor we can connect the scaling
of ( ,I to that of 0"(u). Separating the scales A2 << mbA gives the factorization
theorem
M (Z) f f I 00 O
(z = dxj dk J(z, x, k+)B(k+) "' (x), (3.46)
mb 0 0
where J is a "jet function" that can be determined as a power series in ao(p,) where
Pi \/-nbA. At tree level J is given by
J(z, x, k+) = 6(x - Z)CF (3.47)
Using this result in Eq. (3.46) gives
(z) = 47a, (p f  /3) (3.48)
tree 3mB f
which demonstrates that that the endpoint scaling A(z) - (z2) implies (B"(z) ' z.
Beyond tree level the scaling is determined by corrections to J(z, x, k+), which is cur-
rently known to one-loop order [144, 145] and still yields r(BM(z) - z. This scaling
is expected to persist to all orders. Evidence for this comes from the argument of
Ref. [145] that is based on an assumed correspondence between soft and collinear
endpoint singularities in the form factor. A strong argument for why these corre-
sponding contributions must always arise when endpoint singularities appear was
given in Ref. [136]. Endpoint singularities are simply an artifact of not properly sep-
arating momentum regions in the effective theory, and arise in situations where a
collinear momentum generates a double counting with modes that account for the
region where the momentum is soft (and vice versa). In the effective field theory
this is avoided by including zero-bin subtractions. Thus zero-bin subtractions are not
expected to arise for B"M (z), whereas the analogous factorization theorem for BM" to
Eq. (3.46), which exhibits endpoint singularities, requires zero-bin subtractions [136].
In Eq. (3.46) the normalization depends on decay constants and the inverse mo-
ment parameter
3B I dk 9B(k+)/(3k±) = 1/(3AB) ~ A-' D . (3.49)
Unfortunately, use of Eq. (3.46) to determine the normalization, ($", has a large
uncertainty due to the unknown parameter 3B and the a,(pi) expansion. The pi
dependence can be reduced by using one-loop results for the jet function, but this
introduces additional uncertainty from other moments of Ou(k+).
In this work we avoid using Eq. (3.46) and instead reduce the hadronic uncertain-
ties by dealing directly with the normalization parameters CBM and (BM determined
from data. The analysis in this section constrains the model that we construct for
the shape of ("(z), as discussed in section 3.11 below.
3.5 Summary of Leading-Order One-loop Coeffi-
cients
In this section we summarize the main results of our computation of the fourth term
on line one of Eq. (3.11), while leaving the details to follow in the next two sections.
For convenience we will use the following decomposition of the as corrections
Acf) = A4 1c) + AC41u) + AClg) +L 0(a2),
Ab(f) = ZAblc) + Ablu) + Ab(1g) + O(a2). (3.50)
Here superscripts (ic) and (lu) denote the one loop contribution due to charm and
up quark loops respectively, while (Ig) refers to O(a,) corrections due to operator
We summarize the results for these terms in the NDR and HV schemes. For
ACf) we have
Aclc) - (f) CFC1 s ([){2p--fhc(u4 C 6N
S+ SC ,
3
A4 1 u) -Af) CFC1 a SU){hu(6 N c7
4
1)~ 3
AC g ) _ -- (A( f ) + f)) C8gnb CFaSs()
mb 2Nc u
+ S },
(3.51)
which agrees with the computation in Ref. [123] and the verification in Ref. [121, 122].
In the NDR scheme the constant ScNDR = 0 while in the HV scheme S HV = 1. One
of our main result is the corresponding corrections for Ab(f )
b(lc) =(f) a s  h(u,z, p) [3C 2(2z-1)+C1 (7z+1)]
c 4 9 uz
h (u, z, p)p C (16+ 16z -27)
27 2
h (u, z,p) C,(1-8) +
+ 2727
h (, , p) {9C 2 z+C1[iz(16z- 1)+ 2(16z 2 -25z+27)p]}
54 u 2 (1-z)z
+ [2 7 C2( 2 z-1)+C{ (64+55+Sb1i+Sb2)Z-18}]
162 uz
bnlU) _ (f) as hu(u, z) C1 (1-8a)
4 4
" 4x~ 27
h(u, z) 9C52 C1 (16-z) -1)
54 (l- z)
+ [27C 2(2z- 1)+C1{(64+55+Sb+Sb1U+Sb2)Z- 18}]
162 fz
Ab" g) = -(A( f ) -+ Af)) Cs8g b CFOs(/I)
mb 2Nc f
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(3.52)
Os8g.
li p)+ hc(u, 1,p)
In the NDR scheme the constants SNDR = SNDR = 0 while in the HV scheme SH =
-48, and S~V = 6. The contributions from 08g, Ac (4 g) and Ab4 g) , are generated at
tree level and so are scheme independent at this order. In Eqs. (3.51,3.52), p = m2/mb
and
h'(u, z, p) = Li2 2 + Li2
uz 1 -g(p/iz)j [1 + g(p/uz)
S 2 2
- i 2  + g(p/u) - i 2 1 - g(p/uI)
2
h((u, z, p)= G(iz, p) - n ,
h'(u, z, p) = G(utz, p) , (3.53)
h(u, z, p) = G (, p) - G (u, p),
hu(u, z) = Go(iiz),
h'(u, z) = Go(f) - Go(uz) ,
where we have the usual massive and massless fermion loop functions
G(x, p) = In ( ) - 2 0( 4p-x) (p/x) cot - 1 [g(p/x)]
+2-0(x-4p)g(p/x) In I + g(P X) ,
11 - g(p/)l
Go(r) = 2 + In + ir, (3.54)
with g(x) = /1- 4x and g(x) = - 1. The hi functions are given in terms
of loop integrals in Appendix B.1. The factors of a, in Eqs. (3.51,3.52) should be
evaluated at p - mb. One can also look at the endpoint power law behavior of these
matching coefficients, for which we find Ac(4c),(lu) 1, Ac ( 1g) , Ab ( 1g) , 1/ii, and
Ab(lc)'(lu) 1/(iz).
The SCET Wilson coefficients c f ) and b4f ) should not depend on the y5-scheme
choice for Hw. From the point of view of the electroweak Hamiltonian, the scheme
dependence in Eqs. (3.51,3.52) corresponds to that in matrix elements, and is com-
pensated by scheme dependence of the electroweak Hamiltonian's Wilson coefficients.
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a) d,s
b)
Figure 3-1:
coefficient c4
Full-theory graphs for the matching onto the short-distance penguin
at o0(a). a) loop graph with charm quarks and C,2 or up-quarks and
1,2 , b) counterterm graph with ODG, and c) graph with Csg.
At lowest order, c4 and b4f ) in Eqs. (3.44,3.45) depend on the penguin coefficients
C3 and C4. Since we are calculating c(f ) and f ) to order as we need to take into
account the scheme-dependence of C3,4 up to order as, which for p _ mb is given by
C N D
R
3
C DR
C3HV + s +  ( ,36w
- HV s1  + 0(a)1 .12 + (3.55)
Thus at this order the results in Eqs. (3.44,3.45) have to be used in the same scheme
as the Ac( f ) and Abf ) corrections. In c(f) and ) we find that it is only the scheme
independent combinations
c4 [C4 + 3 2a8,CiS~277 J + - (3.56)
W) 4) [04b4f t -j" c4 1+ 0+ C33u + aC (Sbl+ Sb2 ) +..648xri I
that occur. This demonstrates that our final results are independent of whether we
use the NDR or HV scheme.
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I f-d,s ,dq
A 
_ 2F (d,s) Fb , , q -- c4
Figure 3-2: SCET Feynman rule for the Q() operator where the spinors are F = [(d)
.PLUv] [iin L J.
3.6 Contributions of the Charm Loop (NDR scheme)
In this section we present the matching calculation in the NDR scheme, where we
have an anticommuting Y5 in d = 4 - 2e dimensions. For Ac) we calculate the full-
theory graphs in Fig. 3-la,b,c and match them onto the SCET graph in Fig. 3-2. In
order to ensure that the NDR scheme is consistent, it is important to avoid computing
traces from a closed fermion loop, tr[yTyv~y~7y%, 5] (see Ref. [66] for a review). In the
basis shown in Eq. (3.33) the charm fields are not in the same bilinear, so Fig. 3-la
does not involve a trace. Since we are treating mc - mb, there are no corresponding
loop graphs in the effective theory. Possible loop corrections stemming from NRQCD
loops vanish at leading order in the power counting, as discussed later in section 3.9
on long-distance charm contributions.
To renormalize Fig. 3-la we use the operator
ODG = d[D,, g G],(l - 75)b, (3.57)
which appears in the electro-weak Hamiltonian as
.= F A CDGODG (3.58)
p=u,C
In the standard basis for Hw given in Eq. (3.33) the operator ODG is redundant and
has been removed using the gluon equation of motion (corresponding to an onshell
basis of operators). For our computation we keep ODG with a pure counterterm coef-
ficient, 6 CDG, and use it for renormalization. This has the advantage that the coun-
terterm graphs maintain their topological correspondence with the divergent loops
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(when the divergent loop is shrunk to a point). Furthermore, it allows us to obtain
the desired matching results while avoiding the use of d-dimensional Fierz relations
with evanescent operators. At the end of the computation we remove ODG follow-
ing Ref. [151], by writing it in terms of four-quark operators and an operator that
vanishes by the equations of motion, [D,, G " ] = -gTa Eq qy"Taq, and transforming
the two-loop anomalous dimension back to that for the standard basis. As shown in
Ref. [151] this gives the usual two-loop anomalous dimension in the NDR scheme [65].
Thus our NDR scheme coefficients are the standard ones.
The graph in Fig. 3-1b involves an insertion of the operator ODG with counterterm
coefficient 6 CDG, where
bare )ren OrenC" DG ODG)O, A 0 ] = CDG DG + 6 CDG ODG
Thus 6 CDG corresponds to a combination of a counterterm for composite operator
renormalization, and wavefunction renormalization, which for our purposes are not
required separately. The choice 6 CDG -4C 1/(3(47) 2e) cancels the 1/e divergence
in Fig. 3-la. The same value for SCDG will be used to renormalize the Hw graphs
needed for the matching computation for Abf ) below.
At this order in a, we only have the tree level graph shown in Fig. 3-2 on the
SCETI side. Matching Fig. 3-1 and Fig. 3-2 gives the following contribution to the
SCET coefficient c4f) in the notation of Eq. (3.50):
Ac(lc) = (f) CFsC1 2 [Io (q 2)-Io]o(q2)
67 N 2 0q c 33
_F C 1 2 ) - 4c(llg) - -A C feCg' b ( °
Ac9 1-g) (P) + V) smnb 2a, (3.59)
where definitions for the loop integrals Io(q 2) etc. are given in the appendix. The
explicit 1/c comes from the counterterm graph and cancels the divergence in Io(q 2).
In terms of momentum fractions Eq. (3.59) yields the NDR result given above in
Eq. (3.51).
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d,s 4
cb q
b)
d,s 4
b_ q
d,s
b q
d,sP
q qI q+P
Figure 3-3: Graphs for the matching onto the penguin coefficient b4 at O(a,). Notdrawn are i), graphs with no gluon attached to the quark loop, which vanish in the
NDR and HV schemes due to the chirality, and ii) graphs with only the gluon of
momentum p radiated from the quark loop which also vanish. Here the momentum
fraction of the gluon is 2 with -p = mbO, the q-quark has fraction z, with h- q = mbz,
the q-quark has momentum fraction i, so n-q = mbA, and the d or s quark has fraction
U.
d,s q
c) - O
d,s 
f) q
b
d)
d,s
b g)
g)$
Figure 3-4: Counterterm graphs for Fig. 3-3 involving the operator ODG. The graph
labeled ab) is the counterterm for the sum of graphs a) and b) in Fig. 3-3.
Next consider the computation of Ab f) which comes from matching the full theory
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e) p
loop graphs in Fig. 3-3 and counterterm diagrams with ODG shown in Fig. 3-4, onto
the tree level SCET graph in Fig. 3-5. We refer to the graphs in Fig. (3-3) as Ga,
Gb etc. and those in Fig. (3-4) as 6 Gab, 6G, etc.
quark-loops, Fig. 3-3(a-f), are
. 3 b d
q2 (4 7)2 L T Fl dnj
-ig 3  i
Gb q~2 (4) 2
- f
2
SCI Tb Ta
-f A
n- f2 A
2 1
x (C1TaT b
The results for the graphs with
-
2.f . A
+ 2
+ C2 6ab)2 PLbI ,
2iCl g3 abc
3(47)2q2 E )qf] [j(0 - i)PLTCbv]
-2g 3 (2C) fabc [[nfTv]
3q2(p -q) 2
i r nn2
X (4c 2 (Io((p+ q) 2) 0io) ((p+ q) 2)(4)2 p + q)2
ig3(2C1) [dj 7 -1TaTbPfbv] [qLpTbq]
6 mbu
i
x
(47T)2
2m~ 1
-- c ((q 2) 
- Io)+ o(q)[
q2C
(3.60)
1 4 {q2 pc+p'q(p -q)},
ig9 3 (2C1) , b a
62b [j ,AT bT PLb] [qn7ypTbqj]6rb
2m 2
qc (Io(q2)q - 0o) + Io(q 2 ) _
= ig3 (2C1) [d fTbPLbv] [q'Tb Taq]
6mb( - u)
X (4)2
(47c)2
2m 2 (p + q)
(p + q)
= i 9 3 (2C1) [d Tb Lbv] [qnlATaTbq]
Gmb(1 -u)
x ( ) { 2m (Io((p+q) ) - o) +(4-F)2 (p + q)2 o((p+q) 2)
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SGab
G, + 6Gc
Gd + Gd
Ge + 6Ge
i
x
(47)2
Gf + 6Gf
1 4
C 3
G, + 6G,
- Io) + Io((p+q) 2 )
1
C
4
3 '
4
3
4
3
[q4n7pT b q]
d,s
A //
q
-z
z
1-z
-4gGFc'E b(d,s) pAa
V/'mb 4
Figure 3-5: SCET Feynman rule for the Q() operator where the spinor product is
pAa= [a )T"~.LtL [Un LV .
In Ga and Gb We have objects ff and f2 which are defined by
2 a=q2e( ) _ 2PM2 2m2 - ]
f (p, q, m) j 2m, (Io _ p 2
q 2 pq 3p q
f~(p + [Io) 2 (p+q) 2)- I (q 2)]
3p.q 3p-q 2p.q 3(p-q)2  12(p-q) 2
(q a-P0) I°((p+q)2) +  - a) - qp , (3.61)
3 9 6p.q
f{ (p, q, Tc2 q2pa 2m2p[((P+q)2) ]
f(q )q - 3p-q
( q2qa 2m qa 2m2 2 a 
qp 4 a
+ -- + 2[o((p+q)2) - o(q 2)]
+ 6p.q 3p.q 3(p.q)2 12(p.q )2
(W - p ) 1°((p + q)2)  +  (q - P  )  6p q
3 9 6p-q
Results for the loop integrals 10 and Jo are given in appendix B.1. Note that the
only contributions from the 6G-counterterm graphs are explicit 1/e's, which exactly
cancel divergences due to the loop integrals. We have made some simplifications in
the expressions for the last four graphs, where u is the momentum fraction of the d-
quark in M1 and z is the momentum fraction of the quark in M2. The result G9 + 6G9
corresponds to the contribution of the expansion of the external full QCD q-quark
field onto the n-collinear quark field in SCET. For AS = 1 decays with f = s one
makes the replacement d --, in Eq. (3.60).
Next we sum the graphs in Eq. (3.60) and Fierz them to match onto the SCET
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operator Q1), and thus obtain Ab f ) . The results for Ga + Gb + 6Gab, G, + 6Gc,
etc. are finite as c - 0, so we can Fierz them in 4-dimensions, and then read off the
prefactor of the spinors pAa shown in Fig. 3-5 to obtain Ab(). A few useful Fierz
formulas are listed in appendix B.1. The definitions for all momentum fractions are
summarized in the caption of Fig. 3-3. The result in the NDR scheme is
Ab(c) - cf) as m Jo[3C2(2z-1)+C (7z+1)]
4 9uz
(Io(q2) - Io)p C1 (16-1-16z-27)
27 u 2z
(Io((p + q) 2) _ I(q 2)){9C 2 zC1 [z (16z- 1)+2(16z2-25z+27)p]}
(1o(q 2 ) - ) C 1 (1-8u)
27 ut
54 u2(1- z)z
[27C2(2z-1)+C1{(64'+55)z-18}] }
162 iz
The result for the up-quark penguin loops is simply obtained by taking m, -4 0 which
gives
b(lU) d) as (I u)((p + q) 2) _ Iu)(q2)){9C2 +C1 (16z-1)}
u 4w 54 u(1-z)
(I@U)(q2)_ ) C1 (1-8k)
27u
[27C 2(2z- 1) +C 1{ (64+ 55)z-18}] }
162 iz
These results for Ab(1c) and Ab u) in NDR are summarized in a more compact nota-
tion in Eq. (3.52).
Next we quote the results for contributions of the graphs with the operator 08,
Fig. 3-3(h-m) give
G = -ig 3 Cs8g9 b
b
G = -ig 3 Cs8gMb
167 2mb
G, 3C8gmb
3Csgmb1 = 87m2
) fabc dlP b ]dfb aPRTcbv] [ Tbq,]]
abc , A _ _ _ A )PRcb,] [qn-,1,jTb h
I PR a bv [qn 1 pbj _L ±PRT T -b,][qtnLTbqh]K
1x
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(3.62)
(3.63)
(3.64)
[d)[dPnRTbbv] [qn- Tb Taq,]
-Gm g 3 Csgmb )[PRTbbv][qnTaTbq]
Go = 872R a
87 2 mb2 z(z + ')L tq
Gk = Gn = 0.
Here frb is the MS mass which always accompanies Csg, while mb is a short-distance
threshold mass (for which we will use the 1S-mass). For f = s we take dj --
g . Fierzing the results in Eq. (3.64) and matching onto Fig. 3-5 we obtain the
contribution to Ab (d) due to Osg,
Ab41g ) - -(A(f) + AMf)) Cgb 2 (3.65)
mb 9 u
which turns out to be identical to the matching result for Ac(lg)
3.7 Contributions of the Charm Loop (HV scheme)
Next we repeat the calculation of the previous section using the HV scheme. In the
HV scheme, 75 anticommutes with Dirac matrices in 4-dimensions, and commutes
with the Dirac matrices in the remaining (-26)-dimensions. Here we can consistently
handle traces with y5 in d f 4 dimensions. In the HV scheme the Dirac matrices in
the (V - A) interactions in the weak Hamiltonian are taken in four-dimensions, while
all -y-matrices from the QCD and QED Lagrangians are in d-dimensions (see Ref. [66]
for a review of the HV scheme). We will perform the computation in two operator
bases, namely the original one OP,2 in Eq. (3.33) and a different basis given by
O p = [db]V-A[PP]VA,
OP = [dTab]V-A[pTap]V-A, (3.66)
with Wilson coefficients 01 and C2. Notice that in addition to the different Fierz
order, the ,2 basis is also color Fierzed with respect to the O,2 basis. In the p
basis we need to evaluate fermion traces like tr[7 " 0 7 Ts]. As we explain below,
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the answer for the matching computation in either of these bases is the same in the
HV-scheme. Renormalization with the operator ODG goes the same way as in the
NDR scheme except that we replace C1 = 02/2.
The result for the charm and up-quark loop in the HV scheme is well known, see
e.g. Ref. [65], and with either basis gives the same result for Ac(c) and Ac(1u ) as the
NDR scheme but with ScHV = +1 in Eq. (3.51).
For Ab4 we start with the computation in the O, basis. The graphs in Figs. 3-3
and 3-4 give
Ga + Gb + 6Gab
S2ig 3 app
(47)2
(Pp 
- qp) (2 j +1q2 2
q [df, vPL [qn
- (qp + pp) (o((p+q)2)
4pq)
i0 2g 3
(4-F) 2
dabcc aApp (p -q2  TP 2 j
q2 (
x [dn\aPLTCb,] [q-yi,Tbqn]
/ 2
x 4q (pa
4p.q
2m2
+ q) + 3p.q
3p.q
f abc[
q2
2q
1 1
+ -(P ) o((p+q)) -
p.q
- (qp + p) 4 q(1o((p+q)) 
-
o0 ((p+q)) - Io( 2 ))
2mq 2 a
3(p.q)2
q4
12(p.q)2
2m 2pa
3p (qo((p+q)) - lo)3p.q
2P q 5
6p.q 18
where we use C0 1 2 3 = +1. In Figs. 3-3(c-g) only O contributes, and we have
Gc +6G c  -202 3 fabc [daPLTcbv] [q TqyTq,2 ] {q2 pa _p.q(pa q)}3q2(p+q)2
i 2m2 I1
(47) 2 (p q)2 3
iC 2 9 3 [ 7a T v bGd + 6Gd = [dfl/<Tafy"TbPLb,] [qY1 Tbq]6mba
2m(
q 2 _
1
Jo) + o(q2 ) C
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- Io(q2))]
10(q2))]
(3.67)
i
(4r)2
[7f,PL Tbv] [ Tb
1
Ge + 6Ge
Gf +6Gf =
Gg + 5Gg
iC2 93 
abb fi 2 g  [J f I TbTa PL b ] [qn.y,±Tbqn]6 mb
i { 2m
x _ _ (_ c ( ((p+q) - ) + Io((- )(47) 2  q 2 31 1iC2 93 b b a
6 _-u [djfTbLbv] [q~yTaTbqn]6mb(l -u)
iW2 93 A (( q a
6mb ( - U)
(4r)2 (p + q)
Results for 1o and Jo can be found in appendix B.1. Again we are free to Fierz these
finite results in 4-dimensions. Computing Ac and Ab f ) from these expressions
gives the results summarized in Eq. (3.52).
Alternatively one can do the HV scheme calculation in the same basis 0 p  as
the NDR scheme calculation. Although there are no fermion loops in this basis
the HV scheme computation does differ from the NDR scheme. For each graph
the results differ due to an extra O(E) term generated in manipulating the Dirac
matrices. Therefore it is easy to quote the HV scheme results obtained in this basis,
as replacements to be made in the in NDR result. For ffO in Eq. (3.61) we should
replace
( (q _ q _ - _ PS 6p-q 9 )  6p-q
and for f2 the HV scheme result is obtained by replacing
(3.69)
(1 q2pQ ( -2 q2p a
-
(
-) 6p q 9 p -q (3.70)
For graphs Gc + 6Go to Gg + 6Gg in Eq. (3.60) and for A 41 p) in Eq. (3.59) we replace
4 1S --+ . (3.71)
3 3
Finally the HV scheme result for Ab( 1p) in Eqns. (3.62) and (3.63) is obtained by the
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(3.68)
1}1
3
13
replacement
[27C2 (2z- 1) C1{ (64u+55)z- 18}] [27C2(2z- 1) +Ci{(16u+61)z- 18}]
162 'iz 162 fiz
(3.72)
This is same as the result that we obtained from the HV scheme calculation in the 0,2
basis. As discussed earlier in section 3.5, the scheme dependence in C3 and C4 which
appear at tree level accounts for the shifts in Ac4)  and Ab f ) given by Eqs. (3.71)
and (3.72), thus leaving the SCET Wilson coefficients independent of choice of NDR
or HV scheme. The calculation in the HV scheme in the O, basis differs from that
in the NDR scheme, and provides a non-trivial cross-check on our results.
3.8 Chirally enhanced penguins
It is well known that certain power corrections have the potential to be numeri-
cally enhanced in penguin amplitudes. In particular the so-called chirally enhanced
terms [123], which are formally down by a factor of A/mb, but are numerically of
order PUp/mb.2 For the pion p,(2 GeV) = 1.7 GeV, and this can be understood from
the fact that 1 , oc Ax rather than AQCD, where Ax is the scale of chiral symmetry
breaking. Thus relative to the other power corrections these terms have the possibility
of being magnified by a numerical factor of p,/A - 3 - 4. A valid factorization the-
orem for the complete set of chirally enhanced corrections has not yet been derived,
because previous attempts encountered endpoint singularities [123]. In this section
we derive a factorization theorem for chirally enhanced tree and penguin amplitudes
that does not suffer from endpoint singularities. Our analysis uses factorization in
SCETI and the complete result involves only one additional generalized form factor
and one light-cone meson distribution beyond those occurring at leading order.
To consider chirally enhanced operators in SCET we can work with a complete
basis of operators suppressed by one power of A/mb, and then look for all operators
2Although chirally enhanced penguin contributions are large, for tree amplitudes they are nu-
merically the same size as other expected power corrections as emphasized in Ref. [32].
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with a) 1 in the light-quark bilinear as explained in Ref. [135]. This provides a unique
way to determine the contributions that are chirally enhanced, without invoking the
Wandzura-Wilczek (WW) approximation [152] as was done in Ref. [123].
We therefore construct a complete basis of operators with one P_, starting with
the field structures:
Q(2X) (nig±F )
Q - ( npt i j gna nh)(&Fnpj) (3.73)
Only the color structures shown are required at this order. Operators with a igB3~1 are
needed at the same order as operators without, because of the additional suppression
of the non-Bn±, operators in the matrix element of the required time-ordered products.
This is the same situation which we described already at leading order in A/mb in
Eq. (3.38). Note that in Eq. (3.73) we do not consider other operators with Pj or 81
since they are not chirally enhanced. To perform the matching we work with a basis
of four-quark operators of definite chirality, where the possibilities are inherited from
the full electroweak Hamiltonian: (LH)(LL), (LH)(RR), or (RH)(LR). Here the
order corresponds to the quark fields in Eq. (3.73) and we do not assign a chirality
to the heavy quark denoted by H. With definite chirality a complete basis of Dirac
structures includes
n {1, , { , }, (3.74)
where F = contributes only to (LH)(LL) and (LH)(RR), while F, = qj con-
tributes only to (RH)(LR).
First let's construct a complete basis of the Q(x)-type operators in Eq. (3.73).
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Here F, o F, must have a L/3 index, and we find the basis
Q(lX) 1 q) 2 bqQ~{) = 1(ib [f 1 ',] [fL2 jq~31!]l(f) m bQ(lx) 
_ )(1x ) 3
2(qfq) 3(qfq)
Q )L[-(f uu) [Inw, [iL] n7±u nW3], (3.75)
mb
where we have f = d, s. The (qfq) subscripts on the operators indicate the fla-
vors of the light quarks, and the basis has in addition the operators Q( 1x ) and
Q(). Whenever a flavor label q appears we implicitly sum over q = u, d, s. The
operators Ql,1 ) give contributions to PP, PV, and VoV final states, whereas Q~,4)
only contribute for transversely polarized vector mesons. If operators that produce
i-isosinglet mesons are included, we have in addition Q(l) and Q(f). Since the
Q lX) operators have right-handed quarks, only 0 5,6,7,8 in the electroweak Hamiltonian
can contribute to their matching at tree level, while other operators start contributing
at one-loop.
Next we construct a complete basis for the Q(X) and Q (2 -type operators. For
chirality (LH)(LL) we must have F, = 1 and F = and we have two choices
for contracting the I indices, g'O or icET3. To avoid having the epsilon symbol in
our basis we trade iE_3 for a pair of "y 's. Here the possible flavor structures are
(qfq), (ufu), (fuu), and (fqq) from matching the operators in the original Hw. For
chirality (LH)(RR) the same Dirac basis applies, with flavor choices (fuu) and (fqq).
The latter flavor structure only produces i-collinear isosinglet mesons. Finally for
(RH) (LR) we must have Fn = y'_ and Ff = 7' and there are only two inequivalent
ways of contracting the I indices (apv). This follows since contractions with an ic1
do not lead to independent structures because of the fixed chirality, and the identity
#yjPL 0 /IyPR = 0 which allows an additional contraction to be eliminated. For
(RH) (LR) only the flavor structure (qfq) contributes. All together these results lead
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us to define the basis
Q(2X) -1 [ 1 b L L
(l(qfq) Tnb qnwl -L -L b v ] [fRw2qw3
Qmb1 L _ P- igB3 B , R bRl2 f 3Q(f -1u) -b 1
63(qfq) - M [qn igV
-L bv ]  
- i
"(qfq) 1 qnwl n-' )
Q(2X) _-l1 L igL3 bv] r R /.u R
6(fuu) b n ' nW2 3Q(2X) -1 [ 1[ ig L -LqR]
7(qfq) m= 2-b [qnL~ ' iJn-bv] [n 2  n 3b
Q(2X) 3 Q(2X) (2X) 3 (2X)
4(qfq) = - 3e "3(qfq) ' (qfq) = -eq " 7(qfq) ' (3.76)
plus operators with the same Dirac structure but different flavors, (x) and i(fuu)
for i = 1 and 5. The operators in Eq. (3.76) also incorporate electroweak penguins,
since we can write eqq = uU - 1/3 qq. Operators Q2_), contribute for B -+ PP,
B - PV, and B -- VoVo decays, whereas the operators Q2 X) only contribute for
decays with transverse vectors in the final state, B - VT VT. If fi-isosinglet operators
are included we have in addition the operators Q(2x) where i = 1, 2, 5, 6. For the
basis in Eq. (3.76) we have only written operators that contribute to B decays. The
remaining operators which only contribute for weak B* decays are
Q(2)* -1qn t
1 (qfq) m-- [q gnlbV] [ 2L
bQ(2X), -1 R -R [. bR
3(fq) 2 q 1 igb, ] [L nv]]
x) -1q
(qfq)= [q- ig _ bI ] [ 2 3
(2X)* --1
Q (2X)* -i -R -L• fL ±q R 3] +7(qfq) - 7 [qnwl-9 n-Lb] h r
b
Pqnwl tcl g -nlv -
eL J q R
bi
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(3.77)
b [qn1
mb
nibv] [2L3 ,
and 4,8(qfq) - 3Cq Q(fq)* Taken together the results in Eqs. (3.76) and (3.77) form
a complete basis for decays to non-isosinglet final states. We demonstrate that the
Q(2) * only contribute for B* decays in appendix C.2.
The Hamiltonian for the full basis of (Ix) and (2X) type-operators contributing
to B-decays is
H = 4 GF [J[di 2 3  (F)(C 3(F) 1 (w3 1) [d 1-41 b (F)(j) () W)] , (3.78)
where the indices run over the operator number i and possibilities for the flavors F
for the Qi(F)'S shown in Eqs. (3.75) and (3.76), and cF) and b are short-distance
Wilson coefficients.
Next we match from Hw onto the operators in Eqs. (3.75) and (3.76) to determine
the Wilson coefficients cX~ and b) at lowest order in the as(mb) expansion. At
lowest order cX(F) are simply given by the matrix elements of the 's expanded to
next-to-leading order in the A power counting with
q I + 1 - qn. (3.79)
For the (LH)(LL) and (LH)(RR) chirality only the expansion of the n-bilinear con-
tributes, and for the non-isosinglet operators we find
ex [ (f)(Cl+ C 2  -,A (f) 3 6Cl + C9 + AcxC3 (uf u) 1c t N 3(uf u)
C(fU) = - (2 , A (+ Clo-i +Ac
3(fuu) -fIU )22 9 c C3(f uu)
3(qfq) - f C4 N 2 2N 3(qfq)
(fX = a~ 3 7 N+C8 + AcXf (3.80)4 (f uu) -2u -  4(f uu)"
As usual the AC(F) terms denote perturbative corrections. Numerically they will
not always be suppressed due to the competition between C3,4 and as(mb)C1. For
the operators Q(xF) only 05-8 from Hw contribute at tree-level since the operator
the o ratrs "1,2(F)
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Figure 3-6: Full theory graphs for the matching onto the short-distance penguin
coefficients for the QB1 and QB2 type operators.
involves right handed quarks. We find
cX = (f) C6 I
c(qfq) t + u
x (f) (C8 C I2(qf) t N,,  uii
SC(qfq),
+ Ac q)2(qfq)
We find that the loop and magnetic penguin graphs in Fig. 3-1 can only contribute to
the matching when a factor of 1-momentum is generated by expanding the spinors.
They give the following O(aC) corrections to the matching
AC f C a(P) A ) ,1 (qfq)- 6N,7 uu [hu(u, 1) - + Sc
+ C 2p(u, 1, p) + h(u, 1, p) - + S
UU IU 1 2 3 1
-+ (A ) + A ))
(3.82)
3 C8gfrb
mb Ui
AcX CFO s(P)
3(qf q) - 6N,7
+ A/f)c 1 I [2h(u 1
+Sc]
p) - + ,
3 JJ
where the other Aci(F) coefficients are zero at this level, and S, = 0 for the NDR
scheme while Sc = 1 for the HV scheme. The scheme dependence in these results
cancels against that in the tree level C3,4 terms in cqfq) just as for the LO c
Wilson coefficient, and also in an identical manner against the scheme dependence in
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a)
(3.81)
A(f)C1 Ih(u, 1) -U 2
UL -
p)+hc(u, 1,
the tree-level C5,6 terms in c(qfq)
Next consider the matching calculation which determines b(F). At tree-level this
involves computing the graphs in Fig. 3-6, and involves non-zero contributions from
expanding the propagators in graphs a), b), and c), and from expanding the spinors
with Eq. (3.79) for graphs a), b), and d). We find
b(X 2q(f) ( l+uz) C3 C9 )+C4-C10O + Abf1(qlq) t I 1 Nc 2Nc 2 1 l(qq )
b2(f uu) -3A + C8
b = f) 1
3(qfq) 
- t iU
bX _A f) 14(qfq) 
- UU
C81 + Ab
(C6 +- C) Ab (qfq),
C+ 7 Ab,
( + 4(qfq)
b5(qfx q) t) 2 C3 C9 + Abq5(q f q) t t c 2Nc
f)3C8I + u Ab
N\Jc u 6(fuu)
b = tV) 1 C5+ Abx
7(q) N, 7(qfq) '
u(z) 1 C 7 + Abx
utuz Nc 8(qfq)
bxU) = 2(1+uz)
bx 2 C2 (f) 3C 95(ufu) ui \N c u 2C c u
2Nc,
(2CA(f) - 3CloA(f) + Ab, (ufu)'
(f)) + Abx(f)t s(nf u)
b 2(1+uz) + (f) 3C(fuu) z Nc t 2N/ - (2C 2Af) -3CA)) + AbxI(fuu)
(3.84)
Results for the Wilson coefficients for cases with isosinglet h-mesons can be deter-
mined in an analogous way, but in this case operators with gluons also become nec-
essary. We leave this for future work.
Since we are only using factorization of effects at p ' mb the matrix elements
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bX6(fuu) -
bX8(qfq)
and
(3.83)
b 2 (CAf) 3 oA(f) + Ab
-(f ) = tu ( c u 2Nc ± 5(fuu).
of the operators Q(1) and Q(2X) give hadronic parameters. For the ii-collinear field
we need the matrix elements in Eq. (3.40), and the corresponding results with right-
handed light quarks and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
KMnI Tl [qlb, ] B) = C MBMBS MB BM (3.85)
(M T2 - v4 b] B -CBMMB4B B
B=[1 i 1] 4 qR SlW42 M(z)
We also need a new form factor BM(z) and the chiral-enhanced function Pp,(x)
defined by
M T2 [ 1 - P i n4 b] B) -C "qL ; 4 M2 BM(z) , (3.86)
(P(p) I q 2  I Q 3  60)= C 62W3 fpp Pp),
where 6,,, = 6 (w-w'-mB) and the momentum fractions z = wl/hipM and x = w 2 /f i
pp. where CBM and C"  are the same Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that appeared al-
ready at leading order in Eq. (3.43). For the chiral-enhanced distribution function M
we used the definition in Ref. [135], and take the other twist-3 meson distribution to
be the three-body 3M (x, st) which does not generate chirally enhanced contributions.
In a more traditional basis there is a redundancy at this order in 1/mb (see for exam-
ple [153]), and qP,(x) = 3x[¢P(x) + P'(x)/6 + 2f 3p/(fppp) f dy'/y' 3p(y - ', y)].
In the Wandzura-Wilczek approximation one would set Op(x) = 6x(1 - x).
Taking the matrix element of the above operators leads to a factorization theorem
for the chirally enhanced amplitude for non-isosinglet charmless B-decays to PP and
PV channels
AX (B M M 2 ) M M1  BM2 du R, (ut) l(U) + (1 +- 2)AX(B ( MI2)= Z) B
PM fM1f dudz R (u, z)( 2 1(u)+(1 +-+ 2)
3m }0
- 2 Id u dz 1RX(, X (u) + (1 - 2) . (3.87)
6mR Jo
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M1 M2  1 R2 1 1 2
7-W+, p JF C q + cf 0 bf +b( 0
-+ - l(qfq) - 2(qfq) l (qfq) l(ufu) 0
7-p+ -cx  _ cx  0 bx  +b x  0
i 1 x cX -1 cx 1 x 1 fbx bx  1 bx  bx  bx
1 (qfq) ~-2(qfq) 1(qfq) q22(q fq) 1(ufu) l(qfq) 1(fuu) 2(fuu) l(qfq)7- X  x 1 x 1 fbx  +_bx  1 bx  -b x  - bx
-- 1 CX - 1C1 F b] _i bb1 1 bX bx -1b1 (qfq) C2(qfq)(qq - 2 2(qfq) 1(ufu) (q (fq)] [(fu)2(fuu) 1(qfq)
P- T -1 x + 1 CX 1 CX  1 bx b bx U)b x  _b x
2l1(qfq) 42(qfq) 2 1(qfq) 4 2(qfq) 2 (fu 2(fu) (q ] 2 l(fuu)  2( fu) 1(q fq)P 0 c + c c c[b -b -bx
002 1(qfq)+* C(qfq) 2 C1(qfq) 4 C2(qfq) 2 L2 1(2u ( u ] j 1 [b U)
K(*)oK - , K(*)O O -cx  + cx 0 -bX 0
l(q+q) 2 2(qfq) (qf q)
KOK*- KOK*o* cX 1 Cx 0 -bX 0
K(*)-K(*)+
S(qfq)+ 2(qfq) 0 (Uf) I(qfq)
+*Kl*)- O cX c b +b
p+K- 0 -cx  - cx  0 bx +bx
l(qfq) 2(qfq) (fu) l(qfq)
oK -  0  1 +- bx  +b1 b +b0 l(qfq) C2(qfq)] [ l(ufu) +(f)
F- ( *)  0 _-cx + cx 0 - x
p- KO( 0 X - x4x 0 -bSC(qfq) 2C2(qfq)  l(qfq)
71-0/k(*)0  0 -1[ CxIfq 1 bx  I -1xp K 0  () C(q(jq) -l(qfq)
o k(*)O 0 c q - c b - ]bxSq)- c2 (qfq) b(qfq1/2- l(fuu ) - - (qfq)
poKo 0 x [q fq) 1 bX bX  1 bx
-v-2 Cl(qfq)2(qfq) V/21(fuu) 2(fuu) V 1 (qfq)
Table 3.1: Hard functions for the chirally enhanced amplitudes in Eq. (3.87) for Bo and B decays to PP and PV channels.
We have not listed results for R, but they have the same Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as R 1,2 and so can be simply obtained
by the replacements cX bx  and cX bx in the columns above.1(qfq) 3(qf) 2(qfq) 4(qfq)
This amplitude only includes the chirally-enhanced power corrections where factors of
1 M are generated by pseudo-scalars, and so for vectors we define Puv = 0. (Note that
we include the symmetry factor of 1/2 in the branching ratio prefactor for B -+ 7ro70
rather than the amplitude.) In terms of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the different
final states, the hard functions Ri, R',and Rx for the chirally enhanced amplitudes
are
Ri(u) = CBM2CM, cX + 3e cq , (3.88)
1(I) = t.., 11qR fLq l(qfq) 2 -eq 2(qfq)
RJ(u, z) = CBM2C"M [b + e b ]
qR fLq -(qfq) '2 4(qfq
R (u, z) = CBM2CM1 bX + BM2 C bx + CBM2 M1 bx + CBM2CM1 bxqL fLq (qfq) UL fLU l(ufu) fL ULU 1(fuu) fL URU 2(fuu)
Summation over q = u, d, s is implicit. Results for these hard functions in different
channels are listed in Table 3.1. Equation (3.87) with Eq. (3.88) corresponds to the
contributions given in the second line of Eq. (3.11) (when we extract the coefficients
of the ) terms).
From the matching results we find that the endpoint behavior of the Wilson coef-
ficients is c,) 1/(ui) a nd b(F) ~ 1/(zuU). Since we know the endpoint behavior
pp,(u) , ui and (j(z) r z, it remains to determine the behavior of (x(z). The
operator defining (x(z) has an extra P/-L - P relative to the operator defining the
distribution (J(z). Now from the collinear power counting PL < h - P, so consis-
tency of the power counting in SCETI implies that the scaling of (x(z) as z -+ 0 and
z -- 1 can be no worse than (j(Z). Thus we take (x(z) ~ z. This demonstrates
that all the terms in the factorization theorem for chirally enhanced penguin and tree
contributions given in Eq. (3.87) converge, just like the leading order factorization
theorem in Eq. (3.42). In appendix C.2 we argue that the same conclusion about the
z-convolution is obtained if one considers the direct computation of (x(z) in SCETII.
As already noted, the operators in Eqs. (3.75) and (3.76) also generate contribu-
tions with two transverse vectors in the final state. To take the matrix element of
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these terms requires
(V ql -- 2 S U) C, 1O2 T  V U),,2Ky V O0 U C
q(V RIL q l = Cv f (u) (3.89)
SqLRq SU) W2 f pp (U) pp
where u = wi/mb and three form factors
(V ,- B) C'SwlmB _ e, (3.90)
K . V qw1 igBc bv B) =-C 1 W4 B JI (Z) I,
S Ptail bv B) -= C' 
~
1B zcL
where z = wl/mb. Thus, our complete basis of operators with pa terms generates a
contribution to the amplitude to produce two transverse vector mesons that involve
two types of light-cone meson distributions, and three types of form-factors. These
analogs of the chirally enhanced terms were displayed as the contributions on the
second line of Eq. (3.12). Our analysis demonstrates that only these terms will be
generated from the P1 operators considered in this section, however a full analysis
of these terms will not be given here. Hence we have not bothered to specify the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients C and C' relative to our other conventions.
3.9 Long-Distance Charm
In order to properly determine the short-distance coefficients by matching we must
make sure that we subtract any effective theory diagrams. Earlier we stated that
there were no SCET loop graphs to subtract. In this section we further justify this
claim and discuss long-distance charm contributions. We take m, - mb and so do not
have collinear charm quarks. Furthermore, graphs with collinear or soft up quarks
are power suppressed. The only remaining term to consider are soft non-relativistic
charm that propagate in the EFT. While a factorization theorem for this type of
long distance charm effect has not yet been derived, we may nevertheless match
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systematically by including in the effective theory the proper SCET-NRQCD hybrid
operators as discussed in [32].
We begin by showing that non-zero contributions from the hybrid operators re-
quires a non-zero residual momentum and hence do not affect the matching compu-
tations in earlier sections. We may write the momenta of the charm quarks as
p = -2 + L"r
p2= L i , (3.91)2
where q" is the total momentum of the charm quark pair and ri is the relative 3-
momentum in the cE rest frame. Lv'(q) is the Lorentz boost from the center-of-mass
frame to the B rest frame and has components
-2
4m : 2m,
L . = 2m 1) . (3.92)
When matching onto NRQCD at lowest order in a we generate a generic set of the
four quark operators. As with the operators in Eqs. (3.35,3.36) there will be a set
of operators with and without gluon external lines. Thus there will be two generic
forms of the operators
Oprod = (tL(FNR)x)(fA,,, Fhlbv),
pro = (?7tL(FNR)x)(fJ,wB, rhlbbv), (3.93)
FNR, Fh are the possible bilinear Dirac structures for NRQCD and a heavy-light
bilinear in SCET. The gluon field B has a four vector index that is either contracted
with Fhl or L(FNR). For Oa the only possible structure is
L(FNR) 0 Fhl = U2Ll 9, PL (3.94)
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For the Ob operators the possible structures are
L(FNR) 0 Fhl = {1 0 ' PL, a'L' 0 I(PL} (3.95)
In addition we have four quark operators that are generated by integrating out one
hard gluon exchange. They have the general form
ann
b
ann
a" o(2m~)
= o(2) (t'L(FR)x) (q,1 B4Fnq,w3 )
(3.96)
For the O , operators the possible structures are
L(FNR) 0 = {1 0 1, u7L 0 1, a9L, 0 i} (3.97)
while for the Ob,, operators the possible structures are
L(FNR) Fn = {1 9 , 2 iLo(9 at ,iL0 L3 }. (3.98)
In general both 1 0 1 and T 0 T color structures are allowed in the operators Oprod
and 0 a,b
A, then follows from the time ordered products of the form
(3.99)
+ fd 4 zd 4y d 4 y' T [Orod(O)O an(Z) i )qt(Y) il) (y')}]
+fdzd4y T[Orod(O)O Tn(z), I (C () ]
Tc [Oprod()Oa(z), in (y)] + T[Orod(O) Oann (z), (y)].
These operators could be factored into soft and collinear components, however the
details of this factorization will not be carried out here. The factorization for semi-
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Tc = dzdy d4 y ' T[Oprod(0)Oan(z)C(i)q(y) L 1)i (y')]
inclusive decays was discussed in Ref. [154].
Now let us review some aspects of the power counting for these terms (refering
to the appendix of Ref. [32] for further details). First note that implicit in these
operators is a label conserving delta function. Recall that the NRQCD fields have two
large labels [46] Xm,,,, which have been suppressed in these operators. For instance,
repristinating the momentum conserving delta function and momentum labels for
Oprod, we write
Oprod = (TmvTA(iL)X-mv)(qn,w4lPLTAbv)6(mb - W1 - npL(2m~c)). (3.100)
Note that these delta functions do not imply that we are only including a single
point in the phase space, since the residual momenta of the HQET and SCET field
in the operator may flow through the charm loop. Furthermore since the residual
momentum scales as A - my2, the fluctuations in the external momenta effectively
smear over the non-relativistic region.
The delta function constraint simplifies the matching since the contribution of
these hybrid operators to the matching vanishes at the lowest order in v. To see this,
we may work slightly away from threshold, by giving the heavy quark (without loss
of generality) some small residual momentum k - A , such that the invariant mass
of the charm quark pair is
4m2
q2 =(mbvb + k - p)2 = 4m c nk, (3.101)
mb
where n k - A and p is the momentum of the d, s quark. In deriving Eq. (3.101)
we used the heavy quark equation of motion, v - k = 0, and expanded about the
threshold, mb - n -p ~ 4m /mb. An explicit calculation of the one loop diagram
shown in Fig. 3-7, shows that this contribution is proportional to
V/q2 - 4m /Ab (3.102)
Given our scaling, mv 2 - A we find that this contribution is order v as anticipated by
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Figure 3-7: Charm loop contribution from the non-relativistic region.
power counting arguments. Hence, only if we were interested in matching explicitly
onto v-suppressed corrections would be need to include these hybrid operator dia-
grams. Since the suppression by v leaves these terms larger than other A/mb power
corrections it is quite feasible that long-distance charm contributions are numerically
relevant.
Finally, we explain why in general we expect these long distance charm contri-
butions to be complex. As was shown in Ref. [143] a sufficient condition for the
generation of a complex phase is the presence of soft Wilson lines in both the n and
ji directions. In most observables these Wilson lines cancel, however, it is clear that
this will not be the case for the long-distance charm contribution. The underlying
reason for the lack of such a cancellation is the fact that the charm quark propagate
over long distances. Thus when we rescale the light quark fields
qn(x) -- Yn(x)qn() , q(y) - Y(y)q, (y), (3.103)
the argument of the Wilson lines will be at different positions. Furthermore in general
the charmed quarks will not decouple from the B meson, thus the soft matrix element
will be of the form
(0 [rt x](O)[xyl]()[qYn](z-)[Ynb](O)Yn(y)Y(z-)Y(O)Yt(y) B), (3.104)
where the spin contractions and the color contractions of the fields and Wilson lines
have been suppressed. Note that since the charm quark pair propagates over long
distances the point yO is displaced away from zero along the light cone as well as
transverse directions. Since this matrix element for long-distance charm knows about
the two final state hadrons, it can have a nonperturbative complex phase.
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3.10 Penguin Annihilation
In this section we review the penguin annihilation contributions occurring on the
third lines of Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12). For our purposes they are defined as the A(f)
terms in the amplitude obtained when the spectator quark is annihilated by the weak
operator. These contributions start at O(A/mb) relative to the leading power penguin
terms. They include the well known terms fBkM"M' from spectator annihilation with
a subsequent pair creation [129, 130, 132, 133], as well as terms of the same paramet-
ric size fB +3 M"M' where the spectator emits an energetic collinear gluon prior to
its annihilation [134]. The former require zerobin subtractions to obtain finite con-
volutions [135], while the latter do not. With these subtractions the leading penguin
annihilation contribution to the amplitude is real. The scheme dependence of the
zerobin procedure is compensated by terms involving the exchange of a soft quark in
the annihilation process, A(1) which come from time-ordered products in SCETI.
These time-ordered product terms start at order a /mb and have a nonperturbative
strong rescattering phase. At O(A2/m2) one also has chiral-enhanced penguin an-
nihilation terms fBpMoM m ' [132, 133] which can also be factorized with zerobin
subtractions as in Ref. [134].
The annihilation terms fB"M"M' and fB1MOSpMp5 M' do not involve a hard-collinear
propagator and so appear to be insensitive to the intermediate scale pi - V A.
However the zero-bin subtraction procedure is needed to distinguish soft and collinear
regions, and so they are not defined independent of A(') at O(c (pt)). Since this
procedure has an cts(pi) expansion we consider all penguin annihilation contributions
with an expansion at the intermediate scale, unlike our analysis of amplitudes in
earlier sections. This increases the theoretical uncertainty, and will be accounted for
in our error analysis.
From Refs. [135] and [134] the penguin annihilation amplitudes at O(ao) for B -
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MM1 2 are
A(n - fMfM 2 HI1 -2) , (3.105)
B
A(') --" B (H " 1112) (H '1 11T2)
c(1) __TnB/B__ [f 3 MlfA12\h/ I2_ + 77AlfNl, f3M2 K.hc 1 )]
A (2X) fBfMlfM2 FPM1 (HMlM 2 )+ XM2 (HMIM2Lann 2 1_1 t \Xbann MB nb 1 mb 2
Here we have the inverse moment of the B light-cone distribution
OB = 0+ (k) = (3.106)
o 3k 33.106)
and the five factors (Hm IN2), (H cJ"2), (Hn, M2), (HM1 /2), and (HxM1M2) are linear
combinations of the moment parameters
1
12 dxdy (a+ ai+4>)(X, Y) M1 (y)f2 (x)
M 1 12  dxdyd 1,(XY) 3M, (y, V)OM2 (X)/ 2hcl,3 f- 1 3-Y
/1 a hC (X,
3/s" M2 dxdiidy 21 4 _ -_)0
Shc2,4 - 1 M-X
m 1,5 pp
'2 6M2 6 2,6 2C)pp (x), (3.107)
respectively. The appropriate linear combinations for each channel are given by the
entries in Tables II, III , IV and V of Ref. [135] for A' and A(2x) and in Table I of
Ref. [134] for hcann . The distribution functions OM and OPM appearing in Eq. (3.107)
were defined above in Eqs. (3.40) and (3.86), while the three-body distribution is
defined by the matrix element
iCM(Mql R T j inqn 2 0) - w Lq 3 P 3P(y2 , y), (3.108)
wW 3
where 62 = 6(W1+W3-W -mb), Y = Wlmb, and = -wa/nb. The circle on some of
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the integrations in Eq. (3.107) indicates the terms which require zero-bin subtractions.
These subtractions modify the hadronic distributions by inducing dependence on
a rapidity parameter, which increases the uncertainty from these terms. For our
numerical analysis we adopt the models used in Refs. [135] and [134] to determine
the 's in section 3.12 below.
3.11 Analysis strategy and models for the shape
of ( M (z) and XBM(z)
To make predictions for the pM"M2 penguins at leading order we need values for the
twist-2 meson distribution qM(u) and the form factors (BM, (jBM(z). To compute
the A/mb suppressed chiral-enhanced amplitudes we need in addition the twist-3
distribution qm(u) and the form factor BM(z).
A common model for OM and qM capturing the essential features is given by the
first few terms in the Gegenbauer series
qM(x) = 6x(1-x){1 + a'(6x-3) + 6aM(1-5x+5X2)
+ 15a4M(1- 14x+56 2-84x 3 +42 4) },
p(x) = 6x(1-x) { ao + aM (6x-3) + 6amp(1-5x+5x2) }, (3.109)
where x corresponds to the momentum fraction for the quark field (dressed by a
Wilson line). Our ranges for the model parameters am and a are summarized in
the next section. Note that we include both a2M and aM in qM(x). This allows us to
account for data on (x-1) , which constrains a' + a', while varying a' - a' to obtain
a range of models. From charge conjugation and isospin, ",'P(x) = ',P( 1 - x). Thus
we will set a' = ap = 0. With SU(3) flavor symmetry aK = 0, so smaller values are
adopted for this parameter than are used for a (we keep a non-zero aI for SU(3)
violation, but do not include a non-zero a3M or any other odd-moment parameter).
These restrictions from charge conjugation also apply to the distribution q5. To
see this we follow the same argument given in Ref. [155] but for the matrix element
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defining the chiral-enhanced distribution:
(wo CtCnWCtC7'5s P6(w - P+)Wt(CtC o)
= (+1)(o0 (CWnt )T~) 5 PL6(w - P+)(WlWC)T 0)
= +(o0 In,p',WY 57s 6(w + P+)Wt ,p 0). (3.110)
Here P+ = pt + p, C is the charge-conjugation operator and C is the charge-
conjugation matrix. To obtain the last line we note that the sign from ~Pf -= -p t
cancels the sign from Ct(Qy) TC = 7}. Hence the matrix element is even under
w (1 - 2x)n p-, -p -w, which implies ~" (x) = "(1 - x). Hence we have
a7p = a', = 0 and small values of a' .Note that in Wandzura-Wilczek approxima-
tion a =I and a = 0.opp 1,2 pp
Potentially larger uncertainty comes from the values for (B"" and (B"(z). At
lowest order the bi(u, z) coefficients in Eq. (3.42) are independent of z and thus only
("M and the zeroth z-moment, (", from Eq. (3.14) are required. This yields two
form factor parameters to be fit to tree amplitude data. For convolutions with the
as Ab1(u, z) terms we need more information about the z-dependence. However it
is still very useful to fit the norm ("M to the nonleptonic tree amplitude data. In
particular, by only modeling the shape of (j(z) we reduce the model uncertainty
considerably. The fit to nonleptonic decay data currently provides the most accurate
way of determining the normalization of (M (z). Thus, our strategy allows us to
make predictions for the penguin amplitudes based on input about the parameters
from the tree amplitudes, while avoiding expanding in ac(p).
We adopt a polynomial model for the z-dependence by using the parameterization
(BM(z) = z{ABM + A M(6z - 3) + ABM (1 - 5z + 5z 2)}. (3.111)
One of these parameters is then eliminated by constraining " fM d Z) to it
central value obtained from experiment. We then eliminate A B in favor of (B to
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obtain
(BM(x) = 2 x - AfM(4x - 6x 2 ) + - A M (x - 6X2 + 6x) . (3.112)
Note that the remaining ABM terms in Eq. (3.112) must integrate to zero. As we will
see in the next section, this considerably reduces the uncertainty generated by these
form factor parameters. For M I 7r we will simply set AB = 0, thus leaving A B ' as
the remaining parameter. 3
The polynomial form in Eq. (3.111) could be justified by the SCETII factorization
theorem in Eq. (3.46), where it is inherited from that in Eq. (3.109) at lowest order.
However we do not view our model in this context, and thus do not fix the coefficients
A M to values determined by ay. Instead we consider Eq. (3.112) as a model specified
in SCETI without reference to SCET 11-factorization, and take A" as parameters to
be varied in a suitably large range. This ensures that our model for (BM covers a
wider range of z-dependence than the restrictive approximation in Eq. (3.48) would.
Similar to ( B M (z) we write a model for (BM(z) as
x) 2x - A,4x - 62) + A B (x - 62 + 6X3), (3.113)X) W  - 1 (4x- 6x 2   X2+ Ax
We have taken (BM(0) = 0 due to the constraint on this function derived in section 3.8.
For M = p, the simple polynomial model of Eq. (3.109) does not support the
value of (x-1)p = 2.2+0.6 obtained from data in section 3.2, unless we include higher
order polynomial terms in Gegenbauer expansion. Values of (x-1)M close to 2.0
require "M(x) to peak around x = 1/2 with smaller widths. Therefore we choose the
following model for /P(x), which has all the desired properties
() = N(ap) x(1 - x) sech ( - 1/2 . (3.114)
Here aP is a parameter whose value is motivated by the inverse moment (x-1), de-
3The choice A" = 0 can be justified by isospin and tree-level SCETI factorization, but we
instead view this choice as part of the model. The value of A B K then parameterizes SU(3) violation.
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termined from data in section 3.2, and N(aP) is chosen to normalize qP(x) to 1. For
Bp" we will use a polynomial model like Eq. (3.112)
Bp(x) = 2x (P + 6ABp( - 62 + 6X3), (3.115)
where for simplicity we take ABp = 0. Alternatively we could have based our model for
("P(x) on Eqs. (3.114) and (3.48) where it would inherit features of the sech function,
however we find that using this alternative functional form does not significantly
change our error analysis. Therefore we adhere to the simple polynomial model of
Eq. (3.115). Numerical estimates for the model parameters introduced in this section
are presented in the next section.
3.12 Input Parameters
Several well determined parameters that are needed for our analysis include [156]
m i s = 4.7 GeV, rhb(4.7GeV) = 4.1 GeV, m~S = 1.4 GeV, aS(mb) = 0.22, [,(mb)
2.5 GeV, and pK(mb) = 2.8 GeV. Defining fm = fM/(l GeV) we take f, = 0.131,
fK = 0.160, f, = 0.209, and from recent lattice data [157] fB = 0.22. We also
require the Wilson coefficients of the weak effective Hamiltonian, which are known at
NLL order [65]. In the NDR scheme taking ca(mz) = 0.118, mt = 170.9 GeV, and
mb= 4.7 GeV gives C7,(mb) = -. 316, Csg(mb) = -0.149 and the NLL results
Cl0lo(mb) = {1.080, -. 179, .012, -. 033, .0096, -. 040,
4.2 x 10- 4 , 4.2 x 10- 4 , -9.7x 10- 3 , 1.9x 10-3} . (3.116)
In varying p to estimate uncertainties we will also need
Cll10(2mb) = {1.04, -. 104, .0080, -. 023, .0074, -. 026,
4.2 x10-4 , 2.8 x10-4 -9.3x 10-3 ,1.3x10-3},
C7,(2mb) = -0.281, C8G(2mb) = -0.135, [5pt]
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Cl-_l(mb/2) = {1.13,-.279,.019, -. 047, .012, -. 061,
5.7 x 10 - 4 , 7.1 x 10 - 4 , -10.0 x 10 - 3 , 2.8 x 10-3,
C7y(mb/2) = -0.358, C8c(mb/2)= -0.166. (3.117)
With 2-loop running the MS mass mb(2mb) = 3.7 GeV, mb(mb/2) = 4.7 GeV, and the
chiral-enhancement parameters p,(2mb) = 2.8 GeV, P, (mb/2) = 2.2 GeV, pK(2mb)
3.1 GeV, and pK(mb/2) = 2.5 GeV.
The *y --+ -or data constrains the inverse pion moment, and based on the analysis
in Ref. [142] gives
a" + a4" = -0.03 ± 0.14. (3.118)
For the other linear combination we take a' - a' = 0.2 ± 0.3. In our error analysis
we do a Gaussian scan over these ranges in order to properly take into account the
correlation in the individual errors of a" and a", which is large. Based on recent
lattice data for moments of the 7 and K distributions [158] we take aK = 0.2 ± 0.2
and set aK = 0. Here the lattice error on a was doubled to give an estimate for
higher moments. For M = - isospin and charge conjugation imply a' = a"p =0,
while for M = K we use [158] aK = -0.05-0.02. For simplicity we take a 'K = 1. We
also take a 'K = 0.1 ±0.3 and a K = 0.0 ± 0.1. For our model of OP(x) in Eq. (3.114)
we use aP = 0.1+0.3
-0.1*
In section 3.2 we obtained values for the nonleptonic form factors (P, ,( , Bp,
(f", from a fit to nonleptonic data for the tree amplitudes. Because the uncertainty in
these parameters are highly correlated we scan over their values by doing a Gaussian
scan over the range specified by the experimental errors in Eqs. (3.20) and (3.23)
and for the form factors and (x-1 )M(BM with M = 7, p. Since data is being used
for these normalization parameters this does not introduce model uncertainty. The
choice of the remaining parameters Ai introduces model dependence to (j(z). We take
A 1p = 0, A7 = (0.25±0.30) and A p = -(0.05±0.05). We also will use (B, = 0.0±0.2
and set A', = 0, and A' 2 = (0.0 ± 0.5). Note that to predict the PKr amplitudes
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we do not need values of (BK and (BK, since only pion form factors appear in the
B -- Kwr amplitudes. The kaon form factors are needed for B --- KK.
Finally we will need values for the model parameters appearing in the annihilation
amplitudes in section 3.12. The three-body decay constants are taken as f3, -
4.5 x 10-3 GeV 2, f3K -- 4.5 x 10- 3 GeV 2, and f3p - 0.13 GeV2 from recent QCD sum
rule results [159, 160], where f3p = mpfpT . For the B-meson inverse moment appearing
in the the three-body annihilation amplitude, (),, we take 3B = (2.5±1.0)GeV1,
where the central value is consistent with our value for (" using Eq. (3.48) and
(3.109), and the error takes into account the uncertainty from the cs() expansion.
For the remaining ingredients we simply quote results for the necessary moments at
11 = tmb
= (-3.0 ± 1.6) x 10- 2, #3
= -1.32 ± 0.42, /3Oh
= (-4.9 ± 1.6) x 10- 2 , /37
= 0.0 ± 0.067, Ofi6
= -0.159 ± 0.087, N3
= (-2.3 ± 2.3) x 10- 4, /3
= 0.0 ± 5.8, 0"
= (5.1+4 ) x 10-3 .
= (-3.94) X 10 - 2 PP
= (1.51.) X 10-3
= 0.63±0.32,
= 0.13 4- 0.12,
= 0.0 ± 5.1,
= 0.0 ± 0.084,
= -1.37 ± 0.44,
= (-4.9 ± 1.5) x 10-2,
= 0.0 ± 0.085,
= -0.11+03,
= (-1.7 +2.) x 10-3
13 T4c
0 72
= -0.15±0.09,
= (-2.4 ± 2.2) x 10- 3
= 0.0 ± 4.7,
= 0.13 ± 0.12,
= 0.0 ± 6.4,
= 0.0 ± 0.10,
= (2.5t2) x 10-2
= (-1.6 ± 1.2) x 10-4
(3.119)
The values are computed as in Refs. [135] and [134] with inputs for Ci, t, and
/IK consistent with those given above. For the case of ohC we used 03p(Z, ) =
360zx(1 - 2 - x) 2 (x - t)wP, where wp = -0.20 ± 0.15 is taken from QCD sum-
rules [161] with an inflated error to account for higher Gegenbauer terms (the relation
between our notation and theirs is 0 3 pp = -4p/2). Note that our central value of
0.0 for the Ox, terms in Eq. (3.119) indicates that we do not have information on the
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/31Chcl
/3xpRr5c4
'4c
o~rKhc3/ K
3x
PP
"2K
1PP
hcI
1PPhc4
sign of these terms. Results for the O's at p = mb/2 and p = 2 mb are quoted in
appendix B.3.
3.13 Numerical Analysis
In this section we make predictions for the penguin amplitudes PM1M 2 in the standard
model, focusing on F+7i-, K+7 -, and p+p- final states. Our sign convention for the
penguin amplitudes was given in Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2). To facilitate comparing the
size of various contributions we introduce the notation
M/ _= ( M' + ) + _ PXK( +L PJ M)
±P, an + + f annx) (3.120)
The two terms in the first parentheses correspond to the leading power terms in
line 1 of Eq. (3.11), the second parentheses to the chirally enhanced terms in line
2, and P-a corresponds to the long-distance charm penguin in line 3. In the last
parentheses the first two are LO annihilation terms from local annihilation and hard-
collinear annihilation respectively, while the term P/ LX stands for chiral-enhanced
annihilation.
The leading power terms can be written as moments over the distribution functions
PC,= - fI(c + cc 4) ,
6(J C Br
fKKcbI 4)K
P, = -((b + b4)( )p, (3.121)
where f, = f,/(1 GeV) and IK = fK/(1 GeV). In an analogous fashion we can define
moments for the chirally enhanced penguin amplitudes. For B -- 7r and B - Kw
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we obtain from Eq. (3.87) and Table 3.1
Px( = 3 mB
pxcx = P3 mB
P fir/lw'T
77 ' 6MB=---
P X iI-K C xC C xC 
P
K /i 3 -Br K (qfq) C2(qfq)mB
fx' fKP K [bf + b ] 7F)PP
K~rr 3TnB [3(q ) 4(4ffq ]
" X >fK[K
r - 6obB bx + bc u] XKl(qf q) 1(ufu) 4
In Eq. (3.121) we have decomposed the leading Wilson coefficients into terms propor-
tional to the two CKM structures,
C) = (f)u + (f t '- A -fu + Af)c,
bf) =- A)b" + A(f)bt = (f)bu f )bc (3.123)
where some coefficients (such as c' and b') are purely from electroweak penguins [162].
Similarly we split the Wilson coefficients cF) and b~F) for the chirally enhanced
amplitudes in Eqs. (3.81-3.84) as
cx A(f) cxu A(f) cxci(F) u z(F) c i(F)
bx)
z(F) = (f) bxu + (,) bxcU z(F) C i(F) (3.124)
The moments appearing in Eqs. (3.121) and (3.122) are
(3.125)(ci)M = ci(u M (u),
I A)M = jdudz b(u, z)(uI(u) ((u)
11) M u d0b0u )0 11 U B 1 Z
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1B ~C(qfq) +C'2qfq) )7
bc +b 073(qfq) 4(qfq) 7F
Sbxcqq) +bxc X
1 Lq q0/) I (ufu)] 7
(3.122)
(ci) = du
O
(bi(p M 2) 1
'i J /M1 0du dz b,(u, z) M ' (u) (M2
Sdu dz b(u, z)MI1(u) ( M 2(z).
1 J1
Generically power counting alone gives PC - PC0 , where the exact size is modified
by numerical coefficients. For the chirally enhanced moments the power counting is
PX5 ,X fMx(X since ( -(x 0
M 1 M 2  M M 1M2 Ml2 SiC
The penguin annihilation amplitudes can also be written in terms of moments of
distributions. Using the notation in Refs. [135] and [134] the necessary amplitudes
are
2n B
Lann /7r + 2 7rr
mB
/Gann - fBB f 3rfr1B f h7 .lrc7 r7 hc3 7 hc4) ,
m7mb 2 C 2
(3.126)
^LannX_ - Bf r [t r K 7rr
Prir - 2 MbX1 -rX2
mb
Lann  iBrf K ff K
mbKf(ann TB b-- f a g( i Btrcl
P annX jBf 7rfK/pLannx - B f _r f KK7r - 2
BB
2 )rP r
2 hc3
Qx K_ _ K)
+ f3Kfr (3h% 1 c i ]
PK ( K -
fLann = B f2
pp 2
mB (OP+ 20p + p) ,1Clp )J If P l~
fGann fB3Bf3p p (fpp pp lpp lpp
SmBmb hcl hc2 - 2hc3mc3 2/hc4
where the -moment parameters were defined above in Eq. (3.107) and numerical
values were given in Eq. (3.119).
To evaluate the remaining penguin amplitudes in Eqs. (3.121) and (3.122) we use
the form of the distributions from section 3.11. It is useful to write Eq. (3.125) as
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ci( U) M() ,
5 X
7rr+
integrals over short-distance coefficients, in and j, multiplying model parameters
as and Ap:
(c)M (4c) + i( 4 c)M M (lc) i(lc) M
a 0 a 0
(b/ (jAI2 = ) (4c) B I2 + j(4c) A BM2 1 ,1
(a,P) (o,o)
(b7 ( M 21 l 00c) -BM2 ( 1c) A M 2 aM1
(a, 0) (0,0)
(3.127)
where a = 0, 1, 2, 4 with a" = (1, a ma), and = 0, 1, 2 with ABM = (( , AM,A2 BM).
This step is useful because the short-distance coefficients, is, Jco are integrals which
can be evaluated numerically independent of the choice of the model parameters.
This makes it easier to propagate errors from parameter uncertainties into the final
amplitude predictions. It also makes it possible to study the short-distance uncer-
tainties (such as the p-dependence) directly in terms of in and j3c. In Eq. (3.127)
we have separated out the dominant term from the sum. Since our values of (" and
(B are extracted from independent experimental data, these dominant terms in the
penguin amplitudes become model independent. For the chiral enhanced amplitudes
the analog of Eq. (3.127) is
(Ccqf )M
(Ccqfq))AI
(bqf q) 'BM2 ) p p
b(qf q) " M 2 ) l
(bxcf) BM2) M 1
(bxc u-M2
I(Uf U)% ( )/1
-
k0lc)
= k ( 2 c)
+ 5 k(1) pM',
kY: 0o
(3c) BAI 2 + f(3c) AlA2 P1
(r,,) (o,o)
f (4c) BM 2 + (4c) A A2 pA1,
00 J y+ \ A,
(b,3)(o,o0)
00I + c A BM2 M1
0-_ (c) rBM2 _ * A 2 a.
00 O a x0
(a, 0)#(0,0)
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(3.128)
where 3, 7 = 0, 1, 2, p = {1, a, am } and A BM ={(B ABM, A'M}. In terms of2pp x3 (M xI  , X2 }
the i, j, k, £ coefficients, Eqs. (3.121) and (3.122) are given by
S _ ri( 4 c) +(lc) (Brr arr
7 r= Pa a , aa,
=r~ 3mB
- 3mB
3 mB
(2c) Brr[k( l c ) + k"7)] ~QBp'Yr
[(3c) (4c) B-7r 7
(1c) + 2c) ) r 7r
Oa~' P3a I " aa I
P = -fK [( 4 c) + KC)] a< Bi
lK'7r 1K [ + i A a ,p^ = -K r .(4c) (lc)] A K"J fl Oa + ipa I cra
^X' fK K [k(yc) + k 2 c)] B7rp r
3
mB
pX5J fK11K [f(3c) + f(4c)]Br K
Kr 3mB -o yoIA- PO
x fKP [41c~ ) + f(2c) BKir 3 mB L Oa 3eIAX a (3.130)
where a sum over a = 0, 1, 2, 4 and /3, = 0, 1, 2 is understood.
Evaluating the short-distance integrals at zeroth order in a, with the C,'s in
Eq. (3.116) the i's and j's are
i(4c) X 103 = (-28.4, 0, 0, 0),
i(lc)x 10 = (-1.96, 0, 0, 0),
(3.131)
17.3 17.3 17.3
0 0 0
0 0 0
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and
(3.129)
-11.1j(4c) x 103 = 0
0
-16.4 -14.5 -14.5 -14.5
j(lc) x 103 = 0 0 0 0
Note that the short-distance "i" coefficients for (BM are comparable in size to the
short-distance "j" coefficients for (B" (z). For the chirally enhanced integrals we find
k(lc) 103 = (218, 0, 218),
k(2c) x 103 = (-3.38, 0, - 3.38),
-12.3 69.1 -69.1 -69.1
x(c) 103 = 34.5 -34.5 34.5 34.5
0 0 0 0
61.9 -57.9 57.9 57.9
f(2c) x 10 3  -29.0 29.0 -29.0 -29.0
0 0 0 0
218 0 218
f(3c)x 103 = 0 0 0
-3.38 0 -3.38
(4) x 103 = 0 0 0 . (3.132)
Relative to the size of i(4c) and j(lc,4c) the enhanced size of the k(lc) and the f(ic)
short-distance coefficients is quite striking. Comparing the matching coefficients in
Eqs. (3.44,3.45) and (3.81,3.83) we see that the combinations of coefficients from
Hw are similar in size (C3,4 versus C5,6). However, the k(lc) and (ic) moments are
enhanced by a factor of _ 6 due to the inverse moment fraction factor 1/ui. This
numerical factor provides additional enhancement beyond the numerical enhancement
in ptzI/mb, and is the essential reason why the chirally enhanced penguin amplitudes
are numerically important.
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Next we evaluate the short-distance integrals i(4c), j(4c), and k(lc) up to order as,
by including the one-loop results for b(j) and c f) given earlier in section 3.5. Where
known we also evaluate the chiral enhanced short-distance integrals up to O(as) (from
Eq.(3.82)). At the scale A = mb we find
i(4c) x 103 = (-36.2-i9.58, 4.49+i8.12, 10.5+i2.06, 4.42-i2.36),
-14.0-i4.52
-1.05-i3.63
0.15+i0.04
27.6+i4.47
-2.30+i2.10
-0.10 -i0.08
28.1-i0.15
1.32+il.95
0.08-i0.14
25.8-i0.55
-0.20-il.64
-0.07+i0.14
k(lc) x 103 = (281+i54.7, 8.6-i69.1, 240+i41.1). (3.133)
We will also analyze how stable our results are to variations in P. For the LO results
in Eqs. (3.131) and (3.132) a change in p simply reflects changes in the Ci(p) and so
will not be shown. At NLO in the perturbative expansion we find for p = mb/2 =
2.35 GeV
i(4c) x 10 3 = (-38.9-i12.3, 7.46+ii0.5, 15.2+i2.65, 7.37-i3.05),
-12.6-i6.67 34.6+i6.12
-0.92-i4.01 -2.51+i2.30
0.20+i0.09 0.17+i0.09
36.3+i0.45
1.40+i2.14
0.08-i0.21
33.1 -il.23
-0.13-il.82
-0.08+i0.20
k(lc) x 10 3 = (359+i70.6, 11.1-i89.2, 306+i53.0),
while for Pt = 2mb = 9.4 GeV we find
i(4c) X 103 = (-32.5-i7.57, 2.81+i6.42, 7.58+il.63, 2.75 - il.87),
-13.2-i3. 10
j(4c) x 103 =
22.7+i3.31
-1.05-i3.19 -2.05+il.85
0.11+i0.01 0.06+i0.08
22.6-i0.45
1.20+il.72
0.07-i0.09
21.0-i0.16
-0.22-il.44
-0.07+i0.10
k (l c) x 103 = (228+i43.3, 6.8-i54.7, 195+i32.5).
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j( 4 c) x 103 =
j( 4c) X 103 =
(3.134)
(3.135)
From Eq. (3.133) we observe that these a, corrections induce imaginary contributions
which are often appreciable since the asC1,2 terms can compete with C3-6. For
example, the imaginary part of j0c) determined from our result for the one-loop
matching given in Eq. (3.52), is - 30% of the real part.
Because we have neglected terms aC3-6 we must also neglect the p dependence
of (, (j, and the O's for consistency. These terms induce a a ,ln(p) that multi-
plies the tree-level penguin coefficients involving C3-6 and are hence compensated by
as ln(p)C3-6 corrections to the short-distance coefficients. The dominant coefficients
have ct = = 0. At zeroth order in as the central values for the coefficients i(4c) and
j(4c)j00  vary by ±30-50% when we take p = mb/2 and p = 2mb. We find this change
is reduced to < 10% at NLO. At LO the chirally enhanced kl( ) varies by ±35-55%,
and this is reduced by about a factor of two, to ±20-25% at NLO. The imaginary
parts first appear at O(a8s()), and exhibit a ±20-30% range for i(4c) and k(lc), and
30-50% dependence for (4c) The LO coefficients (lc,3c,4c) also have a sizeable p-
dependence (20-50%) and it will be important to compute their a, corrections in the
future. Below we will take this residual scale uncertainty as a way of estimating the
size of missing higher order perturbative corrections on our final result.
On the other hand the electroweak coefficients joc) and 2c) have only - 3% p-
dependence at LO, consistent with our expectations that the NLO corrections to this
term are small. This reflects the fact that the corresponding /, dependence occurs
in a NLO penguin diagram with photon exchange, whereas the leading order Wilson
coefficients are generated by both photon and the larger Z exchange. The corrections
to the electroweak coefficient ioc) at LO is larger as a percent (40-50%), however
the i c) is tiny to begin with, since at LO its proportional to the numerically small
combination Clo + C9/Nc. Thus we do not expect our neglect of these one-loop
electroweak corrections to have a large effect .
In table 3.2 we present numbers for the penguin amplitudes in Eq. (3.120), show-
ing separately the tree-level and a, corrections. The errors shown in the table include
only input parameter uncertainty, and are computed with Gaussian scans for the
errors in the model parameters given in section 3.12. Despite having a number of
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Pu x
C3-1o 3.58 ± 1.02
(0.8640.25)
+i(1.080.32)
4.37 + 1.25
(0.86+0.40)
+i(1.38+0.40)
14.8 ± 3.5
(5.59+3.08
+i(5.39+260)(5391.48)
3.34 + 0.88
(0.32±-0.26)
+i(0.53+0.13)
4.00 -1.02
(0.11+0.35)
+i(o.70+0.18)
1.64 + 2.99
(0.3610.66)
+i(0.28-0.49)
4.41± 1.78
(1.21+0.37)
+i(1.10+0.40)
6.02±2.42
(1.66±0.50)
+i(1.50±0.57)
4.51 + 1.71
6.15 + 2.33
0.0+1.03
0.0+1.18
-1.46+-0.88
0.26+0.14
0.65+0.63
-0.21
Table 3.2: Numerical predictions for the penguin amplitudes, PMM, from the factorization theorem. The results were split into
terms generated at 0(ao) and 0(a 8 ) in the short-distance matching coefficients. In each row the theoretical predictions are
broken down by contributions from the (BM and S(M terms in the leading power amplitude, terms (BM, BM, (BM from the
chirally enhanced part of the amplitude, and terms from standard penguin annihilation, three-parton annihilation, and chirally
enhanced annihilation. The errors shown are uncertainties propagated from input parameters as described in the text.
a C,l,2,8g
P C X 104:
C3-10
,sC1,2,8g
PP x 10 4 :
C3-10
a C1,2,8g
0.15±0.08
0.20+0.11
0.0±+5.00
0.0+8.03
'"
--
Penguin Amplitudes, P1iM2 x 104 Penguin Annihilation, PM2 x 104
hadronic parameters, we observe a relatively small model parameter dependence in
the first four columns for 7rwF and Kwr. This occurs because there is only a small
dependence of the penguin amplitudes on the shape of (BM(z) and M(u). The nor-
malization terms, i(4c) and j c,4c), give the dominant contribution to the amplitudes
and the corresponding model parameters were fit to independent data to reduce their
uncertainty. Furthermore, at LO the only shape parameter dependence comes from
(X-1)M and for the pion this parameter is quite well known (which in our error anal-
ysis is accounted for by taking into account an important correlation in a' and a').
For example, we find that further doubling the error bars on the shape parameters
AY 1,2 only effects the last quoted digit of the error bars on the penguin amplitudes
in table 3.2. Since the second and third rows of j(4t) are small the dependence on the
shape of (BM(z) is very small. Though the coefficients (4t) .4t) are similar in size to
300 , their contributions are suppressed by the small am . One entry is very sensitive
to the a2 , namely the asC1,2,8g contributions to P,. Here the dominant term is
103 ( B [(2.9 + i4.5) - (10.3 + i4.47)aK
- (10.8 - i0.15)a ] , (3.136)
and exhibits a large cancellation in the real part for the value a =- 0.2 (explaining
its large percent uncertainty for a = 0.2 ± 0.2). Some cancellation is also evident for
/PJ. However, overall these are both small contributions to their respective penguin
amplitudes. This type of parameter dependence does not appear in other terms, and
we find that it does not significantly effect the final result. Thus even though our
model parameters vary over a large range we have fairly robust central values for
individual contributions to the leading order penguin amplitudes in table 3.2. The
uncertainty in the 3rd and 4th columns for the chirally enhanced amplitudes is also
reduced by our knowledge of the normalization of ( and (J, and is a bit bigger than
the first two columns due to the added uncertainty from qM(u). The 5th column
involves the new form factor (" (z), where we do not have information about the
sign, and hence zero central values.
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In the wrwr and Kwr entries in table 3.2 we also observe that the contributions from
(BM and (~f are similar in size. This is a reflection of the fact that there coefficients
are similar numerically, and is in agreement with the power counting BM" ~jBM"
In determining the errors associated with these parameters it was quite important
to take into account the correlations, as already described in section 3.2. Also, as
mentioned above, the chirally enhanced penguin amplitudes compete numerically with
the leading power amplitudes due to the presence of the enhancement by the 1/ui
momentum fraction factor which generates a numerical factor of six. For example,
we have
P3 1 ,( 28 + 2 1 5  + ) ... , (3.137)
S 3-10 3mB )
where the large numerical value 215 is generated by this enhancement.
Examining the annihilation amplitudes we see that Lann ann is suppressed
by a factor of 1/5 relative to P.( + P4, and so is of the expected size for this power
correction, namely
pLann +p(Gann ACD s mb)P  P QCD Ces (rob)S (3.138)
PA + E as (Pi)
The same conclusions hold for Kw. On the other hand the chiral enhanced anni-
hilation terms PrLannX and 7PL annX have much larger parameter uncertainty, and we
are not able to draw definite conclusions about the size of these terms. In fact they
provide the dominant parameter uncertainty for the w7T and K7 channels.
For B -- pp decays, our analysis was slightly different from the pseudoscalars
as we used a non-polynomial model for OP(x). Here the errors are dominated by
the uncertainty in (Bp, (Bp, and ao. The uncertainty from the shape parameters
Ai are negligible in comparison. Since current data prefers a central value for (Bp
significantly smaller than that for jBP this same hierarchy is observed in the penguin
amplitudes. The size of PCl is enhanced by f, and the p-form factor in comparison to
/P. Due to the absence of chirally enhanced contributions the dominant parameter
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uncertainty comes from experimental uncertainties that propagate into the errors for
(BP and (Bp
In table 3.3 we "sum up" the individual contributions from the leading power, chi-
rally enhanced, and annihilation penguin amplitudes, to obtain 1PLO, PX, and Pann
respectively. To perform these sums we do separate Gaussian scans for the total
penguin amplitude since this provides the simplest way of propagating correlated pa-
rameter uncertainties. This also explains why the central values are not precisely the
mean from table 3.2, due to small non-linearity effects in the parameter dependences.
The correlation in input parameter uncertainties must be taken into account to get
the errors shown here. The three amplitudes in the first three columns of table 3.3
are then added together to get the total theoretical contribution, ptotal. These to-
tal values can be compared to the experimental values in the last three columns.
The uncertainty shown only includes the variation of parameters from the Gaussian
scans. For the first column the displayed errors are dominated by the uncertainties in
a7 + a7, a , (B, (, , and for B -- pp those in a, (p, and cB". The effect of other
parameter uncertainties is quite small. Even the dominant uncertainties are small
due to our proper account of parameter correlations and use of experimental data.
Also due to our fit procedure the errors from ( and (J will decrease with improved
measurements of the tree amplitudes (which come from improved branching ratios
and CP-asymmetries). In ptotal the uncertainty from the parameters in the chiral
enhanced annihilation by far dominate the errors for B x 7Fr and B -- Kw.
In addition we can estimate the uncertainty from determining the hard coefficients
by varying / E [mb/2, 2rmb]. For the real parts this gives an additional +7 uncer-tl9%t t
tainty for ptotal +15% uncertainty for Ptotal and +9% uncertainty for Ptotal For the7rir 7 -12% K7 -10  pp
25total +26%imaginary parts we find an additional +59% uncertainty for ptotal, 9% uncertainty for
ptotal and 30% uncertainty for P total. Finally we assign a generic 20% uncertainty toK7r -22% uc
the final ptotal results to account for the fact that we have given only a partial treat-
ment of 1/mb corrections, but do not foresee a reason why the untreated corrections
should be enhanced over the power counting estimate. Thus with an estimate for all
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PLO X 104 PX 10 4  pann X 104 ptotal x 104 pexpt x 10 4  piexpt x 10 4  pexpt X 10 4
ispin ispin TF
(7 = 590) (7 = 740) (- = 590-740)
B , (8.10±0.63) (10.2±2.9) -1.31 ± 5.08 (16.9 ± 5.9) (18±9) (44±6)
+i(1.61±0.21) +i(1.10±0.39) +i(2.71 ± 0.45) -i(29±6) -i(29±6)
B -- Kr (9.34 ± 1.00) (13.8 ± 3.9) 0.46 ± 8.03 (23.6 ± 9.0) ±(48 ± 4 ± 10)
+i(2.08 ± 0.25) +i(1.49 ± 0.57) +i(3.57 ± 0.62) -i(22 ± 7 ± 4)
22.4; - 0.87.:6 23.3 . -(29 ± 26) (38 ± 23)B --- pp2.- 29
+i 5.68+2.4- +i 5.68+45 -i(8 ± 18) -i(8 ± 18)
Table 3.3: Numerical predictions for the short-distance penguin amplitudes at leading power, PLO, from chirally enhanced
terms Px, and from the annihilation amplitudes . The sum of these contributions ptotal , is the total short-distance result from
the factorization theorems discussed in the text (long-distance terms are discussed in the text). The last three columns show
current experimental data. Comparing them with Ptotal shows an order of magnitude short-fall for the imaginary part.
theoretical uncertainties we find
p t ot al = (16.9_1±5.9+1.0±2.013.4) + i(2.71±0.38+.-8±0.33±0.54)
pto t al = (23.6±9.0+351 ±2.8±4.7) + i(3.571±0.53+ 93-±0.43±0.71)
P t ot al = (23.i7+1 2.8 4.7) + i(.6281+1.70 0.68±1.14) (3.139)
The first errors are from input parameters and are dominated by chiral-enhanced
annihilation for B - 7rT, K7. The second errors are our estimates of higher order
perturbative corrections (the p-variation). The third terms are errors from Vb which
propagate through the form factors and hence can be added as a ±12% uncertainty.4
Finally the fourth errors are a generic 20% that we add for unknown power corrections.
For 7rr the real part of the amplitude in Eq. (3.139) agrees with the data in
table 3.3 for 7 = 590. However, the same is not true for Kr, nor even for w7 if
7 = 740 (which is the value preferred by SU(3) and SCET power counting which
predicts P, _ PK, [33]). Here the disagreement with data in the real part is at the
level of factor of two.
On the other hand the imaginary part of the short-distance prediction for P"
and PK' are much smaller than the corresponding experimental values and have the
opposite sign. Due to a numerical enhancement PxC and PxJ are of same size as
the leading power contributions to the amplitude, but as we have demonstrated by
deriving an SCETI factorization theorem, these terms are real at zeroth order in a,.
After taking into account all theoretical uncertainties in our analysis, we conclude
that it is not possible to match the P imaginary parts obtained from experimental
data. Therefore the large phase of the penguin relative to tree amplitudes can only
be explained by long distance charm contribution, P, , within the standard model, or
by contributions from new physics.
If the remainder is generated by long distance charm contributions, then we can
4We have increased the 7% error on |Vubj quoted by HFAG [97], which we consider to be overly
optimistic.
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determine what values of PtcIM 2 reproduce the experimental data. This gives
= { (1 ± 11) - i(32 + 6) ( = 59")
(27 ± 8) - i(32 & 6) (-y= 740)
P 7r = (24 + 14) - i(26 + 8), (3.140)
where we have added the experimental and theoretical errors in quadrature. Thus a
long-distance charm penguin with substantial imaginary amplitude is one possibility
for reproducing the data. This explanation was favored in Refs. [126, 127, 128, 30],
and the analysis here makes the required size of these long-distance terms fairly pre-
cise. In the next section we contrast this long distance standard model explanation
with the more exciting possibility of a new physics contribution. An additional test
of the penguin amplitudes can be made from studying the channels B- - oK-,
BO - K 0 0o , and Bo0 - K+K- which get contributions from penguin and an-
nihilation/exchange type diagrams. Branching ratios for these channels are avail-
able [163, 164]. Since for B -* KK we do not have enough experimental information
to fix (BK and (BK we resort to SU(3). We can apply SU(3) directly at the level of
SCET amplitudes as discussed in Ref. [33], and it implies that PKK -PKr up to the
small penguin annihilation terms. Using the experimental value of P Fe t(KwT) from
table 3.3 this value of PKK reproduces the data for Br(B- -+ !OK-) = 1.36 ± 0.28
and Br(P -- Ko o) = 0.96± 0.20 from HFAG [97]. The channel B0 -- K+K- does
not get contributions from the penguin amplitudes fC, P5 , nor the chirally enhanced
penguin amplitudes as can be seen from Table 3.1. It does get contributions from
annihilation, but not from the potentially sizeable chirally enhanced penguin annihi-
lation, fPLannX, as is clear from Table IV of Ref. [135]. Hence the small observed value
Br(Bo -+ K+K- ) = 0.15 ± 0.10 is consistent with the size of the annihilation results
for PLann and PGann in table 3.2. The size of these amplitudes is also consistent with
the power counting estimate of A/mb suppression relative to leading order terms.
The experimental errors in PP are too large at this time to draw strong con-
clusions, but it is interesting to note that the positive sign for the real part of the
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short-distance standard model penguin prefers values of 7y larger than 590 .
Our numerical results for the penguins can also be compared with earlier analyses
in the BBNS [123, 132, 133] and KLS [129, 130, 131] approaches where light-cone sum-
rules are used for the hadronic parameters. The BBNS analysis also gives numbers
where Px _ PLO, and gives small short-distance imaginary parts in PLO. However,
individual central values differ from ours due to their different method for dealing
with input parameters and their use of an expansion in as(p,) at the intermediate
scale for the LO penguin and chiral enhanced penguin contributions. Also a larger
(complex) range of annihilation amplitudes was adopted in Ref. [132, 133], with a non-
perturbative strong phase that can be chosen to fit the data. In the KLS approach
it is more difficult to compare individual contributions, but generically the penguin
amplitudes are somewhat larger, and have a large strong phase from annihilation
graphs. The most prominent feature in both comparisons is that our parameter errors
in PLO and X are significantly smaller than earlier results, due to our use of tree
amplitude data to determine the hadronic parameters. From our numerical analysis
of annihilation amplitudes, together with power counting arguments it appears that
nonperturbative charm loops are the most likely culprit for a missing long-distance
contribution to the amplitude.
3.14 Penguins Contributions from New Physics
There has been a lot of discussion about the possibility of new physics in nonleptonic
B-decays (for example [124, 137, 165, 166, 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174]). The
precision achieved for the computation of the standard model penguin amplitudes in
tables 3.2 and 3.3, and their lack of concordance with the experimental results, make
it interesting to reexamine the role new physics contributions may play. In this section
we aim to look at general features the new physics contributions should have, and do
not attempted to explore this topic in specific models.
Lets consider adding new physics contributions to the nonleptonic amplitudes.
Since new flavor-changing physics is likely to be heavy we can suppose that upon
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integrating out the short-distance new particles we generate a set of operators whose
amplitude is parameterized by a CP-even matrix element N and a CP-violating phase
0, ANP = NeiO. Here N contains the strong rescattering phase for the amplitude,
and e0 has CP violation that need not follow the CKM paradigm.
In order to fit the data, i.e. contribute to Im(P), we will demonstrate that Ne
must have a non-zero CP-even strong phase. Given this we may ask whether a small
strong phase in N can be enhanced by a large new source of CP violation, or by some
other new physics effect. We will see that there is a strict bound that prevents us
from enhancing Im(P) without having large Im(N).
To study these points we follow Ref. [172] and use the fact that we can decompose
any new physics amplitude into terms that simply shift the CP-even standard model
amplitudes in Eq. (3.1). For example, we can decompose any NeO to make it look
like terms appearing in B - 7ir7, Kwr, pp:
Ne i = N1 + N 2 e- i , (3.141)
where the first terms acts like the A 'S) term and the second like A ' ") Here only q
and the standard model phase y change sign under CP, while N1 = NR + iN' and
N2 = NR + iN1 are CP-even. Adding NeiO terms to the SM amplitudes, we see that
N1,2 simply shift the SM amplitude parameters. Eq. (3.141) was used in Ref. [173]
to point out that it is not possible to observe new physics in penguin amplitudes in
decays like B - 7r, KwF without having information about the SM penguins that
goes beyond isospin. Given the computations of the SM penguins in the previous
section, we can use Eq. (3.141) to explore how new physics effects can appear. To
generate large Im(P) in our phase convention we need large Im(Ni) and/or large
Im(N 2).
Being CP-even the parameters N 1,2 act like strong interaction amplitudes, despite
the fact that they contain short-distance CP-violating parameters. Solving Eq. (3.141)
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gives
Im(N) _ Im(N)N' = sin(7 + N) ,  = ( sin(o),sin 7  sin-
Re(N ) Re(N)S-Re() sin( + ) , Ne() sin(o) . (3.142)N sin 7 sin 7
Hence the shift to the imaginary part of the standard model amplitudes is zero if
Im(N) = 0. Furthermore we have the bounds
N1 < Im(N) Im(N) (3.143)
sin y - sin
The SM value of y is not small (sin 7  0.9), so these bounds imply that enhancement
in N{ or N2 requires large Im(N), and hence a large strong phase for this new physics
amplitude. Thus given sin , no enhancement of the effective strong phase can occur
due simply to new sources of CP-violation. This conclusion does not appear to be
changed if one or more new physics amplitudes are added in the various standard
model decay channels.
The CP-even phase in N will be generated by strong rescattering, and it is useful
to consider N as an amplitude generated by new dimension-6 four-quark operators not
present in the SM. Our analysis of SM four-quark operators gave power suppressed
non-perturbative strong phases and small strong phases from hard penguin loops,
so we might speculate that the same would be true for four-quark operators with
non-SM symmetry properties. In this case the imaginary part of N will be small,
and Eq. (3.143) implies that adding new physics will not significantly improve the
situation with Im(P). One might think that the inclusion of new physics into the
process of extracting a value for P could mollify the need for a large imaginary part.
However, a simple analysis, say in the 7r modes, shows that the existence of an N
with a small imaginary part can not lead to penguin completion. It will simply shift
the meaning of the real parts of the tree and penguin amplitudes in the fit, with only
a small change to the meaning of the imaginary parts.
Thus for new physics to play a significant role in the observed Im(P) we need to
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find a large imaginary part for an N from analyzing an operator not generated by
the standard model. Though there is no reason to expect an enhanced short-distance
contribution, this is a logical possibility which deserves further study. Significant
new physics contributions could in fact be obtained by modifying the coefficient of
four-quark operators with charm quarks, since then a large long distance charming
penguin amplitude could provide the necessary contribution in Im(N). It might be
interesting to attempt to construct explicit new physics models of this type which are
not ruled out by other constraints on flavor changing neutral currents. Thus it seems
to be quite a challenge to complete the penguin without the aid of a long-distance
contribution.
3.15 Discussion and Conclusion
The results in table III show a lack of concordance between the theoretical prediction
for the short-distance standard model penguin contributions and the extracted value
for the penguin amplitude.5 Chirally enhanced operators substantially increase the
penguin contributions, but they are not able to generate the necessary imaginary
pieces. Thus it would seem that the shortfall must be due to either the long distance
charm or new physics.
Before addressing these possibilities we must be assured that the assumptions
leading to this conclusion are justified. Our theory predictions for SM penguins
assume that the expansion in powers of A/mb is trustworthy, since the convergence
of this series is a necessary criteria for factorization to apply. The experimental
extraction of FP, and Pp, relies on isospin, and hence is quite robust. The penguin
extraction for the Kw system relies slightly more on the factorization (the A/mb
expansion) since we use factorization for the tree amplitude T K +± -
What evidence do we have that the large mass expansion is indeed converging?
The factorization theorem for color allowed B -- D(*) M- decays (proven in [28])
5 As shown in Eq. (3.15) for this conclusion uncertainties in the weak phase 7 are irrelevant for
Im(P,), but not for Re(P,,).
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agrees with data with the expected accuracy. For color suppressed charmed decays,
B - D(*)Mo the SCET prediction for the strong phases [143, 175] is in good accord
with the data for many channels, which provides a non-trivial test of the large energy
expansion. The same expansion is also used in analyzing the photon cut dependence
of B - Xsy [176] and for the analysis of IVbl from B - XJi [177], where power
corrections appear with the expected size. One might object that these last two
examples are inclusive, summing over states up to [t2 m mbA. However, our analysis
is quite similar, since the factorization theorems we use do not attempt to factorize
physics below p2 , mbA, and instead retain it as form factors. Due to experimental
cuts an analysis of B - XJs+f - data will also rely on this type of expansion [178].
More direct evidence for our methodology for analyzing charmless nonleptonic de-
cays comes from successes in the exclusive modes themselves. In [33, 147], a complete
list of the predictions for branching ratios and CP asymmetries was given, by us-
ing the data to fit the unknown hadronic parameters (including long-distance charm
penguin amplitudes). The theory fits the data quite well, with all of the theory
points falling within 1-2 cr of the data. (The only significant exception is the ratio
of Acp(K-w)/Acp(K-r +) where the sign disagrees with the data.) It is interest-
ing to note that SCET predicts certain asymmetries to be negative while the current
experimental central values are positive. The factorization theorem for charmless non-
leptonic decays also gives a prediction for IVbf+ (0) given in Eq. (3.20), which is in
good agreement with the recent extractions based upon dispersion relations [179, 180]
utilizing lattice data [181, 182, 183, 184]. (Using Hill's 6 parameter [185] an analogous
test will be possible for ( ~  with future experimental improvements on the B -- 7r
spectrum.) Note that for all of these successes the penguins were fit to the data and
any deviation from the short distance prediction was absorbed into the long distance
charm piece A,. Thus these successes do not directly imply convergence of the large
energy expansion for the penguin amplitudes. However, from the point of view of
QCD there is not much distinction between short distance tree and penguin contri-
butions. Although the pattern of contributions to each of their amplitudes differs, the
A/mb expansion for each type of contribution involves very similar hadronic physics.
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An exception occurs for charm quarks, where the non-relativistic region and poorer
convergence of the A/me expansion may play a role.
For the penguin amplitudes we can see from table III, that the chirally enhanced
power correction is of the same order as the leading order penguin contribution. It is
interesting to understand the origin of the enhancement for these power corrections.
First off, the chiral condensate gives an enhancement of a factor of three [132, 133].
As we discussed the chirally enhanced contribution also has a Wilson coefficient which
gives an added numerical enhancement compared to leading order penguins by - 6,
coming from a factor of 1/(uu). One should worry that there could be higher dimen-
sional operators which are chirally enhanced as well. However, for these operators
to be as large as the leading chirally enhanced contribution they would have to have
additional enhancement from their coefficient function. At present no such subleading
operators are known to exist, but further investigation is warranted.
From the power counting and form of the factorization formulas for the nonlep-
tonic amplitudes, terms with a long distance phase (outside of long-distance charm
amplitudes Pc,) arise from contributions which are down by a(p)/wT relative to the
corrections considered in this chapter, see [141]. In principle these corrections, which
come in at order A/mbTa(p)/, as well as ApM/m (,i)/ (the chirally enhanced
pieces), could account for the penguin deficit. However, this would be in gross viola-
tion of the power counting. Even if the expansion in ca(pi) were very poorly behaved,
which seems not to be the case in the calculations performed to date [144], these
contributions could still not make up the deficit, as they would be expected to be the
same size as the chirally enhanced penguin annihilation (at best), shown in the last
column in table II. Of course if the chirally enhanced annihilation were truly as big
as the lower order terms in the power expansion, which our error in the table allows,
then we would question the whole power expansion in the penguin sector. However,
to push the penguin annihilation to the limits of our errors one needs large deviations
from naturalness.
Two possible resolutions are, new physics and long distance charm. Let us consider
the former possibility first. As we have shown in the previous section, introducing a
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large CP-violating phase from new physics does indeed have the effect of mimicking
a CP-conserving imaginary penguin. However, its size is bounded by the strong
phase induced by QCD. Thus, given that we have shown that such imaginary pieces
(modulo A,,) are small, it would seem to be a challenge to complete the penguin using
new physics. One open possibility is that the new physics generates new operators
not present in the standard model electro-weak Hamiltonian, that generate large
imaginary parts when matching onto SCETI. However, given our experience matching
the standard model operators, there is no compelling reason to believe that such a
scenario is likely.
In addition, generically, the new physics is constrained to only arise in certain
operators. In particular, we note that the new physics would not fall under the rubric
of Minimally Flavor Violation [186, 187], since there are strong constraints on c' in
the kaon system. This in itself is not a problem as one might expect the new physics
to couple differently to the third generation, given the top quark mass. Furthermore
the new physics should leave the AB = 2 operators responsible for B - B mixing
essentially unscathed. It would seem to be an interesting challenge to build a model
which accomplishes these goals without fine-tunings.
Long distance charm contributions are perhaps the most compelling explanation
for the penguin deficit. As was shown in section 3.14, current data appear to require
a sizeable long-distance strong phase, such as the long-distance charm amplitude
described in section 3.9. Moreover, the long distance charm contribution has the
potential to explain another discrepancy with the data [188, 189, 190, 191], namely
the deficit of transversely polarized vectors in the decay SK* channel [30]. In SCET,
one does not generate any leading operators which produce transversely polarized
vectors. This suppression follows from simple chirality arguments [137]. To derive
an amplitude factorization formula for the long distance charming penguins which
generates transverse polarization was beyond the scope of this work. However, it is
simple to see that we would expect transverse polarization by noting that the helicity
arguments mentioned above no longer apply because the valence quarks which make
up the mesons are no longer produced on the light cone. Moreover, a post-diction
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of our SCET analysis method would be that one would expect a large transverse
polarization fraction in the OK* channel, but not in the pp, simply because the latter
is tree dominated while the former is penguin, and hence Ace dominated. Thus it
would seem that the long distance charm contribution can explain both the penguin
dearth as well as the transverse polarization in OK*. Whereas a new physics scenario
would seem to need some organizing principle which would lead to an enhanced C3,4
coupling, the generation of a set of new operators to explain the polarization [137],
and at the same time not disturb all the successes of the standard model in the B and
K sectors. Recent work on the polarization question was done in Ref. [192] and [193].
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Chapter 4
Top Quark Jet Function
4.1 Introduction: top mass, jets and factorization
We are about to step into the LHC era, opening up a new energy regime for the
discovery of physics beyond the standard model. In this era, precise measurements
of standard model parameters will still be important for disentangling new physics
scenarios. A prime example of this is the effect of the mass of the top quark on
precision electroweak constraints. The latest Tevatron analyses give mt = 170.9 ±
1.8 GeV [194], a measurement at the 1% level. However for a minimal standard model
Higgs sector the indirect determination of the Higgs mass mH = 76+3 GeV has such
a strong sensitivity to the top-mass, that a 2 GeV upward shift in mt causes this
mH central value to shift upward by 15% (with the same upward shift for the 95%
CL bound mH < 182 GeV) [195]. Such strong sensitivities to mt are also a feature
of many new physics scenarios, such as supersymmetric extensions of the standard
model.
In addition to uncertainties related to the experimental analysis, the top-mass also
suffers from a theoretical uncertainty related to the specification of the mass-scheme
in which the measurement is being made. Many observables used in measurements of
the top quark mass incorporate only lowest order theory results, which does not allow
one to distinguish between quark mass schemes. In general quark mass schemes are
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connected by a perturbative series in the strong coupling, with relations of the form
Tn chemeA _ schemeB (I + O, + a2 + schemeA schemeB + 2
m (1 +...), t m + + .. )
(4.1)
where R is a scheme parameter (examples of schemes with relations of both of these
types are discussed later in this chapter). For high precision measurements of the
b-quark mass [97, 156] a useful class of schemes are the so-called threshold mass-
schemes, with examples being the kinetic, 1S, and shape-function schemes [89, 95, 196,
197, 198]. For the b-quark these schemes are optimized to avoid AQCD sensitivities,
while still maintaining a power counting in AQcnD/mb to handle non-perturbative
corrections in observables. The pole-mass is not used for precision analyses because
of its infrared sensitivity, which introduces an ambiguity 6m ole - AQCD from infrared
renormalons [88]. For the top quark the infrared physics is cut off by its width
Ft = 1.43 GeV, since tops decay before they hadronize. However the top pole-mass
still suffers from a AQCD infrared renormalon ambiguity [199].
Although we do not know the precise scheme for the top-mass measurement of
Ref. [194], we do know that it falls in a category of "top resonance mass schemes",
which differ from m ole by an amount < Ft. This follows from the fact that top-mass
measurements rely on an underlying Breit-Wigner to incorporate the top-width, and
only top resonance mass schemes are compatible with a Breit-Wigner line-shape [35].
For these observables, using a short distance resonance mass-scheme avoids infrared
sensitivity while maintaining a Ft/mt expansion. Examples of top resonance mass
schemes include the jet-mass [35] and kinetic-mass [196]. For the top-mass this scheme
dependence issue could easily add an additional theoretical uncertainty of < 2 GeV
when the measured top-mass is used in practical applications. To see this, lets say
that the mass measurement corresponds to mchemeB, and that we want to use a result
for a resonance mass mschemeA in an analysis. Since scheme B is not precisely known,
the perturbative series introduces an additional uncertainty that we estimate to be of
O(acmt) or O(asR) from Eq. (4.1), leading to the < 2 GeV theoretical error estimate.
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In order to obtain higher precision measurements of the top-mass one needs ac-
curate theoretical predictions for a realistic experimental observable in a definite
mass scheme. This has been achieved for e+e -- t at threshold [200, 201, 202,
203, 204, 205], where state of the art computations incorporate next-to-next-to-
leading-log (NNLL) and next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections for
the cross-section, as well as subleading lifetime effects. Theoretically the necessary
setup is also clear for e+e- -- tf far from threshold, where the center-of-mass energy
Q2 > m2 [35, 206]. Here the top quark decay products form well separated collinear
jets together with soft-radiation between the jets. A suitable observable is the event-
shape cross-section d2 /aldMtdM2. Here Mt = (z~aP') 2 and M2 (-i6P) 2 are
hemisphere invariant masses, and the hemispheres a and b are separated by a plane
perpendicular to the thrust axis for each event. The different physics components of
d2 u/dMt2dM can be separated by a factorization theorem derived in Ref. [35]
da ' H (Q m)Hm m, - m, p) Jdfd- S(£ £, f) (4.2)
(. Q£f+ Q,- + mas(m) m2 rt St Sim  m Q Q2 2
In Eq. (4.2) uo is the tree level Born cross section, HQ and Hm are hard-functions
which encode the perturbative corrections at the scales Q and m, where from now on
we use m for the mass of the top quark. The invariant mass variables st and sf are
defined as
st M -m 2  s M - m2St St s (4.3)
m m m m
and the most sensitive region for mass measurements is the peak region where &t,f <
Ft + QAQcD/m. Finally, B+ in Eq. (4.2) are heavy-quark jet functions for the top
quark/antiquark, and S is the soft function describing soft radiation between the jets.
Our main focus in this work will be on the functions B±, which are defined in the
heavy-quark limit mt > Ft using heavy quark effective theory (HQET) [64, 207]. The
soft function S is universal to massless and massive jets and a suitable model can be
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found in Ref. [208], extending earlier work in Ref. [209]. The factorization theorem
in Eq. (4.2) was derived using soft collinear effective theory (SCET) [23, 24, 26, 27]
and effective theory methods for unstable particles [210, 211, 212, 213]. A similar
factorization theorem with the soft-function and different jet functions is known to
apply for jets initiated by massless quarks [214, 215, 216, 217].
In this chapter, which is based on [40], we carry out the first step towards NNLO
and NNLL predictions for the invariant mass spectrum, d2or/dM2dM2, by computing
the top quark jet function at two-loop order. We also carry out the resummation of
large logs for this jet function at NNLL order. This translates into a resummation
of all the large logs in the cross-section that can modify the invariant mass distribu-
tion [35]. On the conceptual side we introduce a definition of the top jet-mass scheme
that has a well defined mass anomalous dimension at any order in perturbation the-
ory (unlike definitions based on cutoff moments or peak locations). In this jet-mass
scheme we prove that the quark-mass anomalous dimension is completely determined
by the cusp anomalous dimension at any order in perturbation theory. As an inter-
mediate step to demonstrating this we show that in position space the heavy quark
jet function exponentiates. This follows from the fact that this jet function satisfies
the criteria for the non-abelian exponentiation theorem [218, 219].
Because of the simplifying nature of HQET, our two-loop computation of the
jet function is significantly simpler than a direct two-loop computation of the cross-
section. In particular, as we discuss below in sections 4.2 and 4.3, even for a fi-
nite width and an arbitrary mass scheme the jet function computation can be re-
duced to the perturbative evaluation of a vacuum matrix element of Wilson lines.
For heavy quarks, two loop computations are already available for the partonic
heavy-quark shape function [220, 221, 222] and heavy-quark fragmentation func-
tion [220, 221, 223]. The hadronic versions of these functions that appear in ob-
servables are non-perturbative. The hadronic shape function describes the light-cone
momentum distribution of b-quarks in a heavy B-meson [224, 225], while the hadronic
fragmentation function describes the probability that a b-quark fragments to a B-
meson with a particular light-cone momentum fraction [226]. The jet function is
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fundamentally different since it is defined by a matrix element evaluated between
vacuum states, and due to the smearing from the finite top-width can be reliably
computed in perturbation theory. We elaborate on similarities and differences below
in sections 4.2 and 4.3.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.2 we discuss the basic for-
malism for the top quark jet function, including its renormalization and anomalous
dimension. We then give a summary of our two-loop results for the jet function and
for the solution of its renormalization group equation, with details relegated to appen-
dices. In section 4.3 we determine the Wilson line representation of the jet function
and compare it with the shape function and fragmentation function. Then in sec-
tion 4.4 we work out the implications of the non-abelian exponentiation theorem for
the heavy-quark jet function and for the partonic shape-function, including the com-
bined implications of this theorem and the all-orders solution of the renormalization
group equation. In section 4.5 we discuss possible jet-mass scheme definitions, and
present a scheme based on the position space jet function that remains transitive to all
orders in perturbation theory. We also give two loop relations of the jet-mass to the
pole-mass, MS-mass, and 1S-mass schemes. Finally, in section 4.6 we present results
for the NNLO jet function with NNLL resummation, including numerical analysis.
We conclude in section 4.7.
4.2 Heavy Quark jet function
In this section we describe the basic properties of the heavy-quark jet functions B±.
Up to a change of variable B+ for the top quark and B_ for the antitop quark are
identical by charge conjugation, so we will only refer to the computation of B+. To
simplify the notation we also drop the subscript, so that B = B+. These subscripts ±
are restored when we simultaneously consider the top and antitop system in the final
factorization theorem. WVe start by reviewing definitions and results for the HQET jet
function from Refs. [35, 206]. B is given by the imaginary part of a forward scattering
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matrix element,
B(, 6m, Ft, t) = Im[B(A, 6m, Ft, p)] , (4.4)
where B are vacuum matrix elements of a time-ordered product of fields and Wilson
lines
B(2v+ - r, 6m, t) = d~4e x&'T (0 T{h,+(O)W,(O)Wn(x)hv, ()} 0) (4.5)
Here v' is the velocity of the heavy top quark, and we introduce null-vectors n"
and fi'L so that we can decompose momenta as p" = n"n-p/2 + i"n.-p/2 + p". The
vectors satisfy v2 = 1 and n 2 = i 2 = 0. The dot-products of these vectors encode
the boost of the top quarks relative to the center-of-mass frame of the e+e- collision,
n - v+ = m/Q, and i -v+ = Q/m. In Eq. (4.5) the Wilson lines are
W(x)= Pexp igf ds An(s + x) ,
W,(x) = Pexp (- ig ds An(s + x) . (4.6)
These Wilson lines make B gauge-invariant and encode the residual interactions from
the antitop jet. Both the HQET fields hv+ and the gluon fields in Wn (which we
call AP) are only sensitive to fluctuations with p2 < m 2 . In the rest-frame of the
top quark these are soft-fluctuations, while in the e+e - center-of-mass frame they are
"ultra-collinear" along the direction of the energetic top quark. The gluon fields AP
have zero-bin subtractions [136] for the region of the soft function S in Eq. (4.2) as
explained in Appendix B of Ref. [206].
The HQET fields h,+ have the leading order Lagrangian
Lh = ,+(iv+ . D - 6m F+)h,+ . (4.7)
Here Ft is the top quark total width, obtained from matching the top-decay ampli-
tudes in the standard model (or a new physics model) onto HQET at leading order in
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the electroweak interactions, and at any order in a,. This gives the correct descrip-
tion of finite lifetime effects for cross-section in Eq. (4.2) to O(m 2/Q 2, F/m) in the
power counting for separation of the jets from the decay products [35]. The resid-
ual mass term 6m in Eq. (4.7) fixes the definition of the top mass m for the HQET
computations [49], where
6m = mpole - m. (4.8)
For predictions in the peak region consistency with the power counting requires 3m -
Ft ,~ At A [35], a condition which is true of the jet-mass scheme that we discuss
below in section 4.5.
From the definitions in Eqs. (4.4-4.5) and the Lagrangian in Eq. (4.7) one can
deduce a series of properties of the jet function. As a first, instead of computing
B(A, 6m, rt, p) and B(A, Sm, Ft, p), one can consider computing these functions for a
(fictitious) top quark having zero width. Furthermore, due to Eq. (4.7) the A and
6m dependence occurs in the combination (A - 26m), so it is useful to also have a
notation for computations done with a zero residual mass term in the Lagrangian.
Thus we define
B(A, Sm, p) - B(A, 6m, 0, p) , B(, 6m, p) - B(A, 6m, 0, p),
B(, p) -~) B(, 0 0 ) B( p) B(, , , p) . (4.9)
These jet functions and vacuum matrix elements are related by
B(A, 6m, p) = Im[B(A, 6m, p)] , B(A, p) = Im[B(A, p)] , (4.10)
and B(A, p) has support for A > 0. The form of the Lagrangian in Eq. (4.7) implies
that having calculated B(g, p) we can include the width and 3m terms by simple
shifts,
B(g, 6m, Ft, p) = B(A + iFt, m, ,a) = B( - 25m + iFt, p) . (4.11)
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As discussed in Ref. [206] the stable and unstable HQET jet functions can also be
related with a dispersion relation,
-- OO
= -dds Be d -- 26m, ) m ) i Eq) (4.12)
The width of the top quark acts as an infrared cutoff through this smearing with the
Breit-Wigner. Finally we remark that the F-dependence indicated by the last argu-
ment of B(, 6m, Ft, [t) and B(=, m, Ft, At) is independent of Ft and 3m. Additional
scale dependence may be induced by the choice of mass-scheme, ie. by a parameter
3m = 6m(p). When we consider B(t, 6m, rt, /t) as a function of Mt this additional
A-dependence from 3m cancels against that in the mass m(p) in Eq. (4.3). This
cancellation occurs at leading order in the HQET power counting.
We will also find it useful to consider the Fourier transformed jet functions
B(y, 6m, p) = f d e-i y B(, 3m, p,) (4.13)
_ -00
where y = y - iO to ensure convergence as o oc. In Fourier space the connection
between the jet functions computed with zero and non-zero width and residual mass
terms becomes particularly simple,
B(y, 6m, Ft, p) = B(y, 6m, p) e-iyrI = B(yt) e- 2iy6m -Iylrt. (4.14)
This formula is quite interesting, since as we discuss in section 4.4 below, the result
for B(y, pt) also exponentiates to all orders in perturbation theory.
4.2.1 Renormalization and Anomalous Dimension
We use dimensional regularization with d = 4 - 2c and the MS scheme to renormalize
the jet function. The renormalization properties of B(, pt) and B(, p) are the same,
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so in the following we work with B(g, p) for simplicity. The divergences of loop
calculations are removed with Z-factors, so one can pass from bare to renormalized
matrix elements by
B(, p) = d ' Z (1  - ', [t) Bbare( I) . (4.15)
This equation can be thought of as the generalization of a Z matrix which renormalizes
a set of operators indexed by g, to the case where & is continuous [23]. Here ZB and
its inverse satisfy
d~' Z 1( " - /, p) ZB (' - , p) 6(= " - ) . (4.16)
From the p independence of Bbare one obtains the renormalization group equation
[ a(- , /) = Id' VB (S
where the anomalous dimension is
yB(Sf) =-/dS' ZBI( - d) ZB(')
= Jd' ZB(g - ', p) P iZa(' 1p). (4.18)
Since -YB(g, p) is real we can also simply take the imaginary part of Eq. (4.17) to
obtain the renormalization group equation for B(, p).
ZB1 have the 6 dependence
ZB(A, i) = 6() + Z(k) (?, p)
kEk=1
In the MS scheme ZB and
Z (, P) = 6() + k ) ,),=l
k=1
(4.19)
where Z(k) and 2(k) are E independent. Eq. (4.16) implies that 2(l) = -Z( 1), and
(k) = -Z(k) - Z(J) ® Z(k - j ) for k > 2. Demanding that \B(s, p) is finite as
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(4.17)A', P) B(P', P) ,
c - 0 and using the -function equation
d
L aos(bt) = -- 2oi(p1) + 3[oa8], (4.20)
gives the standard dimensional regularization result that the anomalous dimension is
determined by the residue of the 1/c term at any order in perturbation theory,
a a
YB(S, Ip) = -2, Z( 1)(, pi)- 2c Z(1)(8, /) .dctlds (4.21)
We find that the higher 1/c poles lead to the consistency equations [f > 1]
a
= 820, a Z )(,)
cts B
k=1
Jd'
+ Pa ) 3 Z (, jpi)Oa,
- 2a Z ( - k + l ) (,2s B
(4.22)
b)+ P(
where for convenience we let Z )(u, ) = 6(). The result in Eq. (4.22) agrees with
the form of the counterterm consistency condition derived in Ref. [222] for the heavy-
quark shape function.
At any order in perturbation theory the anomalous dimension in Eq. (4.21) has
the form
(4.23)7(S, ) = -2F I 1 [- ( )
where our definition of this plus-function is given below in Eq. (4.40). Here FC[a,]
and ~y[a] have an infinite power series expansions in ca that starts at linear order.
Fc[as] is the cusp-anomalous dimension [227, 228, 229, 230], while 7y[ac] is the part
of the anomalous dimension that is unrelated to the cusp. In position space the
renormalization group equation and anomalous dimension are simpler,
t B(y, t) = yB(y, p) B(y, L), qB(Y, Pi) = 2Fc[as] In (ieYEy [) -+ y[a S
The form of the anomalous dimensions given in Eqs. (4.23) and (4.24) is guaran-
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(4.24)
-k) /(+0 a Z -t
aa,~ ) B(e,Z () 3, 
)
teed to all orders in perturbation theory by a theorem regarding the renormal-
ization of Wilson-line operators with cusps proven in Ref. [229, 230], which en-
sures it can not have dependence on the position space variable other than the
In(y/p). To solve Eq. (4.24) one first writes In(ie2Eyp) = ln(ieYEypo) -+ n(p/po),
then rewrites In(p/Po) = fas(o)da'/f[a'], and finally integrates with a change of
variables dlnp = dcl/l[a]. This gives a solution that connects the result at the scale
0o to that at the scale p,
B(y, p) = eK(p,o) (iY7E y0o)W(,L1Po) B (y,o ) , (4.25)
where the two evolution functions are
a 8 (A) dCY
w(p o)=2 J,d/ rC[a] (4.26)
13[celC[c ] /I
Taking the Fourier transform of Eq. (4.25) then gives the solution to the momentum
space renormalization group evolution (RGE) equation
B(, ) = j d' UB( - ', -t, 1o) B(', Po),
U eK<(e) F+w1 , (4.27)
UB ( - , P, Po) = Po (4.27)
where K = K(p, to) and w = w(p, Po). All results in this subsection are valid to
all orders in the a, expansion, and can thus be used to sum logs in B at leading log
(LL), next-to-leading log (NLL), NNLL, and beyond. To our knowledge, the results
in Eq. (4.26) and (4.27) were first derived for the B-meson shape function, first at
one-loop in Ref. [231] and then to all-orders in Ref. [232].
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4.2.2 NNLO Result for B(, tp)
To obtain results at NNLO we consider the ca expansion of quantities defined in
subsection 4.2.1. The bare and renormalized jet functions can be written as
00 abareJ
L3 bare() = ~ s E [u8,bare)
3=0
We also expand the anomalous dimensions and 0-function as
0=0 ( ) j+1rC[as]=Erc 4-j=0
00oo
] = 2(p)
n=0
(0)1 n+1
where up to three-loop order [233, 234, 235, 236, 237, 238]
11CA 2nf
/0 = 3 3
2= 2857C3 (c
S 54 +
34C 10CAn - 2CFnf
3 3
205CFCA 1415CA rf
F 18 54
+ (llCF
9
79 CA 2
+ 5 4 ) f.
To incorporate the 6m term from the Lagrangian in Eq. (4.7) we evaluate bare-
26m) and then expand in as(p) with
as(i) 6 mi (p) + 2( 6m2(1) --
7- 7"
j=1
(4.31)
This is simpler than treating 6m as a Feynman rule insertion, and equivalent. The
bare and renormalized couplings are related by
Obare = C2E a /s(rp) 2'S I L - exp(E)/(47),
where Zg is the Z-factor for the strong coupling and the iota dependence, t', ensures
we are in the MS scheme rather than the MS scheme. To determine the renormalized
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B(,) = [s(Ij)] J 8j( ,=)
-=0
(4.28)
oo
3=0
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.32)
([ ) 3+1
jet function we expand the counterterms as
Z ' (A, -= )Cs(0 o(o,)6(A) L +1 E a('
(4.33)k=1 1
k=l j=l
Zg = 1 + zg .
j=1
Using this notation, converting a bare to as(p) with Eq. (4.32), and then equating pow-
ers of asc(p) in Eq. (4.15) these expansions determine the renormalized B3 j(, 6m, p).
The tree, one-loop, and two-loop coefficients are respectively,
Bo(A, 6m, p) = Bbare(), (4.34)
0 LS),(4.34)
B1 (A, m, /1) EI)= 2bare(s) -+ J dZ' Z 1(-', p) L3
B 2 (A, 6m, p) = L2 EtP 4cbare() + 2 zgl t 2 6bare +
bare ) - 2 6m dBo , )
/ d 1( -S , p) ,2d bare (s )
+
1
22 = 2(1)
E
- 2 6m 2 dB0((, p) + 2 (Sm 1 )2 d2B°( ) I)ds d2
- 2 dml 1 (,
dA
where we used a subscript notation for the [as(p)/w] expansion coefficients as in
Eq. (4.28). The one and two-loop Z-factors have terms
1 1-
S= 2(1) + 2 )  (4.35)
6 1 62 1
where the coefficients (k ) are defined so that the Bj (, 6m, 1p) are finite as 6 - 0.
The results for B13 and B31 were obtained in Ref. [35, 206]. In an arbitrary mass-
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1 2) 1 1-(4)
2 Z2 63 Z2 64 Z2
d&' z2 ^ bare(')dAZ2(A-A P
scheme we have
S (, m, ) = Lo , (4.36)
m Bl(, 6m, t) = CF{L2 + L1 - (1 - 2 6ml(Lo) ,
where the prime denotes a derivative with respect to g, and for convenience we have
defined
(4.37)
The corresponding two-loop result, B2, is one of the main results of this work and
involves the Feynman diagrams shown in Fig. 4-1. Details of the computation of
B2 using Eq. (4.34) in Feynman gauge are given in Appendix C.1. To summarize,
we use the computation of Broadhurst and Grozin [239, 240] for the divergent and
finite terms of the two-loop heavy quark propagator (the first graph in Fig. 4-1),
and compute the remaining Feynman diagrams directly. We treat the quarks other
than top as massless, with nf such flavors, and thus do not include effects due to
the b-quark mass in vacuum polarization diagrams. We have also confirmed that the
resulting k) satisfy the counterterm consistency conditions in Eq. (4.22).
The final result for the renormalized two-loop matrix element is
F1 3 132 13F 2  1
m B2 m,)=C LL4 + L3 ( L2+ (+ - 4(3 LS(22 24 24
+ + + - 2(3 Lo + CFCA L2 (4.38)2 24 640 3 12(
(5 7 2  5(3 L + 111 5w 2  19w4  5(3 O
(18 12 4  54  48 960 8
- 31 2 2  47 _F2  +281 23w 2  17
+ CF. 3 + -L2 1 L' ) Lo6 3 (36 12) 216 192 48
- 26m 2(L)' + 2(6ml)2 (L)" - 26m CF L 2 + L1 ( 5T24 LO
One can pass from the function B(, 6m, tp) to the distribution B(, 6m, p) using
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L = 1 Ink It(- - I n ( - - iO
-X xlx
Figure 4-1: Graphs for Bbare§(). Gluons from an 0 are from the Wilson lines, the
hatched blob is the two-loop vacuum polarization of the heavy quark, and the blobs
with diagonal lines include all one-loop vacuum polarization graphs for the gluon.
Numbering the graphs from 1 to 16 from left-to-right and top-to-bottom, we note
that graphs 2, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, and 16 implicitly also stand for their left-right
symmetric counterpart.
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Eq. (4.10) and the formulas in Eq. (C.16). This gives
mB( p, m, ) = (t) + 1 - L + 1 - 7 ( ) 2 ) m((P) 6'()
I- 87-
+ C 2 2 - 3L + 3- L + -1+ +4(3 L
7Tr2  12 24
1 5x2 131F4 2 2[2pt] + 1 52 4  2(3) 6w] + CFCA 2 -7 2[2 - 24 5760 [3 6)
( 5 r2  5(3 ( 11 2  237r 4  5(3)a]
+18 12 4 54 144 2880 8
+ 2 4 47 2 (281 592 17(3
2 3 36 12 216 576 48
2c (/) { 2 a 2  '( ) - ( m 1 ) 2  6"( )
+ i CF 2()' - (Lo)' + i - ') , (4.39)
where for the log plus-functions we use the notation
k I [O§ ln [/,u)1 I 6 0 Innk x (4.40)k1
k = li + (x - I(4.40)
The results in Eqs. (4.38) and (4.39) are presented in an arbitrary mass scheme,
which is specified by the choice for the coefficients 6m 1 and 6m 2. An appropriate
mass-scheme for top-jet cross sections is described below in section 4.5. In order to
obtain the distribution B( , 3m, Ft, p) with Ft -# 0 one can input Eq. (4.39) into the
integral with the Breit-Wigner in Eq. (4.12). However the simpler method, which we
use below in section 4.6, is to shift + -+  iFt in Eqs. (4.36,4.38) and then take the
imaginary part as in Eq. (4.11).
From the renormalization constants Z 1) and Z 1) given in Appendix C.1 we also
obtain the anomalous dimension terms in Eq. (4.29). The cusp anomalous dimension
is known up to three-loop order F0,1,2 [230, 241], and we have confirmed that our two-
loop analysis reproduces the expected result for the two-loop cusp coefficient, F'. For
B the one-loop anomalous dimension -yo has been calculated in Ref. [206]. The two-
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loop anomalous dimension Xiy is obtained from our calculation of 2(1) in Eq. (C.12). 1
We list here all the pieces needed for our analysis,
Fr = 4 CF ,
47r2 )CCA 
- -40CFnf,
3 9-
Fc= [490 5367 2 + 447 4 + 88(3 ]C
3 27 45 3 jFJ A
110 16CFn 2
+ [32(3 - 1 0 ]C nf - 6Cf
3 27
+ [80w2 - 836
27
112(3 CFnf CA
3 C1 yC
Yo = 4CF ,
1 = [1396
27
23w-2
9 - 20(3] CFCA
[292
9
23210
27 F f.
To resum the large logs in the jet function to NNLL order we need to use these
coefficients in the NNLL results for the evolution functions w(p, p 0) and K(p, uo). To
NNLL order solving Eq. (4.26) gives
ln(r) +3o F /31( - 1)r2 Po 4i-
Por
32
/o
a32( 2o)(r2
32w2 (4.42)
K(p, po) =--27fo
2
6as([to)
1672
(r- 1-r In r)
r as (Po0)
Yo 1o34wF8o
(/3o--1 -1)
rP
+ / 1o
rC2
r 80
Inr+
(flrcP /32o
0 F o +2301 c +0 0
(1- r+lnr) + /31 n24~+ 87 n 204n 8 x00p
1-r+r Inr)
2 (1-r) 2
where r = aos(p)/as(Io). Eq. (4.42) determines the evolution functions in terms of
coefficients of the anomalous dimensions and O-function. It agrees with the NNLL
'It turns out that the piece of y1 proportional to CFnf is the analog of a contribution in the
analysis of a scalar field theory made in Ref. [211, 212]. Suitably translated to the QCD case their
computation agrees with the CFnf term in our yl. The non-abelian CFCA term of 71 is original to
our work.
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(4.41)
= 268
9
w(A, yo) =
result given in the appendix of Ref. [232], which was used to sum large logs in the
B-meson shape function for B -- Xs.
We postpone presenting our final resummed NNLL result for the jet function until
section 4.6.
4.3 Wilson Loop Representations, and Compari-
son with the Heavy Quark Shape Function and
Fragmentation Function
It is well known that the leading order coupling of gluons to heavy-quark fields h, in
HQET can be represented by Wilson lines along the path of the heavy-quark [242].
We define
W/0(
WV(X) = P exp -ig ds v.A(vs+x)) ,
To see how the HQET action reduces to a Wilson line one can make a field redefinition,
hv = Wvh( ) , from which we find that h( ) is a free field with Lagrangian Lh =
h o °iv dh ) , see [26]. Thus, the vacuum matrix element for the heavy-quark jet
function in Eq. (4.5) can be written as a matrix element of Wilson lines
B(2v -r, ) = --i47 Nc m
2wNcm I
2wNcm I27 N mmi
d4x er-x( 0 T h0) (O) Wt(0)Wn (0) W)n(x) W(x) h(o)(x) 0)
dxO eiv O 0 (xo) ( 0 tr T Wj(0) Wn)W ( 0 )W ( (xo ) 0)
dx0 eivrx0 O(xo) ( 0 tr T Wv(x 0 O)Wn(O, 00, xz) 0) , (4
where 2v - r = s and we use the shorthand xz = v - x, the trace tr is over color
indices. Here W(xo, 0) = Wv(xo)Wv(0) is the straight Wilson line from 0 to xo
while W(0, oc, xo) - W,(0)W (xo) has a path from xz to oc to 0 that uses two light-
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(4.43)
.44)
Wv (x) = Pexp ig Jds v.A(vs+z) .
0
a) n n b) "
Figure 4-2: Representations of the Wilson line matrix elements for the heavy quark
jet function, The Wilson lines include W,, Wt (double lines), and Wn, W"t (single
lines). In a) we display the result in Eq. (4.44) that gives B(, p). In b) we display
the result in Eq. (4.46) that gives B(, p).
like line-segments. To obtain the second line of Eq. (4.44) we used the heavy-quark
propagator, (0 Th )a()h )b(X) 0) = -26ab63(X)0(zO) where a and b are color indices.
In Fig. 4-2a we give a graphical representation for the Wilson line definition in the
last line of Eq. (4.44). The arrows denote the time-ordering.
We can also write the jet function B(, p) as a matrix element of Wilson lines. To
derive this result we note that
B(2v - r, [) = d4x ir  Tr ((0 TWt(x)h,(x) X)(X Thv(O)W,(0) 0)
1 )I8Nm Jd4x ezr Tr (0 [ W(x)h(x)] [ T h(0) W,(o)] 0) (4.45)
8 7rNm /d4x eirx Tr (0 [-T Wn(x)Wv(x)h(O)(x)] [Th(°)(0)W t(O)Wn(O)] 0),
where T is time-ordering, T is anti-time-ordering, and the trace Tr is over spin and
color indices. Next we use (Oh()a(x)h~)b(0) 0) = 23 ab 3(X), where here there is no
time-ordering and hence no O(xz), and the spin indices i are contracted. Thus
B(,) = - dy B(y, ),
B (y, p) = m N (0 tr [7T Wn(2y)W(2y)] [TWv (0)Wn(0)] 10). (4.46)
Here we took xz = 2y in order to agree with the notation for the position space jet
function B(y, p) above in Eq. (4.13). In Fig. 4-2b we give a graphical representation
for the Wilson line matrix element for B(, ,p) in Eq. (4.46), where the arrows denote
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the time-ordering. Comparing to the Wilson loop for B(s, p) in Fig. 4-2a we note the
importance of the oc-points to determine which fields are time-ordered and which are
antitime-ordered.
It is instructive to compare the Wilson line definition of the heavy quark jet func-
tion with the corresponding definitions for the heavy quark shape function that ap-
pears in B-decays [224, 225], and with the heavy quark fragmentation function [226].
Using a variable f+ > 0, the B-meson shape function is given by
fBv (+,P) =I dx- eL(f+-A)x-/2 (Bv T h(O)Wn(O) 1 X) (X T W()h,() IB)
X
1 dX- e-t(f+-A)x-/2 & Th (0)(0)Wt (0)Wn(0)] [T Wn; ()TV,,()h(o )()] B )x
8= rdx- e- (+-A)x-/2 K (0) (0)0(B)Wn(0, e)v()ho)() Bv)
(4.47)
where we use the shorthand x- = fi -x and i' = x-n"/2, and set n -v = 1. To obtain
the second line we made the same field redefinition as above in Eq. (4.43), but now on
both the heavy-quark field and on the interpolating field for the B-meson [243, 244].
Combining the lines from these sources yielded the Wilson lines
Wv(x) = Pexp (igj ds v-A(vs+x) ,
W (x) = Pexp -ig Jds v.A(vs+x) . (4.48)
To obtain the third line of Eq. (4.47) we noted that TWn = W , TWn = We,
TW = W~, and TiWJ = Wv, and that the gluons in the Wilson lines which sit next
to each other, Wn ( )W() and WT(0)W(0), are already time-ordered and anti-time-
ordered respectively.
For the B-meson fragmentation function in HQET with variable f+ > 0, the field
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redefinition gives
DB, /(f+p) r x- ei(i±+A)x-/2 E (O Ti (E.)hv(;) JvX)(B.X Th(0)1)n(0) 0)
x
- 1 xd e i((++ T)z - /2 S (0  (.)Wv(V)h(() ( ,X) (4.49)167 r
X
x (BvX Thv)(0)W( t 0)(O)W ) 0) .
Here 7n and W t are defined as in Eq. (4.48) but with v -- i. The shape and
fragmentation function results in Eq. (4.47) and (4.49) are similar to the heavy-
quark jet function in that all three are defined by matrix elements with heavy-quark
fields and Wilson lines. They differ because they are non-perturbative distributions
involving a B-meson state in contrast to the perturbatively computable jet function.
The shape and fragmentation functions also have a light-cone separation rather than
the time-like separation that we have for the jet function.
In certain contexts it is also useful to consider the partonic shape function fbv and
the partonic fragmentation function Dbv/b where the B,-meson state is replace by a
b,-quark with residual momentum k", where A = 0. In this case we can perform the
contraction ht((x)) = e-ikxuvO)/NN and write
fb-(£+ ) = 4N Jdx- e- i( + + k +)x- /2 (0 tr Vt(0)W,(O, )iv() 0), (4.50)
Dk+bib(+ ,)
where we used
partonic shape
mentary ranges
1 Jdx- ei(£+ - k +)x - /2 0 tr ()W()W (0) (0)
= Idx- ei ( +- k +) - / 2 (0 tr 1 (j )1 V(2) 'C(0)1'(0) 0)
= w dX- ei(£+- k +) - /2 (0 tr w(0x),(0, )V() 0)
Wn (0)n )() = Wn(O)Wt () = Wn(O, ). Eq. (4.50) states that the
function and fragmentation function are identical, but with comple-
of support. This was observed in Ref. [221] for logs at NNLL accuracy,
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and was derived to all orders in perturbation theory in Ref. [223] as we outlined above.
Thus, the partonic shape function in position space, fb (y, p) is also given by a vac-
uum matrix of Wilson lines. It differs from B(y, pt) in Eq. (4.44) both due to the
light-like rather than time-like separation y = x-/2, and due to the path.
4.4 Non-Abelian Exponentiation
In the previous section in Eq. (4.46) we showed that the position space heavy-quark
jet function B(y, p) is determined by a vacuum matrix element of Wilson lines. Due to
the non-abelian exponentiation theorem [218, 219] for matrix elements of Wilson lines
with symmetric restrictions on the phase space of real gluons, B(y, p) exponentiates.
This is also true of the partonic heavy-quark shape function in position space.
Taking the Fourier transform of the two-loop jet function result in Eq. (4.39) using
Eq. (C.14) we obtain
mB(y, p) = 1 + CFC )(2 + + ) (4.51)
a2 ([) 1 2 47 a 5w 2  281]
2 1 6 3 36 4 8  576 216
2 )L2 ( 5 2 (3 5( 177 4 7-F2 11
+C(CA L2 z +  LCCA3 12 18 12 4 8 2880 144 54
2 (2 24 24 1152 24 2
where k = (L)k and
L -ln(ie7Ey P) (4.52)
It is evident in Eq. (4.51) that the two-loop, C2a term satisfies the exponentiation
theorem, being determined by one-half the square of the one-loop CFaS term. Thus
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we can write
mB(y, p) (4.53)
exp CF ( , + + 124
a2 (I)C Fo 1 L2 47 (3 5r2 2811
+ - - + +72  6 3 36 48 576 216j
S(p) CF CA (8 2 2  5( 3) 5(3 17wr4  77 2  11-+ S 1 L2 + -- -L-
72  3 12 18 12 4 8 2880 144 54
The non-abelian exponentiation theorem guarantees that corrections to this result are
O(a ) in the exponent, and that these corrections will vanish if we take the abelian
limit CA -- 0 and nf -+ 0.
In the abelian limit with zero /-function, the exponentiation theorem implies that
ln[mB(y, p)] is one-loop exact. Thus taking CA nf = 0, and a charge CF we have
to all orders in perturbation theory
mB(y, y)abelian = exp [Z (cL2 + 70L + To) , (4.54)
where the constants are F' = yo = 4 CF and To = 4CF(1 +w 2/24). The exact result in
Eq. (4.54) provides a simple way of testing the properties of different possible jet-mass
definitions at higher orders in perturbation theory, as discussed in section 4.5.
We can also consider the implications of the non-abelian exponentiation theorem
for the solution of the renormalization group equation (4.25). Following Ref. [208]
we first use the evolution kernel K(Ip, o0) to solve for B(y, p) by taking to = -
-ie-7E/y. This makes all the logs in B(y, p,) vanish since L(p,) = ln(ieEyp,) = 0.
Thus
mB(y, ft) = eK(p,py) b ) = K(ppy)+T[as(.y)] (4.55)
Here the boundary condition for the RGE, denoted mB(y, p,), is just a perturbative
series in a,(pt,). Due to the non-abelian exponentiation theorem this series must
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exponentiate to give exp(T[as(p,)]), and the coefficients in the perturbative series for
T[as] have color factors that satisfy the exponentiation theorem constraints. It is a
straightforward exercise to verify that expanding the result for K(p, -to) in Eq. (4.42)
to O(aO) gives a result from Eq. (4.55) that is consistent with Eq. (4.53).
The Fourier transformed partonic b-quark shape function is also given by a vacuum
matrix element of Wilson lines via Eq. (4.50). Thus, it too satisfies the criteria of
the non-abelian exponentiation theorem [220]. Taking the Fourier transform of the
two-loop computation of fbv ( + , p) in Ref. [222] we have verified that the C2cr terms
satisfy the non-abelian exponentiation theorem. This calculation gives
fbV (y, ) = (4.56)
exp CF (P) - L + 5w2)
7r 24 /
+ -L -L2 + L- 2
+ 2c 6 6 36 48 192 216
a(CA 2([ [ I _ 12 I 2  9(3 9(3 107- w4  13w 2  291
+ F - L+ + L- +I
2 3 12 18 12 4 8 2880 48 108
where L is defined in Eq. (4.52), but now y is the conjugate variable to f+, y = x-/2.
Corrections to this result are again O(ca) in the exponent, and vanish when CA =
nf = 0. Comparing Eq. (4.53) and (4.56) we explicitly observe the difference between
the heavy quark jet function and the partonic shape function. Up to a sign the
highest powers of L agree at each order in as, because of the relation between their
cusp anomalous dimension terms. The subleading logs and constant terms differ.
4.5 A Transitive Jet-Mass Scheme
The last remaining ingredient needed for the NNLO and NNLL computations of the
heavy-quark jet function is the specification of the mass scheme counterterm 6m at
two-loop order. Since the jet function will be used to describe momenta & - F, where
F is the width of the physical invariant mass distribution, we must have 6m - F or
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smaller to not upset the power counting in the HQET Lagrangian, Eq. (4.7). In the
MS scheme 6mf - m(as+a, +...), and since ma, > F this scheme does not satisfy the
power counting criteria. In the pole-mass scheme 6m = 0 to all orders, however this
scheme has instabilities related to its infrared sensitivity. In particular the pole-mass
has an infrared renormalon that leads to an asymptotic ambiguity 6mpole - AQCD, and
hence is not a useful scheme for precision computations. Schemes that satisfy 6m - F
and do not suffer from infrared renormalons were called top "jet-mass" schemes in
Ref. [35]. We refer to them more generally as "top resonance mass-schemes" here
and reserve the name jet-mass for a specific example of this type of scheme. These
mass-schemes are suitable for use in the factorization theorem for the top-invariant
mass distribution in Eq. (4.2) and related observables. We start by defining a jet-
mass scheme with nice renormalization properties in section 4.5.1, and then relate
this jet-mass to the pole, MS, and 1S mass schemes in section 4.5.2.
4.5.1 Potential Jet-Mass Definitions and Anomalous Dimen-
sions
In this section we explore three resonance mass-schemes for m. With the notation
for 6m in Eq. (4.8) they are defined by
a) B((, 6.mpeak , Ft,) = 0, (4.57)
b) J0 d 8 B(8, 6m m om , I) = 0,
-i d R d
c) 3mJ = By ) d b (y , p ) = e E R d n(y,)SB(y, ) dy Y--exp (--E) 2 dln(iy) iyeE =
We refer to a), b), c) as the peak-mass, moment-mass, and position-mass respectively.
The peak-mass definition uses the jet function with a non-zero width and satisfies the
6m - Ft power counting criteria [35]. In b) and c) the schemes depend on a parameter
R, and we must take R - Ft in order to satisfy the power counting criteria. Different
choices for R specify different schemes, and are analogous to the difference between
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the MS and MS mass-schemes. All three schemes in Eq. (4.57) are free from leading
renormalon ambiguities [245]. In the following we will argue that only the definition
in c) is a reasonable scheme for higher order computations. Thus we will only use the
name jet-mass for this position-scheme mass definition.
The definitions in Eq. (4.57) are all perturbative mass-schemes which stabilize the
peak position of the jet function B(s, 6m, Ft, p). In scheme a) the peak position is
fixed to all orders in perturbation theory by definition. In scheme b) we instead fix
the first moment, which provides a more local observable that is still sensitive to the
peak location. However, scheme b) still has non-locality induced by the cutoff R on
the momentum space moment. A finite R is necessary due to ultraviolet divergences
that occur for R -+ o. This type of moment divergence is a general property of
functions that have a cusp anomalous dimension (see for example Refs. [246, 247]). If
it was not for the UV divergences then the schemes b) and c) would be equivalent in
the limit R -+ oc. In the situation at hand, c) provides an independent mass scheme
definition. A jet-mass definition from c) is explicitly local since it just involves the
position space jet function at a particular position y.
An additional criteria for a reasonable jet-mass scheme is to have a renormalization
group evolution that is transitive, as discussed in Ref. [206]. Transitivity is a well-
known feature of the MS mass, and implies that we will obtain the same result if
we evolve directly from po --+ 2, or if we first evolve from [to - 1 p1 and then from
1 -$+ 2. Transitivity is guaranteed by any mass-scheme with a consistent anomalous
dimension and renormalization group equation. Since in HQET the scale independent
mpole = m(p) + 6m(p), the general form for the RGE equation for the mass is
d d
l -im(p) = 7m[R, m(,), as(>)], 7/m = -P-6m(,) , (4.58)
where R is a mass dimension-i scheme parameter. Transitivity of m(1p) is guaranteed
by this anomalous dimension equation, as long as , is proportional to [m()])lkR1- k
for some k (and thus, for example, is not a sum of two types of terms with different
powers of k). In the MS scheme k = 1 and the anomalous dimension is proportional
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to m(p), while in all three schemes in Eq. (4.57) we have k = 0. However, it turns
out that the peak-scheme and moment-scheme do not have consistent anomalous
dimension equations of the form in Eq. (4.58), because there ym's depend on explicit
powers lnJ(p,/Ft) and lnj( p /R) with higher and higher powers of j > 1 occurring
for higher orders in a,. These logs render the moment scheme anomalous dimension
equation inconsistent at NLO order, and the peak scheme does not even have an
anomalous dimension equation of the form in (4.58) at LO order.
In order to illustrate the difference between the three schemes in Eq. (4.57) we
first consider the simplified case of the jet function in the abelian limit, CA -+ 0 and
nf -- 0. The all-order result for B(y, p) is given in Eq. (4.54), and can be directly
used to determine 6m in the position-mass scheme. The derivative of the exponential
gives back an exponential which cancels against the 1/B(y, pt) in 6mj. Thus the
abelian result in the position-mass scheme is one-loop exact,
6majbelian - e7E R CFS [n + . (4.59)
Since for the abelian limit dsl/dp = 0, the abelian anomalous dimension computed
from Eq. (4.59) is (76)abelian = -Re^ECFZs /w to all orders. Thus this position-
scheme anomalous dimension has the desired form in Eq. (4.58). To compute results
for the peak and moment mass-schemes we need the abelian jet function in momentum
space, B(s, p). Tree, one-loop, and two-loop terms are given by the abelian terms in
Eq. (4.39). To determine three-loop and higher order results we can simply expand
Eq. (4.54) in as and take the Fourier transform. For the three-loop term in the abelian
jet function this gives
mB 3 g, u)abelian 3  5 4 + (4 19r 2  3 + 7 19+2 0 2
S(2 157r 2  257 4 20(3 13 2  25w4 192 8(3 +24 ( s5 o
8 576 2 24 1152 6
(1 7F2  41w 4  137777 6  7(3 1972( 3  20(32 (4.60)
6 48 5760 2903040 3 12 3
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Using B 0 ,1,2 ,3 ( , )abelian we find that up to three-loop order
peak at P CFC ls [ n 3 C3 F 2 2  p , 136mabelian In + - +ln 5) In + -2(3
n 4 7 Ft 2 72 I 3 Ft 4 2
3 2 p  25 5r2 - n21 P 75 1512 -11Fi
4  ln
73 12 Ft 2 12 Ft 4 48 45 rt
59 57 2  117 4  73 (4.61)
8 2 30(46
6mmom - R CF In [ ( 22- In +8 - 2 (3
abelian 7 R 2 72 3 R 2 3i
P 8x2 7(4 4p 159 16w2  74  4- 2 (3(6-4(3) In + 46- - _ 12(3 In + - -21(34 12(,5R 3 45 2 R 2 3 30 3
At one-loop order the 6m factors in the three schemes a), b), c) are quite similar.2
However the three schemes are quite different at two-loop order. Computing 7m from
these counterterms we see that a In(/Ft) appears in 7 ,belian at two-loop order,
and that a In(p/R) appears in ym, eian,, at three-loop order. At higher orders in a8 ,
higher and higher powers of these logarithms, In3 (p/R), appear in y, in the peak and
moment schemes. In particular we see from Eq. (4.61) that at three-loops for the peak-
scheme there is a Ca In" (p/Ft) term that generates a In2 (p/Ft) in the computation of
~m. For the moment scheme we have extended the abelian computation to four-loops,
and find a term
(mbean) 4100p R CF [(32 47) n3 +. . (4.62)a 4  3 45 R
This gives a In2 (p/R) in the moment scheme 7m, at four-loop order. 3 The absence of
a Ink(,p/R) terms in 6m bmom is a reflection of the fact that the moment-mass has
a consistent anomalous dimension at LO. Neither the peak-scheme nor the moment-
scheme have consistent anomalous dimension equations in general. This inconsistency
2In the position-scheme it might appear that there is a freedom in the overall normalization of
6m in Eq. (4.57)c, and in the choice of R. In fact to obtain a renormalon free jet-mass scheme there
is no freedom in the overall normalization, there is only freedom in the choice of R [245].
3The presence of these higher logs in y, for the peak and moment schemes implies that these
masses also do not fall into the cusp-anomalous dimension category, which requires an anomalous
dimension of the form y, = R yI [as] + R ln(p/R) 72 [a], i.e. with just a single In(p/R) to all orders
in a,.
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arises because of the non-locality inherent in their definitions. This is problematic
because we would like to be able to evolve our mass as a function of p, for instance to
run it up to large mass scales and connect it to the MS scheme at a scale p = mt. On
the other hand the position-scheme is entirely local, and so far we have demonstrated
that in the abelian limit it has a consistent mass anomalous dimension. We extend
this proof to the non-abelian case below.
In table 4.1 we present non-abelian results for the two-loop computation of Sm
for all three schemes in Eq. (4.57). The position-scheme jet-mass is no longer one-
loop exact, and has corrections at each order in as(). Since now the coupling a,(p)
evolves, higher powers of ln (p /R) are unavoidable. In order for the scheme to yield
an anomalous dimension of the form in Eq. (4.58) these higher powers must appear
along with 3, coefficients in just the right way to ensure that the ln(p/R) terms do
not appear in m,. This is precisely what happens for the position-scheme (jet-mass
scheme) at two-loop order. Note that the main difference between the moment scheme
and the jet-mass scheme is the presence of CF terms in 6mmom, but that there are also
differences in the subleading log and constant CF0 terms at two-loops. In Ref. [206]
it was proven by an explicit construction at LL order that the moment-mass has
a consistent anomalous dimension which sums the leading logs. Thus the one-loop
analysis in Ref. [206] (which used the moment-mass) is fully consistent. However,
beyond one-loop order it is mandatory to use the position-scheme definition of the
jet-mass given in Eq. (4.57)c.
Lets extend the proof of consistency of the anomalous dimension in the position-
scheme (jet-mass scheme) to the full non-abelian case. At the same time we will
derive the very nice result that 7m for the jet-mass scheme is entirely determined by
the cusp-anomalous dimension. To all orders in perturbation theory, using Eq. (4.57),
the jet-mass anomalous dimension is
d6m(p) ,E R d d
nm -e 2 d In dln(iy) n (y, p) . (4.63)dln t 2 d ln t dln(iy) iye2E=1/R
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order peak scheme moment scheme jet-mass scheme
64 mpeak = 1 Smmom e-E -m
wrt R R
Ft 2 RF2 7RF2 2n
2it E2 2L+1 In L+L31  22L In 47
+Co2 [ (1 7+In K +] +C [P(4-)In _+ 8- C In In
[o
2 
_1 
2 
75 2
2 
_ 7 2
+CFCA [ n 2- in + -] +CFCA I 1 + ) n - 3] CFCA in 6 24
Table 4.1: Coefficients of the HQET counterterm 6m for different mass schemes at one and two-loop order.
Using Eq. (4.55) and then Eq. (4.26) this gives [py = e-7El(iy)]
SR d d d R d d
7mK, = -ueE K(, p) = e7E K (, p) (4.64)2 dln p dln(iy) = dln dln K(p, p) (4.64)
d2  Ias() d r a da
= eE R 3[os(p) 1 3[cs (p)] d 2)e c [a] a d'
where we should evaluate the final result at p, = R. Performing the derivatives with
respect to the couplings we see that at any order in perturbation theory the anomalous
dimension for mj(p) is actually independent of py. Furthermore the result is given
by the cusp-anomalous dimension, 7y = -e7E R F[cv(p)]. Thus, to all orders in
perturbation theory the jet-mass scheme, defined by c) in Eq. (4.57), has a consistent
anomalous dimension as in Eq. (4.58), and yields a transitive running mass, mj(p).
The final anomalous dimension equation for the jet-mass is
dmJ(p)
= -eYER Fc[as(p)], (4.65)
d In p
and is fully determined by the cusp-anomalous dimension. The all-orders solution of
this equation is
e7E
mj(p) = mj(Po) - 2 w(, Po) . (4.66)
Since Fc is known to three-loop order we can use Eq. (4.42) to obtain the running
jet-mass at NNLL
2CF a0() 1F as(i) - O (1to)mTj(p) = mj(po) + e7ER n 1 2 [( c 0 /o I s(,(o) /o o 87r
+ e R - 2  1  o )  - S (4.67)
o 642
Note that the form of the anomalous dimension in pd/dp [mj(pf)/R] has the same
structure as that in pd/dp [ln (p)], where m(p) is the MS mass. In the remaining
sections we will use the position mass-scheme and refer to it exclusively as the jet-
mass.
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4.5.2 Relating the Jet-Mass to other Mass Schemes
Having obtained a suitable mass definition for measurements of the top-mass from
jets, we now turn to perturbatively connecting it to other schemes. Using the result
for 3mj from Table 4.1 we obtain the two-loop relation between the jet-mass and
pole-mass
mpole = m j(P) + E ) CF7T IR ±eER ) 
F
, YR 72 COO 1
in 2 P
R
2 I t 471
- c[(1 2 
p  5 w 2  5
12/ R 36 24 8
This relation can be compared to other well known two-loop mass relations, such as
i) between the pole-mass and MS-mass [248, 249],
mpole = m7(,) 1 +2 
-In 
-
(4.69)
-H (t) CFf1)
+ 72 r--
2 
-CF 3)
-2c 9 In2 P
3 I2
8 mt
CFCA( ( 8
In
m
13
1616 In 7t
71 F2 )
128 16
p 55 5- 2  2 In 2in --- -
m 64 16 4
71 57r2
128 16
7 2 In2 3(3
2 4
where m = m(tp), 1nf+1) = 30 - 2/3, and as(t) here is in the (nf +1)-flavor theory,
and ii) between the pole-mass and 1S-mass [197],
mpole = mlS{ 1 C 2 2 () C 
3
+ +
8 8x 7 /30 in (CF(Pp)Ms
CFas(l )mis
11300
6
4CA
(4.70)
Here as(p) is in the nf-flavor theory. Note that in Eqs. (4.69) and (4.70) we have
nf = 5 light massless flavors, and thus did not write for example vacuum polarization
terms depending on the b-quark mass.
Lets imagine that the jet-mass mj(pj) is determined from a fit to massive event
shapes using a scale pj ~ F. In order to connect this mj(pj) to the high-energy
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(4.68)
cFas(lu) [
+ 1 C
MS-mass, we proceed as follows. First because the renormalization group evolution
of the MS-mass does not make sense below the mass itself, we evolve the jet-mass
mj(pj) up to the scale mt = mW(mt) to obtain mj(Tt) using the NNLL running result
in Eq. (4.67). At this scale we then connect the jet and MS-masses by eliminating
the pole mass from Eqs. (4.68,4.69). Thus the two-loop relation between the jet-mass
and MS-mass is
m(mt) = mj(mt) + e eYER Cs(+ t)CF [Iln -- 2 m( 7it)s()F (4.71)
T 1 R 2 T
2 (,/ 2 143 (71 - 2  55 5 2
2 C + CFCA 64 16
7 12 192 128 16 16
72 In 2 3(3 2 57r 2  199 72 In 2 3(3 mt
+ + + e7E R 2 CF2 [4 8 16 128 2 4 )2+ e
2 m 47] [(1 - 2  mt 5 22 mt 1]]
+ -In + + CFCA n --- 36 24 -C [ln +t  i
3 R 72 3 12 R 36 24 8 R 2J
Since we take Ms = mit there is no threshold correction at the order we are working,
and a,(mt) in Eq. (4.71) is the same in the nf and (nf + 1)-flavor theories. Together
with Eq. (4.67) this formula inputs a jet-mass determined from production of tops far
above threshold, and outputs an MS mass that can be used in other processes, such
as the analysis of precision electroweak data. Since a high precision result for the
top-mass in the 1S mass-scheme can be determined from a threshold cross-section
analysis, we also quote the two-loop conversion between the jet-mass and iS-mass
schemes. An extra power of a is kept in the iS-scheme terms to properly ensure a
renormalon free series [197]. At a scale [t the conversion at second order is
IS 8, (E PR ([ )CF [P 11 (a) 2 2
mis = rnm () + IenE+ - J(1)CF (4.72)
3()R 3 In + m() 3l p + 1100 4CA
± _ eYERas ~S 1 3(it)C . [/0 In
87 R 2 87 CFcs, (p) (p) 6 3
+ eYER P 2 21 7 47 i 2  5 2)2 5 1
+ 7R 4 R 3 R 72 Ln3 12 R 36 24 8±9j
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4.6 Results for the NNLL Jet Function
In this section we present the final result for the heavy quark jet function B(§, rm, Ft, I),
with NNLO perturbative corrections and a NNLL resummation of large logs. We
study the numerical effect of these two-loop corrections as well as of the log-resummation,
including the perturbative convergence and pu-dependence of B as a function of 5,
and in particular the stability of its peak position which is important for a top-mass
measurement. At tree-level B( , Sm, ut) = 6() and we see from Eq. (4.12) that
B(, , Ft, p) is simply a Breit-Wigner centered at A = 0 with a width Ft. Beyond
tree-level the jet function becomes dependent on p and on the choice of mass-scheme
through 6m.
For the cross-section d2a /dMt2dMf in Eq. (4.2) it has been proven that at any
order in perturbation theory, the only large logs that effect the shape of the in-
variant mass distribution are those due to the resummation in the heavy-quark jet
function [206]. 4 Furthermore these large logs only exist between scales Prp - F -
Ft + QAQcD/m and PLA > AQCD + mFt/Q. The remaining large logs only modify the
cross-sections normalization. The expression which resums all logs between the scales
[tQ ~Q >> [tm C m >> [rt-F >> [A A AQCD iS
d2a d = 4uoMtMf HQ(Q, IQ)UH(Q, [Qtm)Hm(mJ, Im) UHm(Q/mJIP, PUA)dMtdMf
x df + d - S(f+, -, PA, 6, A (/A)) (4.73)
( t -Q+ mJJt, iA, PF)B_ (8 7Q-,,,A,/iF)
4In principle both the logs in the jet function and in the soft-function can modify the invariant
mass distribution. However due to the consistency conditions discussed in Ref. [206] it is always
possible to exchange a summation of large logs in the soft function in favor of large logs in the jet
function and in the hard function normalization factors.
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where we have defined the resummed jet function as
B(§, 6mj, It, PA,, L UB( - A Pr) B(', &mj, rt, pr) (4.74)
c6161 UB( - ,A, MP) BQ l - s", 6mj, pu') Ft
In Eqs. (4.73,4.74) large logs are resummed by the evolution factors UHQ, UHm, and
UB, and of these, the first two only affect the overall normalization. Since the scales
pr and PA differ by a factor of Q/m it is necessary to sum the large logs between
these scales. Recall that Eq. (4.73) is valid for Q > m, which is mandatory for
the top quark and antitop quarks to decay to well separated jets. The numerical
importance of this particular resummation has already been demonstrated at NLL
order in Ref. [206].
In the following we study the resummed jet function B(, 6m, Ft, PA, pr) and its
dependence on & and Mr. In particular the pr dependence cancels out order-by-
order in renormalization group improved perturbation theory, and thus the residual
Pr dependence provides a method for estimating the effect of higher order correc-
tions to the jet function. This Mr dependence cancels order-by-order between the
evolutor U (g - g', PA, Pr) and the fixed-order jet function matrix element that gives
B(g' - g", 6m, Pr) in Eq. (4.74). On the other hand, the dependence of the resummed
jet function on Pa cancels out only in the complete cross-section, where there is ad-
ditional dependence on PA in both the evolution function UHm and the soft-function
S. The analysis of the invariant mass dependence of the full NNLL cross-section re-
quires constructing a consistent model for the soft-function at two-loop order, since S
contains both perturbative and non-perturbative pieces. The procedure in Ref. [208]
can be used to carry out this analysis, but we leave the study of the full cross-section
to a future publication. Here we focus on the resummed jet function.
Following the strategy in appendix E of Ref. [206] we can obtain analytic results
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for the NNLL jet function even in the presence of the width. At NNLL order we find
mB(g, 6m, Ft, PA, PF) (4.75)
Gr+CFGs ) [Go + 7 G271- - Gc1 + (1 + Go
2c (pr) m1
7-
(fr) (Go)' +
-G3 + +
3 12 G2
1 +
13wF2
24
13w2
24 )
(5 i7 2
18 12
(281 237r2
216 192
- 4(3)G 1 + ( +h(2
57 2
48
173
48
2(F) 2 6 2 (Go)' - (36T1l) 2 (Go)" + T 1i CF (G 2 )' - (Gl)' +7T 1,-
77 - 2 533) Go24 640 1
197 4  53
960 8 Go]
Go]
1+ 5 2(Go)
The result is expressed in terms of the functions G = G(, t, UA, Pr) and their &
derivatives, with
1
Gn -
iF
Im CKE) F(1 + In( + 
i F (4.76)
Here w = w(PA, pr) and K = K(pA, Pr) are given in Eq. (4.42) and
Io(x, ) = 1,
II(x, w) = ln(-x-i0)- H(w),
(4.77)
12 (x, w) = [ln( x-i0) - H(w)]2 + (,) - (2
3 (x, w) = [ln(-x-i0) - H(w)] 3 + 3 [V( 1)(1+w) - (2] [ln(-x-iO) - H(w)]
+ 0(2) (1) - V)()(1 +)
I 4 (x, w) = [ln(-x-iO) - H(w)]4  6 [i)(1+w) - (2] [ln(-x-i0) - H()] 2
- 4[0(2)(1+W) (- 2)(1)] [ln(-x-i0) - H(w)] + (3)(1) w _ 0(3)(1)
+ 3 [0(1)(1 + w) -2] 2 ,
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+ CFo - G3 + -G 2 -
1-6 3
5(3 )G,
4
47 72 G1
36 12)
with H(w) the harmonic-number function, and /(k)(x) the k'th derivative of the
digamma function or equivalently the (k + 1)'th derivative of the log of the gamma
function.
We focus our numerical analysis on two mass schemes for the jet function. In
the pole scheme we take 6ml = 6m2 = 0 in Eq. (4.75) and use a fixed pole mass
m = mpole = 172 GeV in the formula for g in Eq. (4.3). In the jet-mass scheme we use
6ml and 6m 2 from the last column of Table 4.1 with a scheme parameter R = 0.8 GeV
that corresponds to a scale eYER _ 1.4 GeV. Here m = mJ(Pr) is the mass in the
jet-scheme, and
mj( r) (4.78)
The value of mj(pr) to be used here is obtained using the evolution equation in
Eq. (4.67), running up from an input scale o0 . For this scheme it is the parameter
mj(po) that one will extract with future linear-collider data. In our analysis we take
p0 = 2 GeV and simply fix mj(po) = 172 GeV. We use the three-loop result for the
running coupling everywhere,
1 X P as (Po) f2 In X 1 /2 1
= - + InX + 2 - + - ]X
as() as (po) 47O 167r 2 X X 0 o X '
(4.79)
where X 1 + as (uo)o In([/o)/(2w) and we evolve to lower scales using the ref-
erence value ais(po = mz) = 0.118 with nf = 5. Since we have systematically
treated the b-quark as massless we also ignore the b-quark threshold in our cou-
pling evolution. We also fix Ft = 1.43 GeV, and PA = 1 GeV. For Pr we take a
central value of Pr = 5 GeV and consider variations about this scale in the range
3.3 GeV < pr < 7.5 GeV. Even though it may slightly underestimate higher-order
uncertainties, we have chosen not to make the canonical choice of varying Pr up
and down by a factor of two because of the importance of retaining the hierarchy
P-r/tPA ~ Q/mj as emphasized in Ref. [206].
In Fig. 4-3 we plot the resummed heavy-quark jet function B(, 6m, Ft, PA, Pr)
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Figure 4-3: The jet function, mB(g, 6m, Ft, Ip) versus Mt, where = (Mt2-m 2 )/m and
Ft = 1.43 GeV. The left panel shows results in the pole-mass scheme and the right
panel shows results in the jet-mass scheme. The black dotted curve is the tree-level
Breit-Wigner, the green short-dashed curves are LL results, blue long-dashed curves
are NLL, and the solid red curves are at NNLL order. For each of the LL, NLL, and
NNLL results we show three curves with Pr = 3.3, 5.0, 7.5 GeV respectively. Other
parameters are discussed in the text.
versus Mt. In the left panel we show results for the pole scheme, and in the right
panel we show results for the jet-scheme. In each panel we plot tree level results (black
dotted-line), LL results (green short-dashed lines), NLL results (blue long-dashed
lines), and NNLL results (solid red lines). The tree results are the pure Breit-Wigner,
the LL results use the tree-level B(5, 6m, [t) with the LL result for UB in Eq. (4.74),
and thus correspond to just the first Go term in Eq. (4.75). From the LL results we
see that beyond tree-level the jet function grows a perturbative tail above the peak.
The NLL results use the one-loop B with the NLL result for UB and thus include the
O(a,(pr)) terms in Eq. (4.75), and the NNLL curves use the two-loop B with the
NNLL result for UB and thus all of the terms in Eq. (4.75). At each of the LL, NLL,
and NNLL orders we show three curves with [tr = 3.3, 5.0, 7.5 GeV, which are the
curves from top to bottom near the peak respectively. Recall that in the jet scheme
we fix mj(/o = 2 GeV) = 172 GeV and use the solution of the mass renormalization
group equation in Eq. (4.67). Thus the conversion from Mt to & depends on the value
of Ar and order-by-order compensates for the ptr dependence of the residual mass
terms 6ml1,2 (/r).
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Figure 4-4: Peak position Mpeak of the jet function versus pr. Short-dashed results
are at LL order, long-dashed are at NLL order, and solid are at NNLL order. Results
are labeled for the pole mass-scheme (blue) and jet mass-scheme (red).
Examining the LL, NLL, and NNLL results for the jet function in Fig. 4-3 we
observe that the jet-scheme results in the second panel exhibit better perturbative
convergence than the pole-scheme results in the first panel. This is true of all features,
including the slope to the left of the peak, the perturbative tail to right of the peak,
the peak location, and the peak height. Comparing the spread of the curves we
see that at both NLL and NNLL order the residual yr dependence is smaller in
the jet-scheme than in the pole-scheme. The numerical size of the residual pr scale
dependence varies region by region. In the pole-mass scheme the scale dependence in
the slope before the peak is - 17% at NLL and - 14% at NNLL, while the maximum
variation near the peak is 23% at NLL and 17% at NNLL, and then in the tail region
well above the peak it is - 19% at NLL and - 13% at NNLL. Hence, in the pole
scheme including the NNLL results does not significantly decrease the Pr dependence.
In the jet-mass scheme the scale dependence in the slope before the peak is - 6% at
NLL and - 2% at NNLL, while the maximum variation near the peak is 14% at NLL
and 7% at NNLL, and then in the tail above the peak it is - 12% at NLL and - 5%
at NNLL. Thus, in the jet-mass scheme the pr dependence is reduced by a factor of
two or more. The same level of improvement is observed for different values of the
scheme parameter R than the value used in our analysis.
In Fig. 4-4 we plot the peak position Mfeak of the jet function curves, versus
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[ur. This figure displays the convergence and pr dependence of the jet function peak
position in more detail than Fig. 4-3. The stability of the jet function peak has a
direct influence on the peak of the cross-section, and both are very sensitive to the
value of the short-distance top-mass. Hence the peak-position is important to gauge
the effect of perturbative corrections for the mass measurement. We use a wider range
for ur than that of the curves in Fig. 4-3, but note that results for 1ur < 3 GeV upset
the hierarchy pr/PA - 5 and hence can be safely ignored. In the pole-mass scheme we
observe that there is limited sign of convergence for the peak position, although the
shifts with /r = 5 GeV at each order are still relatively small being ~ 230 MeV from
LL to NLL order and _ 120 MeV from NLL to NNLL order. The lack of convergence
of the peak-position in the pole-scheme is a reflection of the infrared renormalon
in the pole-mass, which destabilizes perturbative predictions. We also observe from
Fig. 4-4 that the pr dependence of the peak-position is not reduced in going from
LL, to NLL, to NNLL in the pole-scheme. However, in the jet-mass scheme the
peak location converges nicely from LL to NLL to NNLL, with a numerical value of
Mpeak = 172.099 GeV at NNLL order. At pr = 5 GeV the shifts are _ 67 MeV from
LL to NLL and - 17 MeV from NLL to NNLL. Also in the jet-scheme, Fig. 4-4 shows
that the [ur dependence of the peak-position decreases from LL, to NLL, to NNLL
order, with the curves becoming flatter as the order increases. The residual tr scale
dependence of the peak position in the jet-scheme is 6Mteak = 0.005 GeV, where we
quote the difference in Mpeak from [r = 3 GeV to yr = 10 GeV.
Utilizing the two-loop computation with NNLL renormalization group improve-
ment, and a jet-mass scheme with good renormalization group behavior, we have
achieved stable results for the heavy quark jet function. However, we caution that
the final result for the jet function is dependent on the choice of PA, and so a more
detailed phenomenological analysis must be made only after combining the results
reported here with perturbative corrections in the soft function to yield a /tA inde-
pendent prediction for the cross-section. In particular the size of the perturbative
tail above the peak in the cross-section is affected by both perturbative corrections
to the jet function and soft-function, and is strongly Pa dependent in each of these
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functions individually.
4.7 Conclusion
Effective field theories are an important tool for making high precision predictions
for jet observables, and facilitate a measurement of the top mass with theoretical
uncertainty less than O(AQcD). Starting from the expression for the cross section
for double top production at an e+e- collider, Eq. (4.2) derived in Ref. [35], we have
studied the properties of the heavy-quark jet function B at higher loop orders. The
function B can be calculated in HQET, and was studied at one-loop and NLL order in
Ref. [206]. Here we have performed the 2-loop computation of B to obtain a NNLO
result. Our analysis also yielded the two-loop anomalous dimension of B, which
when combined with the three-loop cusp anomalous dimension from Ref. [241] was
used to obtain a renormalization group improved heavy quark jet function at NNLL
order. Using the formulation in terms of vacuum matrix elements of Wilson lines
we have explained precisely how the jet function is different from the heavy-quark
shape function and fragmentation function that have been considered previously in
the literature at two-loop order [220, 222, 221, 223].
The two-loop computation also allowed us to study the higher loop behavior of
B and arrive at a suitable definition of a short distance top mass-scheme, for higher
order analysis. In particular we gave a definition for a jet-mass scheme with nice
renormalization group properties, and demonstrated that in this scheme the mass
anomalous dimension is determined by the cusp anomalous dimension to all orders
in perturbation theory. To study the properties of different mass-scheme definitions
we exploited the fact that the heavy-quark jet function in position space fulfills the
requirements to obey the non-abelian exponentiation theorem of Refs. [218, 219]. In
particular in the abelian limit (CA, rf - 0) the all orders result for B is simply the
exponentiated one-loop result. We considered differences between a peak-position
mass definition, a first moment mass definition, and a mass definition based on the
position space jet function. We have checked that among these three possibilities, the
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peak definition and moment definition do not yield consistent mass renormalization
group equations at LO and NLO order respectively. Thus only the position space
definition provides a reasonable way of defining the jet-mass beyond LL order. This
definition is given in Eq. (4.57(c)). Relations between the jet-mass and the MS, IS,
and pole masses were also given at two-loop order. The proof that the jet-mass is
a short-distance mass, free from leading order renormalon ambiguities, is given in
Ref. [245].
Our final result for the heavy-quark jet function B uses the jet-mass scheme with
NNLO fixed order results and a NNLL resummation of large logarithms, which we
refer to as the NNLL order result. The logs in this summation are a well defined set
for a physical observable, being the only large logs that effect the shape of the top-
invariant mass cross-section d2oa/dM2dM'. We have studied the numerical stability
of B, both in terms of perturbative convergence from LL, to NLL, to NNLL order,
and with respect to its scale dependence. In the jet-mass scheme the convergence of B
improves by a factor of two or better in going from NLL to NNLL order. Very stable
results were also obtained for the peak position of the heavy-quark jet function, with
residual perturbative uncertainties estimated to be at the 5 MeV level. This level of
precision and stability for the jet function and its peak-position were not observed in
the pole-mass scheme.
Future applications of our work include the extension to complete NNLL results
for the cross-section d2o-/dMtdM' by including the convolution with the soft-function
and its perturbative and non-perturbative components. The use of position space as a
convenient way of defining a top mass-scheme, could also be extended to the b-quark
where currently a moment mass scheme, called the shape-function scheme [95], is
often employed. Based on our analysis we expect that this shape function mass also
does not have a consistent anomalous dimension beyond LL order, but that this can
be rectified by using a modified definition of the scheme in position space. Finally,
the same position space technique can be applied to the definition of the renormalon
free gap parameter [208], a parameter which is important for combining perturbative
and non-perturbative results for the soft-function for jet production.
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Chapter 5
Renormalons and R-evolution
5.1 Introduction: Infrared scales in QCD
Precision measurement of QCD observables require accurate theoretical predictions
for QCD matrix elements. Often important parts of matrix element may be computed
with perturbation theory, or simplified so that they depend on only a few simpler
nonperturbative matrix elements which behave as parameters. The calculation of
matrix elements involves a choice of a renormalization scheme, which subtracts the
ultraviolet (UV) divergences from the calculation and introduces a renormalization
scale [y, as well as potentially other infrared scales. It is often the case that one
needs to make a careful choice of the scheme and its accompanying infrared scales
to remove the instabilities arising in perturbation theory due to the infrared (IR)
behavior of QCD. These instabilities arise due to factorial growth in the coefficients
of the perturbative expansion in the strong coupling constant, and are referred to
as renormalon ambiguities. This was reviewed in section 2.6. Quantities that are
infrared sensitive due to renormalon ambiguities (like pole mass of a heavy quark)
are a bad choice for parameters in the perturbation theory. Observables expressed in
terms of such parameters suffer from slow or bad convergence [89]. In order to have
improved convergence, physical observables must be expressed in terms of quantities
that are not sensitive to these infrared instabilities. The definition of such IR-stable
parameters and matrix elements require a scheme choice and an infrared scale choice,
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made according to the physics under consideration. If we consider converting from
a scheme with infrared ambiguities to a new scheme without, then the infrared scale
we introduce can be interpreted as a scale associated to the problematic fluctuations
which are absorbed into the definition of the parameter or matrix element. We will
refer to this scale, generically, as the R-scale through out this chapter.
Quantities in QCD suffering from renormalons have power law sensitivity to the
infrared of the theory. For example, the pole mass of the heavy quark has linear sen-
sitivity to AQCD, the intrinsic scale of QCD. As a result, a renormalon free definition
of the heavy quark mass is given by a subtraction from the pole mass that is linear
in an IR scale R. To remind the reader, a renormalon free mass is defined as1
mR(P) = mo - 6 mR(P), (5.1)
where mo is the pole mass and the subtraction 6mR(p) is given by
6mR([) = RE afllog () 47 (5.2)
n=l
Several mass schemes based on such subtraction are listed in Table 2.3 and are re-
viewed later in this chapter. A similar approach is also applicable to matrix elements
in QCD and EFTs where a subtraction is implemented depending on the dimen-
sionality of the instability. For example, several schemes have been employed in the
literature for A1, the kinetic energy operator in HQET, where a subtraction is pro-
portional to R 2 [95, 250, 251]. The divergences that are subtracted by introducing
a scheme that has power law dependence on a scale R. To contrast, the divergences
that are removed from the theory by the renormalization procedure in dimensional
regularization are logarithmic, yielding dependence on ln(p). The effect of changing
the scales pt and R are schematically depicted in Fig. 5-1. The figure shows that the
UV scale ft is associated with absorbing UV fluctuations in the renormalized param-
eters. Increasing this scale decreases the amount of fluctuations absorbed in these
'this definition was discussed in detail in section 2.7.
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the mass and more in matrix elements the mass and less in matrix elements
Figure 5-1: Momentum space picture of fluctuations effected by ,a-scale and R-scale.
Shaded region shows the fluctuations removed from the dynamics of the theory and
absorbed in the parameters. Renormalization procedure subtracts UV divergences;
fluctuations corresponding to which are absorbed in MS mass. Similarly, introduc-
ing IR stable mass corresponds to subtracting problematic IR fluctuations from the
theory, which are then absorbed in the parameter m(R).
parameters and increases the amount of fluctuations dynamically available to matrix
elements. On the other hand, IR-stable parameters absorb the IR fluctuations that
cause instabilities and depend on a R-scale. Here increasing the scale R increases
the amount of fluctuations in these parameters, thus, decreasing those accessible to
matrix elements. Strictly speaking, neither of the scales It or R are sharp cut-offs;
their exact nature depends upon the scheme employed. For example, in cut-off reg-
ularization, the hard cut-off scale will be a sharp cutoff - fluctuations above which
are subtracted from the theory, but in dimensional regularization with MS, the scale
p is not a sharp cut-off scale. Similarly, for example, the R-scale of the PS scheme
[93] is a sharp cut-off scale but not that of the jet scheme of section 4.5. This is also
true for the MSR scheme which we will introduce later in this chapter. Whether the
cut-off is sharp or otherwise, the physical interpretation is the same.
The familiar renormalization group equation in scale I gives a handle on the
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amount of fluctuations absorbed in the MS mass mIt(). More so it allows us to vary p
smoothly and sum the large logs occurring in the perturbation theory, thus making the
perturbative predictions reliable. However, a similar renormalization group evolution
is not well-known in the context of the infrared scale R, and was for the first time2
explained and applied by the author and collaborators in [41]. One main goal of
this chapter is an in-depth study of the renormalization group flow equation in the
scale R and show that it connects schemes having different R's without introducing
renormalons, and sums large logs much like in the case of p-evolution. For instance,
we will show that this new RGE in R-scales is useful in converting one IR stable mass
scheme to another avoiding both the renormalons and the large logs at the same time.
In this chapter, we also study generalization of this new RGE to the higher power IR
sensitivities. Yet another application of R-RGE is to provide a probe for the existence
or nonexistence of renormalons in generic matrix elements, via the renormalon sum
rule introduced in [41]. The details which were skipped there are provided in this
chapter along with the generalization to higher order renormalons. Another main
objective of this chapter is to introduce the threshold "MSR scheme" which when
combined with R-RGE yields a powerful method for precise measurement of the MS
mass of the top quark without threshold corrections. Finally, we also introduce a new
method for defining schemes to treat renormalons occurring in the OPE. This work
is based on [42].
5.2 Renormalization Group Equation in R
The scale R is introduced to remove the renormalon from a quantity in QCD and give
it a well defined meaning. The quantity can be a parameter in QCD, like the heavy
quark mass or a matrix element of a non-perturbative operator like the kinetic energy
operator of a heavy quark. All physical observables are renormalon free. Thus when
a physical observable is expressed in terms of quantities containing renormalons there
2A differential equation of this type was written down in [94] but, to the best of author's knowl-
edge, was never used as a flow equation or even solved.
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must be renormalon cancellations. Such a cancellation of renormalons can occur in
several different ways, for example, in the OPE, a renormalon in a Wilson coefficient
cancels against one in a matrix element of a higher dimensional operator [82]. In
another case, an explicit renormalon free scheme choice, 6mR, is made like in the
case of heavy quark mass. A renormalon arising in a perturbative calculation of an
observable cancels against one in 6 mR [89]. An example of each type was discussed
in section 2.6.2. In any case, there is always a perturbation series involved which
contains factorial growth in its coefficients, and which cancels against a renormalon
in a non-perturbative matrix element or a theory parameter. in order to define a
renormalon free scheme O(R), Keeping this in mind, for a generic quantity
00 = 0(R) + 60(R) , (5.3)
where 60(R) is a perturbation series in strong coupling with factorial growth in its
coefficient such that O(R) is defined in a scheme free of the renormalon ambiguity.
In the case of the heavy quark mass, 00 is representative of the pole mass and for
matrix elements or Wilson coefficients suffering from renormalon ambiguity, 00 can
be either a matrix element or Wilson coefficient in the MS scheme. For quantities
with explicit dependence on renormalization scale M we choose to set p = R for
simplicity and reasons that will become clear soon. Further, keeping it simple while
being more specific, lets assume that 00 has mass dimension p and suffers from the
leading renormalon ambiguity 3 of order AcD. Now, we can write
0(R) = RPE a, ,R) (5.4)
n=1
where for large n we must have, an,+, n!(2/3o/p) n . Here R is the only extrinsic scale
in the series part of the equation above, and the leading renormalon ambiguity in the
3For the purpose of this chapter we will stick to the leading ambiguity and may often refer
to it as the only renormalon ambiguity. This is reasonable since in perturbation theory we are
working only up to a certain fixed order, and often only the leading ambiguity shows up numerically.
The procedure to incorporate higher renormalons is a straightforward generalization of the ideas
presented here.
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series will scale as (AQcD/R) P. The overall RP in front causes the ambiguity in 60(R)
to scale as APcD. This is the familiar fact that the subtraction 60(R) made to 00, has
power-like scaling in infrared scale R in perturbation theory, but subtracts a AQcD
ambiguity.
We are now ready to construct the renormalization group equation (RGE) in
R. We wish to emphasize that this renormalization group equation in R has two
fold purpose when evolving O(R) from a scale Ro to R1: summing the large logs
arising from widely separated scales and doing so while avoiding the renormalon. This
naturally happens because the evolution equation is free of the renormalon ambiguity.
The evolution equation is obtained by taking a derivative of eqn. (5.3) with respect
to R and realizing that 00 is independent of R to give
d
R 0(R) = -RPy[oz,(R)], (5.5)dR
where the anomalous dimension series
-y[as (R)] = ,, (5.6)
n=O
has
nl
7n- = pan- 2 m am On-m-1. (5.7)
m=1
In the above equation On are QCD f-function coefficients. For the first few orders
7o = pa 1,
1 = pa2 - 2 0 al,
72 = pa3 - 400oa2 - 2la1 . (5.8)
Since the ambiguity in 60 is independent of R, the derivative on 60 kills the ambiguity
and, by construction, -y[a,] is free of (AQCD/R)P ambiguity. Therefore, eqn. (5.5) and
subsequent evolution of 0(R) is free of the renormalon ambiguity. For p = 1 this
generic example reduces to that of the heavy quark mass, with 00 replaced by the
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pole mass and O(R) by a mass definition in a renormalon free scheme like the potential
subtraction scheme of Ref. [93]. In reference [41] we gave the R-RGE for the heavy
quark mass and here we have provided generalization for the higher dimensional
matrix elements. Several other examples for R-dependent parameters are presented
in next section.
In some cases the mass dimension of the quantity of interest and that of the
leading renormalon in it will not be the same. However, one can always make them
equal by appropriately scaling the quantity of interest by a dimension-full constant,
thus obtaining an equation of the form of eqn. (5.3) and an RGE as in eqn. (5.5).
We can also extend R-RGE formulation to the quantities of type 0(R, p), which have
explicit dependence on an UV scale ft along with an IR scale R. For such quantities,
using the well-known p-RGE along with the R-RGE defined here, one can imagine
to smoothly translate O(R, p,) in the R-pt plane. An example of such a quantity will
be the jet mass scheme for the top quark introduced in the previous chapter. The jet
mass and the details of the two-dimensional evolution in the R-[t plane are discussed
in section 5.3.4.
In ref. [41] we observed that for heavy quark mass schemes the leading order
R-anomalous dimension is always positive. Here are a few examples4 :
(70)PS = 4 F , (70)stat = 27CF , (0)MSR = 4CF,
(70 )kinetic = 16CF/3, (_0) j e t = 2eE CF . (5.9)
Thus for large enough R we have d/dlnR m(R) < 0, and increasing R always de-
creases m(R). This sign appears as a universal feature of physical short-distance
mass schemes. Although 7o changes from scheme to scheme, but it stays with in
about a factor of 2 when spanned over the set of threshold schemes. For a given
change AR the anomalous dimension determines the amount of IR fluctuations that
are added to m(R). In a different scheme an equivalent amount of IR fluctuations
4Here we have also given anomalous dimension in MSR scheme and static scheme, which were
first defined in [41]. A more detailed discussion of these two mass schemes is presented in this chapter
in section 5.3.
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can always be added to the mass with a different change AR'. To see this, consider
rescaling R = AR' with a A > 0. We demand A - 0(1) to avoid large logs. Expanding
as(AR') = a,(R') - o ln Aa'(R')/(2) + ... gives
R' =  o ,  (5.10)
'Yo
I A [_1R -200o R In A],
R' A R - (40~j + 201R) In A + 4, _ R ln 2 A] .
Thus at LO a scale change in R just modifies the norm of -oR, and we are free to pick
A so that oyR' is equal to the LO anomalous dimension in some other scheme.
In the case of renormalon cancellations between Wilson coefficients and matrix
elements in the OPE, we will have two copies of eqn. (5.3), one for a renormalon
free definition of the Wilson coefficient and another for the corresponding renormalon
free matrix element. However, the subtractions analogous to 60 for the two cases
will be related to each other such that the observables are independent of these
subtractions. Corresponding to each renormalon free definition, that of the Wilson
coefficient and of the matrix element, we can write an R-evolution equation of the
form (5.5). The leading order anomalous dimension for both these equations will be
of different signs, pertaining to the fact that changing the amount of IR fluctuations
in the Wilson coefficient corresponds to an equal and opposite change in the amount
of IR fluctuations absorbed in the matrix elements. Since physical observables are
independent of the subtractions, there exists more than one way to make subtractions,
thus, giving rise to several possible renormalon free schemes for the matrix elements
and the Wilson coefficients, just like in the case of the heavy quark mass. Like that
case, we have a rescaling for the anomalous dimension in a more general R-RGE of
eqn. (5.5). Here, for R = AR' and A > 0, we have
R' = , (5.11)
RI' = [R - 200o0R In A] ,
-2R' Ap [.2R _ (400 _R + 201,R ) InA + 4 t o In
2 A
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where the only change is that the overall scaling changed from A to AP. The inter-
pretation remains the same that by scaling with A we can absorb the same amount
of fluctuations in a different scheme at a different scale. In other words this rescaling
generates a continuous set of schemes starting from a given scheme. Later in the
sections 5.6 and 5.6.5, we will use this rescaling as a tool to study renormalons.
5.3 R-dependent parameters
5.3.1 MSR mass
Here we define a new threshold mass scheme called the MSR mass which smoothly
connects to the MS mass at the scale R = p = m. The MS mass depends on
an ultraviolet scale p and has a well defined RGE in p for scales p > m(p). The
MS mass at p = m serves as the natural infrared scale for this mass definition. In
other words, for the MS mass the R-scale is the MS mass itself. MS mass can be
interpreted as a mass scheme in which all the infrared fluctuations below the mass
scale are absorbed into the definition of m(jp). The relation between the pole mass
mo and the MS mass m(tp) is given by
mo = 7(()Eddnkln ( ) [ E (nkn ] , (5.12)
n=0 k=0O
where doo = 1 and rest of a~k for n < 3 are given in Appendix D.1. Evaluating
eqn. (5.12) at p = 7m() and subtracting m(m) from it, we obtain 5m(m),
m(m) = mo - m(m) = (m) ao (5.13)
n=1
There is order AQCD ambiguity in 6m. Therefore, the series on the right hand side
must have an ambiguity which scales like AQCD/m. Since m is the only scale in the
aforementioned series, replacing m by R will make the ambiguity in the series scale
like AQCD/R. Therefore, the following new 6m, which we call 6m Ms, also has the
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same order AQCD ambiguity as 6m(m),
(5.14)bmIS (R) -R 00 O [o7(R) i
n= 0 Ln-1
Subtracting this from the pole mass gives us a new renormalon free mass scheme that
is also a threshold scheme because we can choose R << mQ,
mMSR(R) = _ 6MSR(R). (5.15)
Because 6mMSR(R = m) = 6(f(m), this definition coincides with MS mass definition
at R = m(m),
muSR(R = >) = m(P = M) . (5.16)
Finally, the pole mass mo in terms of the MSR mass mnM SR is written as
M= MR(R) + CR a MSR s(R) n
nmo = m
n=1
(5.17)
where a SR = an0 are MS coefficients with nf light flavors and no heavy flavor
included. aMSR are explicitly given in eqn. (D.2) of Appendix D.1. Here R is a
variable parameter and an RGE in R can be set up as discussed in previous section.
This gives us a well defined R-dependent mass scheme which smoothly connects to
MS mass using R-RGE. The R-anomalous dimension for this mass, up to three loops,
is
Ms[s(R)] = 5.33333 + (97.761 - 9.55076nf) ( (R)
+ (1632.89 - 2 6 4 .11nf - 2.65945n2) + R) )
f 47 +"
(5.18)
Later in section 5.7.1 we will use this mass along with its RGE to obtain the MS mass
of the top quark from Tevatron measurement of the top mass [194].
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5.3.2 Static Mass
In this subsection we give the details of the static mass definition which was introduced
in [41]. The static energy of a heavy quark anti-quark pair is an observable and,
therefore, is free of 0 (AQCD) renormalon ambiguity. It is given by
Estatic = 2mo + V(r) , (5.19)
where mo is as usual the pole mass and V(r) is the static potential5 for a heavy qq-
pair separated by a distance r. Static potential can be thought of as the work done in
bringing an infinitely separated q and q to a distance r apart. This work contains all
the long range interactions corresponding to the distances greater than r and has the
same ambiguity as the pole mass. The IR sensitivities in the above equation cancel
between the pole mass and the static potential, thus leaving the static energy as a
physically meaningful quantity. We define the static mass, mstat (R), such that this
cancellation is explicit. Define 6mstat as
6mstat(R) = -IV r = , (5.20)
then
mstat(R) = mo0 - 6mstat (R). (5.21)
The series expansion of 6mstat up to 0 (a 3 ) is given by
&mstat (R) = R 8.37758 (4 ) + (192.953 - 15.756nf) 2 (5.22)
+ (11697.4 - 1616 .03nf + 41.8822nf ) ( )
Since the static potential is attractive, 6mstat is positive. Thus, increasing R makes
mstat lighter. This is an universal feature of all the short distance mass schemes. In
5We use the modern definition of static potential, which becomes p dependent at 0 (a4) [252],
but does not suffer from infrared divergences. Since 0 (a 4 ) is beyond the scope of our analysis we
consider the static mass (and as well the PS mass) p-independent.
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other words, this is same as saying that the leading order anomalous dimension of
the heavy quark mass R-RGE is always positive.
The static mass provides another threshold mass scheme with well-defined R-
RGE, which lets us smoothly vary the parameter R associated with the absorption of
IR fluctuations into the mass definition. The R-anomalous dimension for this mass,
up to three loops, is
stat as(R)] = 8.37758 (R) )+ (8.64632 - 4.58588nf) (R) (5.23)
+ (1498.43 - 195.996nf - 0.13378n2) ( a(R) .
5.3.3 PS Mass
Another pedagogically interesting example is the Potential Subtraction (PS) scheme
[93], where
ms(R) - o = -6ms(R) I f d V(q) (5.24)
2 ql<R (2-)3
Here, V(q) is the momentum space color singlet static potential between infinitely
heavy test charges in the 3 and 3 representations. In mo - 6m s the low momentum
part of the potential precisely cancels the infrared sensitivity of mo, leaving a well-
defined short-distance mass, mPs . If we increase R from Ro to RI then
SRo q2 V(q) j q2 V(q)
-6nPs(R) = dq 472 4-2 (5.25)
so additional potential energy is absorbed into m Ps , increasing the range of IR fluc-
tuations included in the PS mass. This demonstrates that R is an IR cut-off scale
in the PS mass. In other mass-schemes, the precise definition of R differs, but the
interpretation of this scale as an IR-cutoff still remains.
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The PS mass is known to ( (a3 ). Its 6m is given by
- rv NIII1IIUIU ~ V*llVV \S/ IU VID10 jlCI 8
6mPs(R) = R 5.33333 ( 4R) + (172.444 - 13.037nf) ( ) (5.26)
+ (11111.5 - 1522.48nf + 41.3498nf ) (s(R))3
and its R-anomalous dimension is
=TPs[a s(R)]  5.33333 Oa R)) + (55.1111 - 5.92593nf) (5.27)
+ (2435.99 - 3 5 3 .8 8 9nf + 6.58436n 2) as(R 3 + ...
5.3.4 Jet Mass
The jet mass is an ideal heavy quark mass definition to be used in heavy quark jet
observables like invariant mass distribution of top jets produced in an e+e- annihila-
tion at energies much greater than tt threshold. Top quark jets in e+e- collider and
jet mass for top quarks were discussed in previous chapter, wherein, we also provided
two-loop relations of jet mass to pole, MS and 1S mass. See section 4.5. We give here
its two loop relation to the pole mass, evaluated numerically:
mpole = mj(R, p) + R 9.49905 log ) 4.74953
+ 2 (104.49 - 6.3327nf) log 2  + (222.883 - 16.8872nf) log ()
+ (156.152 - 16.5354n) + ... (5.28)
This mass scheme, unlike other masses discussed so far has an explicit dependence
on renormalization scale p along with an IR scale R. It has a well-defined transitive
RGE in Ap given solely in terms of the cusp anomalous dimension to all orders in
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perturbation theory. Here we give the three-loop relation for its p-RGE
dmj(R, f) -R 9.49905 ($)+ (118.394 - 10.5545n) s()
d In 7 4) 47
+ (2092.58 - 326.27nf - 1.40727n) ( -i ) +.. .]. (5.29)
Using our construct for the R-RGE we can also smoothly vary R along with p.
However, for this case, in order to define the R-RGE we have to make a parametric
choice for the renormalization scale, p = KR, where K - 1. This needs to be done
to avoid large logs of the form log(p/R) in the flow equation for R. With the two
flow equations, one in R and the other in p, one can in principle achieve a 2-D flow
in the positive R-p plane from any point (R1, pl) to any other point (R2, P2). Such a
flow is obtained by first, holding R1 fixed and running in 1p from pl to iR 1, and then,
running in R from R1 to R 2, and finally, running again in p from KR 2 to P2. Any
K dependence in this process is indicative of the size of the higher order corrections.
Figure 5-2 shows the evolution path, in the R-p plane, described here. So far, such
a 2-D flow is only of pedagogical interest, but nevertheless it can be achieved. Using
the results from section 4.5, the R-RGE for the jet mass up to two loops is given by
dmj(R, R) - R 4.74953 as(R) (5.30)
d In R 47r
+ 4(R) 2 {( 51 .6 6 2 3 - 10.2027nf) + (-104.49 + 6.33271nf) logK 1 +.
where K must be order 1.
5.3.5 Invisible A1 (R)
The kinetic energy matrix element in HQET, defined by
A, = (B b(iD )2 b B) MS (5.31)
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Figure 5-2: Evolution path in the R-p plane, from point (R 1, pL) to point (R 2 , A2),for parameters that have both the scales p and R present. K is order 1. Any other
evolution path or a fixed order conversion between the two points indicated will
involve logs that may be large. Evolution along the indicated path is free of logs.
suffers from a u = 1 renormalon ambiguity. Therefore it is desirable to have a
definition of this matrix element which is free of this AQCD ambiguity. A few different
definitions exist in the literature and have connection with the above definition much
like the different mass schemes have with the pole mass,
Al = A (R) + 6A(R) . (5.32)
Here A, is generic short distance scheme and 6A(R) is perturbation series in a,(R).
In this subsection we briefly present invisible scheme for A~ due to Ligeti, Stewart
and Tackmann [251]. In the next subsection we summarize kinetic scheme for AX due
to Bigi et. al [253].
The invisible scheme for A1 [251] is a short distance scheme free of A cD ambiguity
and that deviates from A1 of HQET at 0 (a 2). The motivation behind the invisible
scheme is to avoid the 0 (as) term in 6A, because the occurrence of such a term can
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cause over subtraction if the u = 1 renormalon is invisible at low orders in A1, which
turns out to be the case according to [251]. An analysis of this effect, due to 0 (as)
term in 6A, was performed in Appendix C of this reference and therefore an invisible
scheme was favored (6A - R 2'c + ... ) over kinetic scheme [253] or shape function
scheme [95]. An invisible scheme is defined by
A, = A - 6"A, (5.33)
where SA is obtained by evaluating the matrix element
~A = (bv b(iD R)2bv b,) b. (5.34)
Here, R is a Lorentz invariant hard cutoff UV regulator ensuring that 5A (R) - R2a 2
The above definition of 6A' is only schematic and a precise definition of the scale R
is needed to define the invisible scheme. One such definition is employed in reference
[251], according to which, at two loop order
(iF2  1) a2 (R) 36.6 7 C( a (R) 2
6' = R 2CFCA - 1 .. = 36.6379 R+ .... (5.35)1 4r2  47r
5.3.6 Kinetic AI(R)
A1 in the kinetic scheme is defined in terms of second moment of the heavy quark
structure function, where the integral is evaluated with a hard cut-off R [254],
_ Xkin 3 0o 2w(W, )dw
-A' (R)= lim lim (5.36)
e-omQ- - Si o wR(w, )dw(
Here w(w, i7) is the heavy quark structure function and was defined in [254]. The
heavy quark structure function w(w, ') depends upon the velocity & of the heavy
quark and and variable w, the hadron excitation energy in the final state. The
definition used here, A kin(R) = -pt2 (R), where the latter is the more popular notation
in the literature. We choose this notation for consistency with this text. The relation
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between Ain" and A1 of eqn. (5.31) is known to two loop order,
X1I  kin ( 2[ @ (.)) _ flA7QA( ) 2 ]A = A 1in(R) + R2 5.33333 4 + (136.951 - 10.4784nf) 2
(5.37)
R-RGE for this quantity is obtained by using equations (5.5) to (5.8). We get
d Al in  F (vs (R") °as (R)N 2R -d -R2 10.6667 4 )+(156.568-13.8456nf)( (R) +.... (5.38)dR 47 ) 4-)
5.3.7 Wilson Coefficient to Chromomagnetic Operator
All the quantities discussed, so far, are either parameters or matrix elements. In
the OPE, Wilson coefficients can also suffer from the renormalon ambiguity. An
example of this case was presented in section 2.6.2, where we showed that the ratio
of B-B* and D-D* mass splittings - which is the ratio of the Wilson coefficient
to the chromomagnetic operator for mb and m, quarks - suffers from renormalon
ambiguity. The Wilson coefficient itself suffers from an order AQCD/mQ ambiguity,
thus making perturbative predictions unstable. We propose to define a renormalon
free Wilson coefficient by a subtraction, similar to those discussed so far. Such a
subtraction inevitably introduces an infrared scale R in the renormalon free definition.
Schematically, we can write
R
C,(mQ, p ) ~ Ccm(mQ, p) - Ccm(mQ, p, R), (5.39)
mQ
where 6Ccm(mQ, p, R), which is a series in a, starting at 0 (a,), is chosen such that
Ca (mQ, p) is free from the order AQCD/mQ ambiguity. Two particularly simple
subtractions are defined by following relations, where for simplicity we have set p = R,
(1) O) (m, R) = Ocm (mQI R) - R [Cam(R , R) - 1], (5.40)
R(2) log C(c) (mQ, R) = log Ccm(mQ, R) - log Ccm(R, R).
mQ
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The second definition can also be written in the form of eqn. (5.39) when expansion
is made to order R/mQ. To preserve the validity of a power expansion in the heavy
quark OPE we must use an R for making predictions where AQCD < R << Q - a
subtle point explained later in section 5.8. The use of a renormalon free definition
gives a stable prediction in perturbation theory, which we will demonstrate later in
section 5.8.1. The second of the two definitions is favored because it can be smoothly
evolved from one R-scale to another, which may be required if log(R/mQ) is large.
We defer the details of the RGE for the Wilson coefficients until we solve R-RGE.
We will come back to the discussion of renormalon cancellations in OPE, renormalon
free Wilson coefficients, large logs and R-RGE for Wilson coefficients in section 5.8.
We have not come across an equivalent treatment of the Wilson coefficients suf-
fering from a renormalon any place else, therefore, we have emphasized this point
here in the context of the chromomagnetic operator. It is needless to say that this
method is generalizable to any other Wilson coefficient suffering from the renormalon
ambiguities.
5.4 All-order running of the strong coupling
Our objective is to solve eqn. (5.5), for which it will be very useful to have an all orders
solution of the a,-RGE or the -function equation. It is also of interest by itself to
have a solution of ao-RGE that can be used to examine the analytical structure of
the strong coupling in the complex plane. In the first subsection we give a general
solution of the ,-function equation valid for all 3-function schemes. In the second
subsection we specialize it to the 't Hooft scheme for /-function, where only the first
two 0-function coefficients, that are universal, are non-zero and others are set to zero.
Finally, in the last subsection of this section, we give relations for converting between
various 0-function schemes and discuss a one-parameter family of solutions that have
the same /3-function equation.
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5.4.1 General Solution
Consider the a,-RGE,
da sR
dR
-z 2(R)
n=O
n ( O ) n
47r
(5.41)
where in are /-function coefficients in an arbitrary scheme for the strong coupling.
A solution of this equation is given by
In R0
Ro
(5.42)o R dt b(t) = G(to) - G(tl),
ao 13 [aR] tx
where ai e a(Ri), acR e a(R), ti -27/(foai), and t -2F/(3oaR)
few orders
b, b2  b3b(t) t = 1 + t+ t +
2 3
G(t) = t + bl In(-t) - - b3
t 2t 2
where
For the first
(5.43)
(5.44)
Note that G'(t) =
2 = - 002
3 = - 212 f 0
8f06
_14 _ 30o2/2 + 202 3, + 002 - /3/04
1638
b(t). For later convenience we also define
G 2 (t) = G(t) - t - bl ln(-t).
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(5.45)
From eqn. (5.42) one immediately notes that,
R eG(t) = Ro eG(to) - AQCD. (5.46)
The equality above demands ReG(t) to be a constant of mass dimension one, which
we have defined to be AQCD. Thus, the function G(t) allows us to give a definition
of AQCD that is valid to any order in perturbation theory. One can easily check,
inverting order by order, that this definition corresponds to the familiar definition of
A()D at NkLL order - the scale at which coupling diverges. The solution above is
valid for arbitrary scheme of -function, usually one uses the familiar MS scheme,
where the /-function is known to four-loops in perturbation theory [68, 69].
5.4.2 Solution for a, in 't Hooft scheme
In the 't Hooft scheme the -function is two loop exact, i.e., On H 2 = 0. In choosing
this scheme 't Hooft [78] employed the freedom of scheme choice to set to zero all but
the first two terms, which take on universal nonzero values for all mass-independent
renormalization schemes. Now acH-RGE is given by
da tH (tH(R) 2 tH 3RdR - 27 0 - 87 301. (5.47)dR 2w 8w2
Using the variable change t= -27/(3o0CH) we get
dt bR = -1 + , (5.48)dR t
where b1 = 01/(2002) is a number universal6 to all mass-independent schemes, depend-
ing only on the gauge group and the number of light flavors. This equation can be
solved analytically and the solution is given by
AQCD = R ( - . (5.49)
6 To see why 0o, i1 and bl are universal see next subsection.
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Figure 5-3: Solution of the as-RGE in 't Hooft scheme. No real solution exists for
R < A cD. Two solutions exist for R > A CD but the physical branch is for t < 0
corresponding to a > 0. We also see that the physical branch is the asymptotically
free solution.
Here again we have chosen integration constant A tCD such that c' diverges at this
scale. This is the all order solution of 0-function equation in 't Hooft scheme. Sub-
stituting b1 = 0 gives the usual leading-log solution. In order to study analytical
properties of the strong coupling in the complex R-plane, it is useful to write this
solution in the following form
log = + og 1 - . (5.50)bR b
A plot of this equation for real t is shown in Fig. 5-3. First we observe that, for
the leading-log solution of a1H (R) in the complex R-plane, we have a branch point at
R = 0 and a branch cut for R < 0, pertaining to the logarithmic nature of the solution
- a well known analytical property of the strong coupling. In Figure 5-4 we show the
analytical structure of the strong coupling and the R - 0 limit in the complex plane.
For the full solution, there is an additional branch cut for 0 < R < A cD. To see
this, notice that the RHS of eqn. (5.50) is always negative for all real t but the LHS is
negative for R > A CD and positive for R < A cD. Therefore, no real solution exists
for R < AQCD, but solutions with different imaginary parts (i.e. with discontinuity)
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AQCD
paths showing two
ways to take the limit
Figure 5-4: Analytical structure of a,(R) in the complex R-plane showing the pole,branch points, two different types of branch cuts and paths to take the limit R -- 0.
exist just above and below the real axis when Re(R) < AtQCD. This gives rise to the
aforementioned cut. Finally, we notice that for eqn. (5.50), as R -- 0 we have t - oo,
which gives the limit
lim H (R) = 0. (5.51)R--+0
Due to the branch cut between R = 0 and R = At'CD, we get an ambiguity in the
R --+ 0 limit. We cannot go along the positive axis, so we have to go either above or
below the cut, thus giving rise to two paths which are not reducible to each other.
Renormalon ambiguities in QCD are deeply tied to this limiting procedure, which we
will discuss in section 5.6. The discussion about the analytical structure of the strong
coupling presented here is valid in other schemes of 3-function as long as they honor
asymptotic freedom, the structure of the solution at large R can be obtained from
the first two terms of the 3 function, and order by order will have the same analytic
structure as the 't Hooft scheme. This analysis could therefore have been done with
the general solution of the previous subsection, but it is easier to analyze in 't Hooft
scheme.
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5.4.3 Conversion between strong coupling schemes
Usually, the MS scheme for a, is chosen for calculations. Nevertheless, we can choose
to do our calculations in any other scheme for a . This is favorable when a process
can be made one loop exact by choosing a special scheme for /-function and strong
coupling'. Also, by an inappropriate choice of /-function strong coupling can suffer
from a renormalon ambiguity which may not be favorable for studying QCD in the
low energy regime. In fact, we suspect that the MS scheme for a, suffers from a u = 1
renormalon ambiguity and we present a previously unseen signature of the same in
section 5.6.4 by using techniques developed in this work. Here we give the relations
for conversion between schemes as we will use them later.
Consider the general case first where we want to convert between two schemes of
a8 (R), represented by al(R) and a2 (R), whose RGE is given by /-function schemes
0(1) [al(R)] and 3(2) [a2 (R)], respectively,
R 2 ai () ( (5.52)
dR 2 E n 4-
n=O
with i = 1, 2. Let ca2 be given in terms of al as
a2 (R) = eI(R) + a (R) h 1 (R) (5.53)h
where we wish to determine the coefficients hn. Operating by R(d/dR) on both sides
of this equation, using eqn. (5.52), and finally, re-expressing the left hand side, thus
obtained, in terms of a1 , we get an equation which can be solved order by order to
determine hn. Comparing coefficients of at and a, we get the well known result that
coefficients /o and /1 are universal and a less well known result that all values of hi
are acceptable. For convenience we define h - hi. Now, order by order, comparing
the coefficients of an for n > 3, we can solve for the scheme conversion coefficients,
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7An example can be found in [254].
hn, in terms of 3i) and h. The result for first few h, is
h- h, (5.54)
h 1) h 1) /(q2)
h2 = h 2 + 15'1) (1) (31) '
h =h 3 + + +5/3)h2 2 h 3/3 2 h 1) 2)
2/31) (1) /1) - 2(1) 2 1) '
13 /31'h 3  3 (/321)) 2 h2 3/3l)h2 6/32) 2
3/3 2 (12 /31) /31)
h ± 3/ +) ) 3 ( ) +
- + + +(/31))2 (/31) 2 /31) ) 3
5 (2) 2 3/3(1)/3(2) /(1)/3(1) /301)/3(2) /3041) 4/3(2)
+ + + 
3 (00(1)) (/1))2 6 (/3())2 6 (/3())2 3/3(1) 33 (1)
where we have used /31) = /32) and /31) = /302). For a given set of /3 varying h gives an
equivalence class of schemes for which the RGE of a remains unchanged. Therefore,
an as-scheme is entirely identified by the /3-function and one more condition which
allows us to determine the parameter h when converting between schemes. Although
all values of h are allowed, we must keep h - 1 so the perturbative expansion stays
valid. The relations in eqn. (5.54) greatly simplify for h = 0.
The 't Hooft scheme that we choose in this chapter relates to the usual MS scheme
with h = 0. Take scheme 1 to be the 't Hooft scheme and scheme 2 to be the MS.
Denoting MS scheme /3 as /3 and using /3 ") = O0,1, we get conversion coefficients
hn,
hi = 0, h2 = 0, (5.55)
S/3 5/322 /31/33 /34
200 4 3/0 600 3 3o'
which can be used to write the MS scheme in terms of the 't Hooft scheme using
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eqn. (5.53). We will use these coefficients later in section 5.6.4.
5.5 General Solution of the R-RGE
In this section we present the solution of eqn. (5.5) in an arbitrary scheme for 3-
function or coupling. A solution for the case p = 1 pertaining to heavy quark mass
was given in [41]. Here we present a general solution applicable on any quantity which
has equation of the form (5.3). Integrating equation (5.5) gives,
0(RI) - 0(Ro) = - dR RP-'as] (5.56)
Ro
= i dt b(t) [AQD e-G(t) Py[t],
where in the last line we have used solution of a,-RGE from eqn. (5.46) and defined
y[t] - y[ca] using the substitution t = -27r/(3o0 s) defined earlier in section 5.4.1. In
order to write the solution in a closed form we define
Sj (-t) - j - -[t] (t) e- p G2 ( ) , (5.57)
j=0
where G2 (t) was defined in eqn. (5.45). For quick reference we have given here first
few S(P),
Sok = o,
S  
= 1 - (b + b2 p)/0, (5.58)
- I (2b 2 (1+ ±bp) + ± 3p + )0 - ( 1  2 p)'il ± 2
S 2(l 2);/) +
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where Yk - k/(200) k + . Now substituting eqn. (5.57) in eqn. (5.56) and using defi-
nition of incomplete gamma function s
dt ' (-t')c-le-t = -e- c F(c, t) , (5.59)
we get
o00
0(R) - 0(Ro) = A'QcD ScP)(- l)eiP71pjI Pb1 [F(-j - pb,pti) - F(- - ,l,P'o)1]
j=0
(5.60)
This solution is the all order solution. Since only a few terms are known in the
perturbation theory, for all practical purposes we need NkLL solution that is given
by
k
[o(RI) - O(Ro)]NkLL = (ACD) S()(-1)3p +pb1
x e ip r" [F(-j -p ,t) - (-j ( pi, p o) , (5.61)
where A CD is NkLL solution of eqn. (5.46).
Analyticity of the above result needs some explanation. Note that for Ro, R 1 >
AQCD we have to, tl < 0. The integrand in equation (5.56) has an essential singularity
and a branch point at t = 0 due to infinitely many negative powers of t and a branch
cut on positive real axis due to (-t)pb1. Since the range of the integration falls outside
the region where the singularities lie, the integral is well defined. However, in our
derivation we split the integral into two pieces, each ill-defined by itself and adopted
the definition of eqn. (5.59) to write down the result in the form of eqn. (5.60). The
definition employed for the incomplete gamma functions in eqn. (5.59) is a conven-
sHere the phase convention -1 = e-  is chosen, according to the conventional definition of the
incomplete gamma function, F(c, t). Due to the cut on the real axis, the integral in eqn. (5.59) is
ambiguous. Here we have made a choice according to the standard convention for the definition of
the incomplete gamma function, made by analytical continuation in the complex t-plane. Our choice
for phase reflects this choice. It is important to note that this choice does not effect the solution of
the RGE, i.e., solution of RGE remains unambiguous.
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tion (see footnote 8) and only the differences of the two gamma functions appearing
in equations (5.60) and (5.61) is unambiguous. The overall phase, multiplying the
difference of the two gamma functions, arises due to the phase convention explained
in footnote 8. The difference of the gamma functions in equations (5.60) and (5.61)
is in general a complex number but yields a real result after multiplication with the
overall phase eipb1.
5.5.1 Connection to the Borel plane
Substituting eqn. (5.57) in eqn. (5.56) and using the following change of variables
U 2 1 (5.62)
we obtain the relation
2t, -j-pbt no 2t0(R 1) - 0(Ro) = ACp e-pt S ( )du e (5.63)
QCD j=o P o (u - p/2)
j +l+ p bl
where uo = p(l - to/tl)/2 < p/2. Here we have assumed R1 > Ro, therefore, t1 <
to < 0. There is a pole at u = p/2 and a branch cut for u > p/2 in the integrand
above. The range of integration lies away from this singularity, as we would expect.
The numerator of the integrand is realized as the kernel in the inverse Borel transform
when we substitute ti = -27/(/3oao(R 1)). This form of the R-evolution equation is
just a reminder that the quantity O(R) was defined by a subtraction which had AQcD
renormalon ambiguity that translates to a singularity in Borel plane at u = p/2.
The singularities in the Borel plane are a direct translation of the singularities in the
strong coupling in the complex R-plane. This is immediately seen from the variable
change of eqn. (5.62). At R = AQCD, t is 0, which corresponds to the point u = p/2
in the Borel plane. There is a branch cut for 0 < R < AQCD and that corresponds to
the branch cut for u > p/2 in the Borel plane.
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5.5.2 Resummation of logs in the R-evolution
In a fixed order conversion from scale Ro to R 1, the expression 0(RI) - 0(Ro) will have
logs of the form log(Ri/Ro). Naively, the fixed order conversion relation is written as
0(R 1) - 0(Ro0 ) = 6(Ro) - 60(R 1), (5.64)
where 60(Ro) is a series in ac,(Ro) and 60(R 1) in a,(R1). However, we must expand 9
as(Ro) in terms of a,(Ri) in order to cancel the renormalon between the 60's. This
expansion gives rise to the occurrences of the logs of R 1/Ro. The leading logs that
occur are of the form y+l1(R 1)(o log(R 1 /Ro))n; next-to leading logs that occur are
of the form an+2 (Ri)(l 1 log(RI/Ro))n; and so on, owing to the expansion
R1 aC (Ri)
as(Ro) = as (R 1) + 0o log R 0 21Ro 2x
+ (20 log2 + 01 log 0 8 R2 )
These logs when large will disrupt the convergence of the perturbation series.
The R-evolution of eqn. (5.61) resums these logs order by order. To see this, we
take asymptotic limit, tl -- -oc (small as), in eqn. (5.63). In this approximation we
get ACD ptl(-tl) -P R7 and uo simplifies as,
uo = t1 (t2t, 2t1) log(Ri/Ro),
where we have used leading log solution of the strong coupling RGE. In this limit uo is
small and positive, so we can expand the denominator of the integrand in eqn. (5.63)
around u = 0,
1
(u - p/2)+l+pbl
-p)
-j-1-pb SF(j + 1 + pbI + k)
k=0 k! F(j + 1 + pbl)
9Without loss of generality, we assume R 1 > Ro; it is preferable to have a perturbative expansion
in smaller a, therefore we choose to expand in a,(Ri).
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P -
- to) (
Now, the integral that we need to do, simplifies as
Jo UoUke 2 utl F(k + 1) - F(k + 1,plog(R1 /Ro))Uke = (-2tl)k+l
p log(Ri/Ro))
-2t, /
k+1 00
m=0
(p log(Ro/R 1))m
m!(k±+1+m)
It is easily seen that the sum over m is absolutely convergent and scales as,
(p log(Ro/R 1))m
m! (k + 1 + m)
1 - (Ro/R 1)P
(p log(R1/Ro))k+l
(Ro0/IR1 )P
(p log(R1/Ro))k
(R 0 /R 1)P
k!(plog(Ri/Ro))
Putting everything together we see that
0(R 1) - 0(Ro)
asym
asym ft F(j + 1 + pbl + k)
k=o F(j + 1 + pb 1)
X R logk(Ri/Ro) + R lgk-(RiR) ... + (R p - R p )k1 (k - 1)! (5.66)
Therefore, we conclude that jth order term in R-evolution sums logs of type a+l(as log)k,
as expected. We have shown that, like p-RGE, R-RGE also resums logs.
In the special case of the heavy quark mass R-RGE (p= 1) at the leading log order
with b1 = 0, we recover the result in
[m(Rl) - m(Ro)]LL asym[mn(Ri) -Tm(Ro)] r-_ --0oR120o
[41],
k=0
k=O
(5.67)
5.6 R-RGE and The Leading Renormalon Ambi-
guity
In this section we demonstrate a novel application of the R-RGE by reconstructing
the leading renormalon ambiguity in the Borel plane and providing a sum rule to
perturbatively determine the normalization of the renormalon ambiguity. A sum rule
of this kind for u = 1/2 ambiguity of the pole mass was first provided in our earlier
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(5.65)
1 00
k! Ern=0
( ioas(RI) k
27
S() Os j+13
P 2e,(R)5
ROk 1 / 1Rok I Ro
f=0
Oos 1) k+ (1
work [41]. Here we present the details that were skipped in our previous work and also
provide the generalization for the u = p/2 renormalon. We derive this result in an
arbitrary scheme of 3-function, which acts as a probe for the renormalon ambiguity
in the renormalon sum rule about to be derived.
We recollect10 that limrn o as(R) = 0. Therefore 60(R) of eqn. (5.4) vanishes at
R = 0 and we get
lim 0(R) = o . (5.68)
R--0
Though a (R = 0) is single valued but the process of taking the limit R --+ 0 is not
unambiguous due to the branch cut on 0 < R < AQCD. The limiting procedure,
therefore, restores the ambiguity as is evident by the equation above. Thus, taking
limit Ro -+ 0 in eqn. (5.60) we get
0(R 1 ) - =0 A'CD 36 SP)(-1)3 erb l lip+PbF(j_ - pi, ptl) (5.69)
J=0
00D jt -t
t -Ah Ec, Sit) p3+p dtl (_t)j+p+1
Now the ambiguity on the RHS, corresponding to one in 00o, is in the integral because
the integrand has a branch cut on positive real axis in the complex t-plane and
integration must be performed by either going above the positive real axis or below.
Using asymptotic expansion for F(c, t),
F[c, t] a e- t E _____ , (5.70)
n=o
10This was obtained in eqn. (5.51) but can also be seen from eqn. (5.46), which has the solution
that as t goes to oc, R -> 0 with a phase e-~b1. That is to say R cannot approach to 0 from positive
real axis. R must go to 0 either from above the positive real axis or below it. This is so because
there is a cut on positive real axis for 0 < R < AQCD. This cut corresponds to the branch cut in the
t-plane for the integrand of the equation (5.56). Nevertheless t as a function of R is single valued at
R = 0, which corresponds to a,(R = 0) = 0.
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along with eqn. (5.45) and (5.46) in the first line of eqn. (5.69) we get
0(R 1) - 00 = F(1 - j + n + pbl)
F(1 + j + pbl)(-tl)n+j+l
Further expanding
00 (p)
epG2(t) = > i
w=O (-0 R
we get a power series expansion in 1/(-t) = /oas(R)/(27),
00O
0(R) - Oo = -RP J g p-n-i
3,n, =o
Upon Borel transforming11 we get
B ) (u) B [0(R) - 0o](u)
= -2RP S(P) ( )p-n-1
j,n,o=0
F(1 + j + n + pbl)
F(1 + j + pbl) (-t)n+j+f+1
1r(1 + j + n + pb1 )(2u)n+jf+
F(1 + j + pbi)F(n +j + + 1)
Summing over the index n and using the identity
c- 1 r(c)r(1 + b - c)z l - c
2 Fl(1, b; c; z) = 2F(1, b; 2 b - c; 1 - z) + + bc- b- 1 r(b)(1 - z)1+b - c
we finally get the result
B( (u) = 2RP P Q(P) (u) - Pp/2
) F(1+pb -P )
(p -2u) 1+Pb1 -f
00 S (P)pbl+j
Pp/2 =) ] l
j=o F(1+pbl+j)
(5.74)
1 1Borel transforming amounts to multiplying the series by an overall factor of 2 and making the
replacement 1/t n + l -- (2u)n/F(n + 1). In our convention, which is also the most widely used, u is
the Borel conjugate of Ioas/(47r).
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(5.71)
(5.72)
where
(5.73)
OO300
-R e
p G 2 ( t 1) X S p(P)-n1
3,n=O
and
S S (2u)j+
Q0((b) = ) ](j-+) 2F1(1, 1+j+pb1 , 2+pb-, 1-2u/p). (5.75)
j=0 p(1+pb - ) F(j + f)
The difference, 0(R) - 00, can be obtained back by inverse Borel transform
0(R) - Bo 0 du B--U) e3 (5.76)
The above integral is ambiguous because eqn. (5.73) has branch cut in Borel plane for
u > p/2. We have obtained, in eqn. (5.73), the structure of the leading renormalon
ambiguity in 00, represented by the second term on the RHS, along with its normal-
ization Pp/2 . Notice that Pp/2 is a series with infinite terms containing coefficients
S(p) (eqn. (5.57)), which are determined by R-anomalous dimension coefficients -7
(eqn. (5.7)). Therefore the sum Pp/2 is perturbatively determinable in terms of orig-
inal coefficients a, of 60(R). Eqn. (5.74) gives the all order result. The NkLL result
for the normalization of the renormalon ambiguity is given by
k S ppbt +j
(NkLL) 3 (5.77)
j/2 F(1+pb 1+j)
which converges to the all order result as k -- oo. The proof of convergence of the
renormalon sum rule (5.74) is presented later in this section and its order by order
convergence using toy models is studied in section 5.6.5.
Alternatively we can derive the sum rule (5.74) as the normalization of the renor-
malon ambiguity in the a,-space. It is clearly seen that the ambiguity arises from the
choice of integration path in the integral in the second line of eqn. (5.69). The two
paths, C1) and C(t), are shown in Fig.5-5. Leading ambiguity in the integral can be
measured by taking the difference of the integrals along these paths
Amb [o0]= -A cD S ' ( 1  t)+pl+l (5.78)
j:0 J b
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Figure 5-5: Branch cut for the integrand in eqn (5.69) is represented by zigzag line
in the complex t-plane. Paths Ct) and C2t) show two possibilities for the integration
paths and Co is the closed contour around the branch cut. Note that Co passes close
to t = 0 on left side but not through it since t = 0 is an essential singularity.
where Co = limtl-o- (C t) - 1)) is the counterclockwise contour enclosing the
branch cut and the essential singularity at t = 0. Using fCo dt e-t/(-t)a = -2wi/F(a),
we get
Amb[Oo] = 27ri Ac D j=0o (1+pb +j) (5.79)
= 2ri AQCD Pp/2 ,
which is the same normalization as obtained in the Borel plane.
To see convergence of Pp/2, consider the function
(5.80)Pp2 1 p bi+j) (z + )
=o F(I+pb I+j)
defined in the complex plane. We calculate the radius of convergence for this function.
First notice that Sj - yj does not have leading renormalon ambiguity of order p
by construction but may have an ambiguity of order p' > p if for large j, yj -
j!(200/p')j +l . Therefore for large j, Sj - j!/p'j+l and the radius of convergence for
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pt-i...
Pp/2() is
r - j! ppbl-j p13+ 2 F(1 + pbI +j + 1)r = lim3-oo p3+1F(1 + pb + j) (j + 1)! ppbl+3+1
p
-I >1.
The function Pp/2(z) converges for all z such that z + 1 < p'/p, therefore it converges
for z = 0 and we conclude Pp/2 = Pp/2 (0) converges. Here we have assumed that 3-
function does not suffer from renormalon ambiguity2.
5.6.1 Renormalon sum rule as a test for renormalon ambi-
guity
We can use the renormalon sum rule of eqn. (5.77), in conjunction with the scaling
eqn. (5.11), as a probe to check for renormalon ambiguity by determining whether
Pp/2 0 or Pp/2  0. Since the renormalon ambiguity in 80 is scheme independent
we expect that P,/ 2, calculated in any scheme choices for 0(R), to converge to the
same scheme independent number. Using the scaling given in eqn. (5.11), we can
check for the convergence of the normalization of the renormalon from the sum rule
eqn. (5.77), even given only one scheme. The scaling R --+ AR generates a continuous
set of schemes starting from a given scheme. Using this scaling, y, depend on A,
therefore S(' ) depend on A, finally, implying that P1/2, calculated using eqn. (5.77)
at some fixed order, depends on A. If the sum rule converges, we expect to see less
dependence on A as we go to higher order, and the residual size of the A dependence
gives us a procedure for estimating the uncertainty. Therefore, an order by order
calculation of the sum rule with A dependence, in a given scheme choice, converging
to a flat line in A suffices as a test for the renormalon ambiguity. We should keep scale
12If p-function scheme, used in the calculation, has renormalon growth more significant than the
renormalon growth in the coefficients yj then p' should be taken as the order of the renormalon in
/3-function, because then large order behavior of S, will be dominated by 3,. If p' > p the proof
works as is, otherwise the convergence of sum rule Pp/2 is spoiled. In the latter case, for 60(R) and
rest of the calculation one must switch to a /-function scheme free of renormalons like the 't Hooft
scheme discussed in section 5.4.2. In section 5.6.4 we show some evidence for a u = 1 renormalon in
MS /3-function.
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A - 1 so that log A is small and perturbative expansion is not spoiled. We propose
to vary A between 1/2 and 2. This method, outlined here, does a two fold job: it
tests for the renormalon ambiguity and gives a stable prediction for the size of the
normalization of the ambiguity, if there is one. For convenience we give here first few
coefficients S(P) including the A-dependence, in terms of the original coefficients an of(R)
60(R),
APpal
20o
= AP [pa2
= AP pa3
[Zn
(5.81)
al
-
-(123o
a2 (2
400
+ ln A
AP pa416304
pa 2
2/0
a3 (3
- 1 3g3
+ pb -+ p2 2)
+ pb1 + p2b2 )
+ a (22i3o
pa1 1
al
+ (2pb2 ++2o
2/3
+ p2 b2)}
+ Pb + p2b 2)
a2
40
In n2 A pall
n 2 + 2o
p2(2b4 + 3b3b1 + 9b2)
t ~~) 3621+2blb2 + P
2 2
+ 2bib 2) p3 2
2 2
6
a2 (3 + p2 2)202
alo ( 3pbl
2
a (
+ 0 3b123o
Sp2 2 )
- 2pb 2 p 32)
-n A pal200
In terms of these S4p) (A), order by order sum rule, Pp/2, as a function of scale A, is
given by
p(NkLL) (A) P bl +
p/j=0 F(1 +pbl +j) (5.82)
In fact, using the method outlined above, we can test for a factorial growth of
type n!(23o/p)n in any En an(a,/(47))n expansion by pretending that this series
is 60(R)/RP for some pole-like quantity 00o. If the sum rule eqn. (5.77), calculated
for a certain p, converges to a flat non-zero line as we go to higher orders then we
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Figure 5-6: Normalization of the pole mass renormalon: (a) Renormalon sum rule
P1/ 2 as a function of A in MSR, PS and Static mass schemes, (b) Band plot for the
same at the LL, NLL and NNLL order. Thin narrow band at NNLL order shows
convergence of the sum rule.
conclude that there is n!/( 2/3 o/p)n growth in the coefficients. If it converges to zero
then we conclude that order AQCD renormalon is absent but a higher order renormalon
ambiguity may be present. If it does not converge at all then it tells that a renormalon
ambiguity of order A&cD (or equivalently a factorial growth of n! (2 o/p')) with p' < p
is present in the series. In this method, the QCD 3-function acts as a probe for the
A CD renormalon. If 3-function itself suffers from a factorial growth then this method
fails and one must choose a good P-function scheme. See footnote 12.
This method for finding renormalons is free of approximations and assumptions
like the large nf limit and naive-non-abelianization, it depends only on perturbative
calculations. In cases where bubble chain calculation of section 2.6.3 fails to probe
the renormalon, like those dominated by non-abelian graphs, this technique comes in
handy. Several examples follow that demonstrate the method outlined here.
5.6.2 Normalization of the AQCD ambiguity in the heavy quark
pole mass
We calculate the ambiguity in the heavy quark pole mass using the renormalon sum
rule of eqn. (5.82) in three threshold mass schemes MSR, static and PS, discussed
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earlier in section 5.3. Since these schemes are known to three loops in perturbation
theory we can calculate P1/2 in each of these schemes to NNLL order. Since the
pole mass renormalon ambiguity is scheme independent, we expect the sum rule to
converge to a scheme independent number. In Figure 5-6(a) we have shown the
LL, NLL and NNLL curves in each of these schemes for nf = 5 light flavors. In
all the schemes it is clearly seen that the A-dependence has significantly reduced at
NNLL order. In Figure 5-6(b), it is the same plot showing the bands enveloping
these schemes at the LL, NLL and NNLL orders. We see that we get a narrow band
at the NNLL order, signifying convergence of the sum rule. From the narrow red
band we estimate that P1/2 = 0.47 ± 0.10 as the normalization of the order AQCD
renormalon ambiguity in the heavy quark pole mass. For comparison, bubble chain
approximation gives P1/2 = 2CFe5/ 6//o = 0.80, overestimating almost by a factor of
2. The normalization in the bubble chain approximation was derived in eqn. (2.43).
5.6.3 Renormalon Ambiguity in the Wilson coefficient to the
chromomagnetic operator
Wilson coefficient of the Chromomagnetic operator Ccm(mQ, p) is known to have
AQCD/mQ renormalon and perturbation series of its anomalous dimension has finite
radius of convergence [90, 67]. We will test for this renormalon using the method
described in section 5.6.1 and also estimate for its size at the same time. Ccm is
known to three loops and at p = mQ it is given by [90, 67],
Ccm(mQ, mQ) = 1 + 8.66703 ( s(mQ) + (350.347 - 30.6037nf) ( ( ) 2
+ (21985.2 - 34 70. 72 nf + 101.8n ) + .. (Q) (5.83)
We are looking for n!(200) n growth (p = 1) in the coefficients of c (mQ). To test
this, we take the coefficients {al = 8.66703, a2 = (350.347 - 30.6037nf), a3
(21985.2 - 3 4 7 0.7 2nf + 101.8n2)} and substitute in eqn. (5.81), which we then use
in eqn. (5.82) to get the P1/ 2 sum rule as a function of A. This sum rule is plotted
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Figure 5-7: Normalization of the renormalon, P1/2, in the chromomagnetic Wilson
coefficient is shown for nf = 3 (thinner line) and nf = 4 (thicker lines) flavors, that
is the charm quark and the bottom quark case respectively. Stability in scaling A at
NNLL order shows convergence. Here we have plotted all the way up to A = 3 just to
show that the NLL curves eventually deviate from the NNLL curves that stay more
stable.
in Figure 5-7 for nf = 3 and nf = 4 light flavors at the LL(dotted), NLL(dashed)
and NNLL(solid) orders; convergence is quite evident and we estimate p(2f=3 )1/2
0.72 ± 0.09 and P1/24  - 0.71 ± 0.07. Therefore, the sum rule clearly shows a
renormalon here.
5.6.4 Renormalon ambiguity in the MS strong coupling
We argued in section 5.6 that a renormalon in 3-function will spoil the convergence
of the sum rule (5.74) if the renormalon in 3-function is dominating over leading
renormalon in quantity under study, which we generically called 00 in the earlier
sections. If the renormalon in /-function is order p' and that in 00 is p and p' < p
then the sum rule Pp/2 does not converge. This can most easily be seen by considering
a toy model for 60(R) with u = 3/2 renormalon ambiguity (p = 3) and a /-function
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Figure 5-8: u=1 renormalon sum rule (P1 ) for (d, - aH)/at' at NLL, NNLL and
N3LL order.
scheme with u = 1 ambiguity (p' = 2). In fact, using MS 3-function shows a lack of
convergence for P3/2 sum rule for a toy model 13 that has u = 3/2 renormalon. Fig.
5-8(a) shows this scenario, where we have shown P3/2 as a function of scale A up to
N3LL order. Note that N3LL sum rule needs 34 which has not been calculated yet.
We have used Pade approximant for /4, the 5-loop 3-function coefficient of the MS
scheme, an approximation that was discussed in Ref. [255]. The toy model used here
is chosen such that, on taking Borel transform it gives us the expected singularity
at u = 3/2 with P3/2 = 1. It is clearly seen from Fig. 5-8(a) that the sum rule
diverges. Not only that the curves are far from being flat but also the numerical size
on the y-axis is much larger than P3/ 2 = 1, the true value of the normalization of the
renormalon in the toy model tested. Compare this with Fig. 5-8(b) where we have
used 't Hooft scheme for fl-function , which is free of the renormalons because it is
truncated at two-loop order. In this scheme convergence is clearly seen; the last three
orders shown, NNLL, N3LL and N4LL curves, are lumped together between A 0.8
and A e 1.6, a sign of convergence and also the N4LL curve shows convergence to
the expected P3/2. Since the sum rule fails to converge when probed in MS scheme,
we learn that for large j, S(3) j!/p'J with p' < 3. This large order behavior cannot
be due to -yj because they are by construction free of u = 3/2 renormalon and only
residual renormalon possible in them is at u = uo > 3/2. The only remaining thing
13We propose to use a toy model here because no quantity in QCD is known to enough orders for
the sum rule P3/ 2 to become stable.
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Figure 5-9: u=1 renormalon sum rule (Pi) for (a, - at')/a at NLL, NNLL and
N3LL order.
for u = 1/2 renormalon (p=l) when probed in the MS scheme - the scheme used in
1 and 3. Therefore, MSa -function seems to have u = 1 renormalon ambiguity.
In rest of this section we intend to show direct signature of u = 1 renormalon in
MS /-function or the strong coupling in the MS scheme. We use eqn. (5.53) - with
a 2 = , the strong in coupling in the MS, and al = atH, the strong coupling in the
't Hooft scheme, - and rewrite it as
ds(R) - at H(R) n a(R) (5.84)( - n 4 r (5.84)W (R) hN h8 cn=l
We choose free parameter h = hi = 0. Now, the relevant hn for eqn. (5.84) are given
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in eqn. (5.55) using which we get following numerical values for 3, 4 and 5 light flavors
nl 3 4 5
h 2 71.537 48.762 23.597
h 3 671.69 482.11 314.75
h 4  17493 11267 7752.1
Here, for the unknown MS -function coefficient /34 we have used the Pade approx-
imation obtained in [255]. We test for u = 1 or AQCD/R 2 renormalon ambiguity in
eqn. (5.84) by using P1, the u = 1 renormalon sum rule. In Fig.5-9 we have plotted
P1 for 5 light flavors as a function of scale A at orders NLL(dotted), NNLL(dashed)
and N3LL(solid). LL prediction for P1 is identically zero because h is set to zero.
Indication of the convergence of the sum rule is visible at N3LL order, which uses
Pade approximation for 04. It would be ideal to be able to test this at the next
higher order but that would require knowledge of /5. Therefore, we conclude that
there is a reasonable evidence of the u = 1 renormalon ambiguity in the shift of the
MS coupling relative to the 't Hooft coupling,
Amb o(R) -2(R) i(0.2) . (5.85)
This, also, translates to a factorial growth in the series [a]/cs - the coefficient of
a n + for large n goes like n!/3J+ 1.
5.6.5 Understanding the renormalon sum rule in toy models
Renormalons in the perturbation theory arise due to the behavior of the strong cou-
pling at the low energy scales. Here we have found a way to probe the renormalon
ambiguity in the perturbation series using the /-function as a probe through the
renormalon sum rule. This is not entirely unfamiliar. We use /3o, the one loop
/-function coefficient, as a probe in the bubble chain calculation with naive-non-
abelianization by singling out the large /o behavior. In the sum rule we are using the
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full 3-function as a probe. However, if the probe is dirty - as was seen in the example
of the previous section - we cannot expect to probe the renormalons properly. For this
reason in this section we resort to using 't Hooft scheme ,-function to gain a better
understanding of the renormalon sum rule. The 't Hooft scheme -function can be
seen as a minimal probe which completely determines the analytical structure of the
strong coupling at the low energy scales. Therefore, this probe is enough to entirely
capture the renormalon ambiguity in a quantity. An advantage of using the full probe
is that where bubble chain calculations are not applicable - like in the calculation
of the large 0o behavior of the /-function - we can use methods developed in this
chapter. A down side of using full probe is that we need higher order calculations in
the perturbation theory, which, beyond two loops, are scarce in QCD. To probe the
existence of a higher order renormalon, by using the sum rule developed here, requires
high enough orders in perturbation theory. This is immediately seen by looking at the
Table 5.1 which shows the pattern of the factorial growth for the APcD renormalon,
for a first few values of p. For p = 1, the factorial growth is already visible in a3, i.e.
at order ca 3. For p = 2, only at n = 4, do the coefficients really start to grow. The
same level of growth that is seen at n = 3 for p = 1, is seen at n = 5 in this case.
In contrast, for p = 5 there is no sign of growth in the coefficients yet. When seen
only up to a low order in perturbation theory one may even conclude that there is
no renormalon ambiguity in the cases p = 4 and p = 5; or at least it does not make
perturbative predictions unstable. Pertaining to a similar reasoning, the authors in
[251] realized that a subtraction starting at the order cs, to define a renormalon free
A1, may cause an over subtraction at this order and therefore, they decided to resort
to an invisible scheme that has subtraction starting at the order a 2
To probe higher order renormalons, using the sum rule, we need perturbative
expansions up to high enough orders. We use toy models in the rest of this section to
study sum rule for higher order renormalons. The toy model we choose is such that
on taking a Borel transform we get purely a singularity at u = p/2 with normalization
Pp/2 = 1. For the first example we take p = 4 and 5 light flavors. The coefficients an
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Table 5.1: Pattern of factorial growth in the coefficients an of a perturbation series
suffering from the order AQCD renormalon.
are given by,
{al = 0.931234, a 2 = 8.26639, a3 = 105.067, a4 = 1738.17, a 5 = 35418.5, a6 = 857486} .
Pretending, not knowing what renormalon ambiguity this series suffers from, we test
for u = 1, 3/2, 2, and 5/2 renormalons. We show our plots in Figure 5-10. We note
that sum rule converges to zero for u = 1 and u = 3/2 test (graphs (a) and (b)). In
graph (c), last two orders of P2 stabilize around 1, indicating the presence of expected
renormalon. Finally, in (d) we see that the sum rule P5/2 diverges, which is just the
indication that there is a lower order renormalon present. Note, how the numerical
size of the y-axis grows - indicative of convergence to zero, to a non-zero constant
and divergence as the order in p is increased. In the last test, we were pretending
that the renormalon in the series scaled like (AQCD/R) 5, while it actually scaled like
(AQCD/R)4 . Constructing R-RGE for p = 5 case means to multiply by R5 and operate
by Rd/dR, this gives for the ambiguities,
dR R + finite ~ RACD + finite,
where we are only observing the action of the derivative on the ambiguity. We see that
the resulting series still has renormalon ambiguity of the order AQcD and therefore,
for large j, coefficients of expansion yj - j!/4; hence, S"5 ) - j!/4 which gives zero
radius of convergence for the sum rule P5/2.
Lets take another example, which is the sum of two toy models of the type dis-
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n p=l p=2 p=3 p=4 p=5
1 1.1874 0.747131 0.658598 0.68187 0.782287
2 2.76537 0.992879 0.655694 0.565218 0.570227
3 9.20571 1.8159 0.871366 0.609826 0.529697
4 39.8508 4.22909 1.44843 0.810411 0.597986
5 212.362 11.9638 2.89048 1.27958 0.794678
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Figure 5-10: Renormalon sum rules for u = 1, 3/2, 2 and 5/2 renormalons for a
toy series which has only u = 2 renormalon. Same legend is applicable to all four
plots. Convergence of the sum rule indicates the size of that renormalon ambiguity.
Divergence indicates that a renormalon of lower order is present.
cussed before, one with pole at u = -1 and the other with u = 2 in the Borel plane.
The singularity that is near the origin in the Borel plane dominates the asymptotic
behavior of the series. In this case, u = -1 pole dominates. Coefficients a. for this
example are given by
{a, = 5.63471, a 2 = -51.5155, a3 = 1323.23, a 4 = -32423.4, a5 = 1.25533 x 106
a6 = -5.20585 x 107 }.
The alternate minus sign is indicative of the leading UV renormalon that is a pole
on negative axis in the Borel plane close to the  the origin. The renormalon sum rule
is for studying IR renormalons that show up as the singularities on the real axis in
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Figure 5-11: Sum rules P1/ 2 and P for to the series with coefficients (-1)nan, where an
are the coefficients in a series with a UV renormalon at u = -1 and an IR renormalon
at u = 2.
the Borel plane. However, we can adapt this sum rule to study UV renormalons by
taking the transformation a, -- -a,, which is equivalent to an -- (-1)nan. Under
this transformation UV and IR poles in the Borel get exchanged. We can check for
the existence of the nearest pole to the origin, which is now on the positive Borel axis,
moving to the right order by order, using the sum rules P1/2, P1, etc. This is shown
in Figure 5-11(a). As expected, we see that the sum rule P1/ 2 converges to zero and
P1 shows the signature of u = 1 renormalon, which in the original series corresponds
to u = -1.
In this section we have outlined a method for finding the renormalon closest to
the origin in the Borel plane, whether it is on the positive real axis or on the negative
real axis. We remind the reader that when studying renormalons, using the sum rule,
that correspond to pole at lul > 1/2 we must change to 't Hooft scheme using the
transformations given in section 5.4.3.
5.7 MSR Mass and the R-RGE
The mass of the heavy quark is measured in a threshold scheme, where R-scale is
much smaller than the mass of the heavy quark itself. For b-physics, often the kinetic
scheme or the IS scheme is used. The MS mass is then calculated by employing a
fixed order conversion relation. A general schematic relation, for converting from a
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scheme B at R 1 to a scheme A at Ro, is given by
mA(Ro) - mB(RI) R 1  i 2  . . . (5.86)
S(a(R) s()
-Ro a 4 + (a 2 + 3olog(Ri/Ro)) (R +4x 4 1
This conversion relation has logs of R 1/Ro which can be large in the case of the top
mass conversion from one scheme to another scheme. A short distance scheme for the
top quark has one of the three characteristic R-scales: mt, mtas(mt) and Ft, which
are distributed over three orders of magnitude, ranging from about 2 GeV to about
170 GeV. For the precision measurement of the top mass these logs in a fixed order
conversion will give a theoretical uncertainty of the order oa'l logn(Ri/Ro), when a
conversion is done at order a'. Using R-RGE these large logs can be avoided by
smoothly evolving the mass scheme B from scale R1 to scale Ro, then, doing a fixed
order conversion from mB (Ro) to mA (RO) using the relation above but substituting
R, = Ro, which makes the logs vanish. This procedure is bound to yield a more
accurate result than fixed order when a conversion is made from a threshold scheme,
like the jet scheme (Rjet - 2 GeV), to the MS scheme (R - mt).
The MSR mass with the R-evolution is even better as it completely eliminates the
need of the fixed order conversion at the scale of the MS mass. If the MSR mass is
directly measured from the experiments at some low scale R, then simply evolving it
up to the MS mass yields the MS mass itself. This follows directly from eqn. (5.16).
Therefore, we propose that the MSR scheme should be used as a threshold mass
scheme in the heavy quark observables. A measurement of MSR mass at low scales
is equivalent to a direct measurement of MS mass when R-evolution is employed.
5.7.1 Top MS mass determination
The MS mass of the top can be extracted from the Tevatron data [256] using the
MSR mass. This was first done in [41] and was later reviewed in [257]. The Tevatron
determination of the top mass is in a scheme that is not precisely defined like other
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threshold masses and can be generically attributed as a Monte Carlo mass scheme, as
the Monte Carlo provides a theoretical foundation for the measurement. Monte Carlo
simulation of the top production and subsequent evolution, decay and hadronization is
based on the idea of the separation of scales. Factorization of the jet cross-sections into
a hard process, a jet function and a soft function is also a statement of the separation
of scales. We noticed, in the previous chapter, that a relevant mass scheme that is
based on the factorization and a Breit-Wigner picture of the decay of the top quark
is the jet mass, which is a threshold scheme with R - Ft, the decay width of the top
quark. The measurement of the top mass at the Tevatron is also based on the Breit-
Wigner picture. From this analogy we expect that the Tevatron measurement of the
top mass is made in a mass scheme that is a threshold scheme with an R scale of the
size of the width of the top or the top invariant mass event. Since the precise definition
of the Monte-Carlo scheme is not known we assume that this measurement is made
in the MSR scheme, which is a threshold scheme, and we translate our ignorance of
the knowledge of the scheme into the ignorance in the precise choice of the scale R,
made in the measurement. Therefore, we assume that the Tevatron measurement of
the top mass corresponds to a measurement of the MSR top mass at an unknown
scale R. A large variation in the scale R should suffice to capture the uncertainty in
the knowledge of the scheme. We set
mMSR(R = 3+6) = m T evatron = 172.6 ± 0.8 (stat) ± 1.1 (syst) GeV,
for the Tevatron top mass measurement [256]. Using the R-RGE, as described before,
we run this mass up in the R-scale and look for self consistence solution such that
R = mMSR(R). This is depicted 14 in Figure 5-12(a), where the running is shown
from the point mTevatron to the m(m). At the initial point, the horizontal error bar
corresponds to the uncertainty in R and the vertical to the error in the experimental
14Figure courtesy of I.W. Stewart and A.H. Hoang [257].
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Figure 5-12: R-evolution of the Tevatron top mass measurement to the MS mass,
determination. The self consistent solution yields our determination of the MS mass,
(if) = 163.0 + 1.3+0.6 GeV,
where the first error bar is the result of the combined experimental error and the
second set of errors correspond to that in the initial uncertainty of the scale R. Thus,
we have obtained a precise estimate of the MS top mass.
5.8 Renormalon Cancelation in the OPE
HQET matrix elements and their Wilson coefficients can contain renormalon ambi-
guities. A physical observable expressed in terms of HQET matrix elements requires
renormalon cancellation between matrix elements and Wilson coefficients. Such a
cancellation happens among terms at different orders in AQCD/mQ expansion [82].
As a result of this renormalon problem we may not be able to obtain a convergent
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theoretical prediction of a physical observable if we do a perturbative expansion up
to a fixed order in AQCD/nmQ expansion. This is true of any OPE in QCD and not
just HQET.
To see this explicitly, consider a physical observable Q of mass dimension d, which
up to first two relevant orders in HQET can be written as
Q = C(mQ, P)M(Au)+ C'( +... (5.87)
m6
where M and M' are HQET matrix elements of dimension d and d' with 6 = d' - d
and C and C' are their corresponding Wilson coefficients. In general there will be
a sum over operators of dimension d' but we have simplified the problem, since it
is enough to make our point, and the generalization is straightforward. The P and
P' dependences cancel between the matrix element and the Wilson coefficient at the
same order in AQcD/mQ expansion. It is favorable to take scales p, u' > AQCD for
matrix element evaluation. A low scale choice for p introduces large logs of the form
- log(l/mQ) in C(mQ, fp) which are then resummed by usual RGE in p by evolving
C(mQ, pi) to C(mQ, pgQ) where pQ " mQ. This RGE in p is given by
d
p I log C(mQ, p) = y,(() , (5.88)dft
and its solution is written as
C(mQ, PQ) = C(mQ, P) U (p, PQ) , (5.89)
where
r ) da ( [a]
U (y, pQ) = exp da (5.90)
This is the traditional story of making a theoretical prediction for an observable.
Now suppose only the leading term of the eqn. (5.87) has been calculated in HQET
and it contains the renormalon in the Wilson coefficient C(mQ, p). This spoils the
convergence of the result in the as-expansion and thus demands a calculation of the
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higher order terms in HQET for a stable theoretical prediction. In this section we
present a method of making a stable theoretical prediction when only the leading
term in HQET is known.
Before we sketch the method let us first understand the renormalon cancellation
dynamics using power counting. In eqn. (5.87), M(p) cannot contain a renormalon
ambiguity. By dimensional analysis, the only renormalon M(P) can have is the one
of the order A'CD which cannot be cancelled by any higher order term in HQET or
by the Wison coefficient C(mQ, p). So, if M(up) has a renormalon then so does Q
and that is not possible. Now consider that C(mQ, p) has renormalon of the order
(AQCD/Q)P. This gives a renormalon of the order AhCD /mQ in the leading term
for Q, which is to be cancelled by C'M' term, therefore, we must have a renormalon
either in the coefficient C' and/or in the matrix element M'. The power counting
of renormalons suggest that p > 6 and for the special case p = 1 we get 6 = 1 and
the renormalon in coefficient C must cancels against the one in M'. For p > 1 more
complicated scenarios can arise.
Since the renormalon must cancel out between the two terms, we can explicitly
represent this by defining a renormalon free scheme for the coefficient C(mQ, P). If
C(R) (mQ, p) is a renormalon free definition for C(mQ, t) then
RP
C(mQ, p) = C(R)(mQ, ,) + , ~6C(R)(mQ,), (5.91)
Q
where R is an IR scale introduced to make C(R)(mQ, ,p) renormalon free and RP6C(R) /m
contains the same leading renormalon ambiguity as C(mQ, p). Therefore at leading
order, 6C(R)(mQ, I) - a,(R). HQET power counting requires R > AQCD. Substitut-
ing eqn. (5.91) in eqn. (5.87) and rewriting we get
Q CR)(mQ, )Mt ( CI) +) C(R)(mQ,t )M()) +... , (5.92)
Q Q
where the first term and the sum of terms in the parentheses are each free of A D/m C
renormalon. After the renormalon cancellation the remainder in the parentheses will
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have the finite contribution of the order
AQCD (AQD Q as (R) (5.93)
Since p > 6 we must have mQ > R > AQCD to preserve the power counting, which is
consistent with the expected scaling of R. Since p > AQCD, we choose p = R = Ro,
where Ro0  AQCD and for Q we get the following leading power prediction in HQET
QLP - C(Ro) (mQ, RO)M(Ro) , (5.94)
which is expected to be convergent because the new Wilson coefficient is renormalon
free. Q is independent of Ro, but the leading order prediction above depends on Ro,
and this dependence is only cancelled by the higher order term. This can be explicitly
seen in eqn. (5.92). Ro-variation at the leading power gives the Ro-variation of the
higher order correction because these two variations must cancel each other, since
physics observables are independent of the scale Ro. However, at the low scale R0 ,
C(R)(mQ, Ro) will contain large logs of the form log(Ro/mQ), which can spoil the
numerical prediction. These large logs can be resummed by evolving renormalon free
coefficient C(R)(mQ, R) from the scale Ro to RQ mQ using the R-RGE. We propose
the following scheme choice,
RPlog C (R) ( Q, ) = log C(mQ, p) - , log C(R, p) , (5.95)
which when expanded in as(p) is free of the leading renormalon. Taking p = R and
setting up R-RGE we get
d R
R log C(R)(mQ, R) = y,(R) - pR(R) (5.96)
dR mQ
where -y, was defined in eqn. (5.88) and "7R is given by
d
R RP log C(R, R) = RPYR(R) , (5.97)
dR
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which is R-anomalous dimension of the form of eqn. (5.6). Solving eqn. (5.96) we can
resum the logs in C(RO) (mQ, Ro) and write it in terms of C(RQ)(mQ, RQ)
C(Ro) (mQ, R0) = C(Ro)(m, RQ)U(RQ, Ro)U(mQ, RQ, Ro) (5.98)
where U,, was given in eqn. (5.89) and UR is given by
U(mQ, RQ, Ro) = (5.99)
exp PcD S) (-1)3prbpJ+pb1 (- 1 ,pto) - (-j - tQ
S 3=0
where to = -2w/(o30a(Ro)), tQ = -27/(3oa,(RQ)) and coefficients S P) are deter-
mined by substituting 7R of eqn. (5.97) into eqn. (5.57). Thus after resumming the
large logs we obtain the prediction for Q at the leading power
QLP = C(RQ) (mQ, RQ)Up(RQ, R 0)UR(mQ, RQ, Ro)M(Ro), (5.100)
where the result above is formally independent of scale RQ.
Thus, in this section we have provided a method for obtaining the convergent
prediction for the observables in HQET by defining a renormalon free scheme for
the Wilson coefficients, which in turn gives a renormalon free scheme for the higher
order matrix element. The procedure is generalizable to any OPE in QCD by simply
replacing mQ by the hard scale of the OPE.
5.8.1 Application: Stabilizing leading prediction for the heavy
meson mass-splitting
Here, we see an application of the general method obtained in the previous section.
Using the definition (2) of eqn. (5.40), which is also the definition in eqn. (5.95) for
p = 1, we can analyze the ratio of B-B* and D-D* mass-splittings. We observed in
section 2.6.2, eqn. (2.36) that perturbative prediction of this ratio at leading power
is unstable due to the order AQCD/mQ renormalon ambiguity in the chromomagnetic
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Figure 5-13: Leading power theoretical prediction for the ratio of the mass-splittings
of the B-system and the D-system in a renormalon free scheme for the chromo-
magnetic Wilson coefficient. Dashed curves are fixed order prediction at NLO(red),
NNLO(green) and N3LO(blue). Solid curves are prediction using R-RGE at LL(red),
NLL(green) and NNLL(blue). Variation in Ro gives the size of the scheme depen-
dence.
Wilson coefficient. In terms of the new renormalon free Wilson coefficients this ratio
is written as
m mB 
_/ cm (mb,L) (QCD
rth - 2 ) + O , (5.101)
mD D theory cmn Ro
where both the leading power and the next leading power term are free of the
AQCD/mb,c ambiguity and depend on the scale Ro. This Ro dependence cancels
amongst them. We analyze the leading power ratio, both in the fixed order per-
turbation theory and using the RG evolution of eqn. (5.98). Our results are shown in
Figure 5-13 for both the cases, where we have shown the Ro-variation of our leading
power prediction for the ratio of eqn. (5.101). We work in the theory where both
b and c-quarks are integrated out at the scale V/mbm, thus leaving only three light
flavors. We use mb = 4.7 GeV and m, = 1.6 GeV for the pole mass of bottom and
charm quarks, respectively. In addition we fix a,(mz) = 0.118. For curves obtained
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by RGE of eqn. (5.98) we fix RQ = m bm = 2.74 GeV. The error due to RQ vari-
ation are small therefore have been ignored here. We choose to vary Ro between
0.8 GeV and 1.5 GeV, thus keeping Ro below m . We observe that the convergence
in both the fixed order case and the RGE case is comparable. At the N3LO order
and the NNLL order we have about the same amount of variation in the scale Ro.
This agrees with the known fact that the logs, ln(AQcD/mb), in the b-physics are not
large numerically, therefore, the RGE and the fixed order result do equivalently well.
Finally, we estimate
LP
th m _ = 0.90 ± 0.06, (5.102)
D D theory
which we contrast with one shown in eqn. (2.36). Thus, we have achieved a stable
prediction for this mass-splitting ratio up to an order AQCD/mQ non-perturbative
correction.
5.9 Conclusions
In this work we have elevated the scale R, which has been used traditionally as a fixed
scale, to the level of a true parameter, and used it to define and solve an RGE in R.
We showed that the solution of the R-RGE resums the logs which would otherwise
arise in the fixed order change of scales. We have shown that this RGE can be used
to convert from one mass scheme to another in a renormalon free and a large log free
way. Most importantly, R-evolution combined with the MSR mass scheme, provides a
method to determine the MS mass of the heavy quark without large scheme conversion
corrections, which are known to be a dominant uncertainty for b-mass determination
from B-decays. This result is a unique combination of the power of the R-RGE and
the MSR scheme; in the absence of either this won't be achieved. As an application
of this method we estimated the scheme conversion uncertainties in translating the
Tevatron measurement to an MS top mass.
We demonstrated that the concepts applicable in the case of the heavy quark mass
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are also applicable for MS matrix elements and Wilson coefficients. In particular we
showed a method to define a renormalon free Wilson coefficient, which then has an
R-scale in it. Taking the example of the B-B* and D-D* mass splitting ratio in sec-
tion 5.8.1, we demonstrated that this method stabilizes the perturbative predictions
in the OPE.
As an application of the R-RGE we derived the renormalon sum rule for the leading
renormalon ambiguity by using analytical properties of the strong coupling valid in
all schemes of the QCD /-function . Through use of several examples we showed that
the renormalon sum rule can be used to probe the renormalon ambiguity for a theory
parameter or even a generic perturbation series. This method depends purely on the
perturbative calculations and incorporates a method to estimate uncertainty, unlike
the bubble chain with naive-non-abelianization, which is the standard probe used for
this purpose. As a consequence of the methods developed in this chapter we showed
evidence of the u = 1 renormalon in the strong coupling of the MS scheme, which
was previously unseen.
We expect that the methods developed in this chapter, which is based on [42],
will prove to be useful in the precision era of QCD.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we reviewed several basic concepts regarding heavy quark physics, which
included effective theories like electroweak effective theory, soft collinear effective
theory and heavy quark effective theory, and an introduction to renormalons. This
review of the theoretical framework was provided in Chapter 2. In later chapters we
obtained several new results in context of the heavy quarks.
In Chapter 3, which is based on [39], we computed missing contributions (at order
as(mb)) of the Standard Model penguin amplitudes for nonleptonic B decays to light
charmless mesons using SCET. We also derived a new factorization formula for chi-
rally enhanced penguins and obtained their contributions at the leading order. Due
to our use of model independent techniques to fix the hadronic parameters we ob-
tained significantly more accurate predictions for the short-distance Standard Model
penguin amplitudes than have been found in the past. Penguin topologies in nonlep-
tonic B-decays are important for measurement of CP-violation and physics beyond
the Standard Model. In order to see the evidence for new physics it is important to
compute the Standard Model contributions. We found that taking into account all
the short distance Standard Model contributions, theoretical prediction for the imag-
inary part of the penguin amplitude are still an order of magnitude smaller than the
experimentally determined result. We attributed this shortfall to the long-distance
charm loop contribution and argued that any new physics explanation will require a
large imaginary part from an operator that is not generated by the Standard Model.
Therefore, an explanation entirely based on new physics is quite unlikely.
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In the context of top physics, important properties of the top quarks can be
measured by producing tt pairs in the colliders, which are then observed as jets of
hadrons in the detectors. Such top quark production and subsequent decay into jets
can be studied by constructing event shapes in factorization formulation [35]. An
important ingredient of this factorization theorem is the heavy quark jet function,
which captures the physics at an intermediate scale of the heavy quark decay into a
jet. In Chapter 4, which is based on Ref. [40],we calculated the two-loop top quark jet
function in the heavy quark limit. This is one of the key ingredients in the next-to-
next-to-leading order and the next-to-next-to-leading-log order computations of the
invariant mass distribution of tt jets at a future e+e- collider. We also proposed a
definition of the top-jet mass (and calculated it at two loops) that has well defined
anomalous dimension and is appropriate for use in top-jet observables.
In Chapter 5, the work based on references [41, 42], we developed an infrared
renormalization group (RG) flow for the heavy quark masses below their mass scale
m. Above m the familiar renormalization group flow in MS applies. As an appli-
cation, we showed that this additional infrared RG flow improves the perturbative
stability of conversions between top quark mass schemes, by allowing us to avoid
large logs and the quark mass renormalon ambiguity simultaneously. In this context,
we also introduced the MSR mass scheme, which is a threshold scheme that gives a
direct determination of the MS mass when used in conjunction with the R-RGE by
avoiding perturbative corrections due to the scheme conversions. We also presented a
generalization of this RGE for other parameters and the matrix elements in QCD that
have a power law sensitivity to the infrared momenta. This renormalization group
evolution also allows us to quantify the strength of the renormalon ambiguity by us-
ing the renormalon sum rule, which was derived in section 5.6. As an application of
this sum rule, we showed some evidence of the order A2cD renormalon ambiguity in
the MS strong coupling. Lastly, by defining a new subtraction scheme for the Wilson
coefficients in the OPE we presented a way to avoid the renormalon and stabilize the
perturbative predictions in the OPE. We showed this explicitly in the heavy meson
mass-splitting example.
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Figure 6-1: Artwork by the author and friends. Chalk on blackboard, snapped with
an iPhone.
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Appendix A
Appendix to Chapter 2
A.1 Examples of Borel summation
As a first example, consider a geometric series given by
00
f(a) = a (w)n+l
n=O
whose sum, for cwaei < 1, we know is
awa
f(a) = wa1 - we
Borel transform of this series is given by
B[f](u) = awE
n=o
n! = awewu
n!
On taking Borel inverse we get
f (a) = du e-u/ (awewu)
aw j du e- u(1/a -W)
1 -wac
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which is same as the original function. Thus, we observe that for a geometric series
(or a series that behaves like geometric series at large n) Borel summation procedure
sums the series to the right result.
Let's take another example, where for large n,
f, - aw"nl(n + k)!.
Borel transform of this function, taking only large order behavior into account, is
given by
B [f](u) = a(w (wn)"(n + k )! aw k!
n=o n (1 - wu)k+
l
which has a (k + I)th order pole at u = 1/w. Now we can't do Borel inverse without
deforming the integration contour to avoid the pole on the integration path. Contour
can be deformed to go either above the pole or below it. This requirement to deform
the contour in order to define the Borel inverse, and hence the Borel sum, makes the
series f(a) ambiguous.
As an alternative example, replace w by -w in previous example. Now the original
series f (c) goes like
00
f(c) = a Z(n + k)!(-wac) n +l , (A.1)
n=O
which does not converge. However, its Borel transform
aJ k!
B[f](u) = (1 + WU)k+l '
has pole on negative real axis and therefore has convergent well-defined Borel inverse,
given by
a k! e Ek+1l( )
where E,(z) is the exponential integral function. The above expression gives the
Borel sum for the original series (A.1), or in other words, Borel summation procedure
defines the sum of the series (A.1).
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Appendix B
Appendix to Chapter 3
B.1 One-Loop Functions
In this appendix we quote some of the basic loop integrals used in the text. We work
in d = 4 - 26 dimensions in the MS scheme, and the (4)-leYE constant is absorbed
in momentum subtraction scale p2. The basic loop integrals Jo and Io(q2) are defined
as,
16 F2)
2p - q [Li 2
-- Li
2
16 2
= 2+ln (
\m2/
ddk 1 1 1
(2-F)d [k2 - m2] [(k + p)2 - m~] [(k - q)2 - m]
2
1 - V1 4m q22 )
V/1 - 4m /(p+q)2
Si2 ( /q21 + V1 4m2 2
1 - V-4 4 /(p +q)2
ddk 1 1 1
d k_ + 7o(q2)(2x)d (k2 - m) ((k - q)2 - T2 6
- O(q2 -4m2) 1 - 4m2/q 2 1 + V/1 - 4m/q 2)(I - V1 - 4n/q2
-2 0(4m-q 2 ) /4mc/q 2  1 cot - 1 4m/q 2  1
Some limits for these functions are
- (B.1)
(B.1)
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Jo(p, q)
Io(q 2 )
7o(q 2)
o (q2)
lim Io(q 2 )
mc-O
1o - lim Io(q 2)
+ 2 + In ( +ir,
6 q2
1 n2lj
=6+i
2+ In ( + i ,
7o In
The combinations of these integrals that appear in the body of the paper are
h'(u, z, p) = m Jo(p, q),
(B.2)
(B.3)
Io(q2) = G
mb
0u) (q2) = Go
where u and z are momentum fractions of quarks in M1 and M2 respectively. Notice
that functions hP(u, z) are finite and dimensionless. Change of the functional de-
pendence from square of momenta to momentum fractions comes from the relations
q2 = m2(1 - u)z and (p + q) 2 = m2(1 - u). We also list some useful Fierz relations.
For convenience we define,
pAa = [4n:TaLb,] [dcflPLqF] Va = [qTaPLb,] [d 4y PRq] .
Feirzing gives following formulas useful for simplification,
6\ [dnlrPLb] [q ypTqn]
da bc," [dAnPLTcb] [qn, yTbq]=
fabc [jnUPLTCbv] [qn 1 __Tbq] =
[d PL-y'"bv] [qn"y-pTa q]
[d j [PL Y 7bv,] [qn-yLTaqn] %
[dPLb,] [qn-"To a,,,
_ (pAa VAa)3
i5pAa _ V A
(pA a + V),2
3
2 A
1S(pA + VAa).3
These results include the minus sign from permuting fermion fields.
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Iu) (q 2 )
q 2 ) Iq 2>(b~}
(B.4)
B.2 Chiraly Enhanced terms in SCETII
In section 3.8 we made the statement that the operators Q 2)* in Eq. (3.77) only
contribute for B* decays. The simplest way to verify this statement is to consider
the Dirac structures generated by matching the T2 time-ordered product of these
operators onto operators in SCETII. This can be done working to all orders in a,.
From Ref. [30] the most general perturbative matching generates Wilson coefficients
given by jet functions J and J1 whose form is constrained by RPI, chirality, power
counting and dimensional analysis [w1 = zw, w4 = (1-z)w, t = l-x, Xn, = (Wtn)>w],
T [(nW), ig PRL ia (0) [ig Wt b[ LnW)LJo n,w4R,L]ia(O) [igVn W n] (y )
= i ab6(+)6(2) I dx e + i k + y - / 2ab()W(2) (Y)0 27r
S-J (z, x, k+) PR, L"/ / ) ji LnRY Xn,-J
+ J(z, x, k)() (PLR_)Y , R },L, (B.5)
where {i, j} and {a, b} are spin and color indices. This result on the RHS includes
the sign from antipermuting the fermion fields that are contracted with the spin
indices ij. To use this formula other Dirac structures occurring in the T2 time-
ordered product should be grouped with the heavy-quark field h, and soft-quark field
E. Using Eq. (B.5) we find that all the operators Q(2x)* give the structure q,/yh,
which has a vanishing B-meson matrix element, but would be nonzero for B* initial
states.
In section 3.8 we used BM"(z) - z which followed from the power counting in
SCETI that indicates that it can not be more singular than (BM(z). We also stated
that this scaling could be checked by factorizing the SCETI time-ordered product
that defines this form factor using SCETII. To do so we again use Eq. (B.5) and take
the matrix element of the resulting operators to find
z ffM I J±(z k+X (B.6)(z) = B Jo dk (z' k, (k)(x). (B.6)
mb 0 Z)(
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Here J (z, x, k+) = 6( - z)ac s(p)CF/(N k+) at lowest order, so the behavior of
(f"(z) as z -- 0 is inherited from qM5(x) as x -4 0, giving linear scaling oc z. The
one-loop result for J, is also known [144, 145] and the linear scaling is reproduced
at this order. The limit x -- 0 corresponds to the collinear quark in the form factor
becoming soft, and for this matrix element there is no corresponding diagram with
a soft quark at this order. Hence, because we do not expect an overlap with a soft
diagram, we do not expect there is a need for any zero-bin subtractions, and hence
no endpoint divergences which would result from constant scaling as z -- 0. The
other interesting limit is z --+ 1, where we expect (xB (z) - 1. From the point of
view of SCETII this limit is more interesting because there are diagrams with soft
antiquarks in the form factor, and we must avoid double counting them. Indeed
the tree level jet function appears to give M(z) f(z)/(1 - z)2 , which would
imply singular behavior as z - 1. However in SCETII to avoid double counting the
region where this quark is soft we must make zerobin subtractions in defining this
singular moment [136]. These subtractions modify the distribution, causing scaling
behavior of 0-bn(z) ' (1 - )2 in the endpoint region (and also generate dependence
of this distribution on an additional rapidity parameter). The result is that as z --* 1,
Cx((z) - 1 as expected from power counting in SCETI.
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B.3 Beta's at p = mb/2 and p = 2 mb
In Eq. (3.119) we quoted values for the annihilation moments at p = mb = 4.7 GeV.
For our error analysis we also required the values at p = mb/2 = 2.3 GeV
i31 = (-5.5 ± 3.0) x 10 -2 ,
h1 = -2.35 ± 0.78,
/43 = (-8.6 ± 2.8) x 10-2,
O = 0.0 ± 0.13,
07K = -0.27 ± 0.11,
0 = (0.8 ± 5.5) x 10- ,
fK = 0.0 ± 11.2,
,PP = (9.21.) x 10 - 3 ,
p= (-7.01.) x 10- 2
P 4 = (2.6I ) x 10 ,
and at p = 2mb
P11%c = (-1.6 ± 0.9) x 10-2,
Oh = -0.73 ± 0.23,
/'4 = (-3.7 ± 1.1) x 10- 2
/ = 0.0 ± 0.040,
7rK = -0.095 ± 0.069,
Oh K= (-4.9 ± 0.8) x 10-3,
o = o0.0o ± 3.0,
=/31pp  (2.7+22:) x 10 - 3
= (-2.29.) x 10- 2,
h4 = (1.11.0) x 1 0 - 3
/3'C = 1.15±0.58,
h = 0.61 ± 0.34,
irirI1
T4c = -0.25±0.15,
O,7 = (4.4 ± 5.3) x 10- 3
T = 0.0 ± 9.1,= 0.0 ± 9.7,
fix = 0.0 ± 0.16,
x~6
(B.7)
3n2 = 0.61 ± 0.34,
flw4 = (-8.6 ± 2.7) x 10-2
13 = 0.0 ± 0.17,
3 = -0.19 1
P = (-1.4+1 ) x 10-2,
f = 0.35±0.18,
Oh = -0.015 ± 0.040,
=/ 0.0 ± 2.7,
/F3 = 0.0 ± 0.053,
fh = -0.76 ± 0.24,
fl;K = (-3.7 ± 1.1) x 10- 2 ,
1 = 0.0 ± 0.051,
3 = -0.06.05,
PP = (1.7 + 1 3 ) x 10
- 3
Ohc2 "-1.3]
/IK -
Z I 0.0 ± 12.3,
3
"K6 = 0.0 ± 0.20,
4p3 = (4.3.5) x 10-2,
3 (-1.41 +1.2) x 10-4
•pc -1.o 10 -
-' = -0.089±0.054,
Ph,3= (-4.9 ± 0.8) x 10- 3
32 = 0.0 ± 2.5,
(B.8)
hc2 = -0.015 ± 0.040,
lK = 0.0 ± 3.4,
"' = 0.0 ± 0.065,
04p = (1.54) X 10 - 2
Ohp = (-2.1 ± 1.7) x 10- 4
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Appendix C
Appendix to Chapter 4
C.1 Two-Loop Graphs and Renormalization
In this section we briefly summarize results for the two-loop jet function graphs and
their renormalization factors. We use Feynman gauge and dimensional regularization
with d = 4 - 26. Numbering the two-loop graphs in Fig. 4-1 from left-to-right and
top-to-bottom we have
16
Gi= 4 2a
847r2a
(c.1)
where we have defined Gi by pulling out a common prefactor, and we let a = § + iO
and t = exp(-yE)/(47). The sum of terms for Bbare is gauge invariant. In Feynman
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gauge the results for the Gi's in terms of master integrals are
G1 = 4CFTFnfhle + 4Ch 2c - CFCAh3 ,
G2 = 8C Fo(1, 1, 1)Fo(1, 1, 0)
G3 = 23c [Fo(1, 1, 1)]2 ,
G4 = -8CF F(101, 210, 100),
(C.2)
d 5 = -8CF(CF -
G6 = -2CF(cF -
G7 = CFCA [F(111, 100, 010) - 2 F(111, 100, 100) + 4 F(111, 110, 10 -1)
+ 2 F(111, 110, 000) + F(111, 110, 100)],
= CFCAF(111, 110, 100),
9 = -4C F(101, 110, 101) - 2CFCA F(101, 110, 011),
Glo = -CFCA [2 F(111, 010, 010) - F(111, 010, 100)] ,
Gil = (4CFTFnff E - 2CFCAf2e) [2Fo(1 + e, 1, 1) + Fo(2 + l, 1, 0)] ,
d 12 = (- 2 CFTFnf fl + CFCAf2) Fo(2 + , 1, 0),
013 = 0 14 = d 1 5 = d 16 = 0.
Here TF = 1/2, CA = 3, CF = 4/3. The G1 and the hi, are determined by the
two-loop computation of the heavy-quark self-energy in Ref. [239, 240], while the f,,
are determined from the standard sum of one-loop quark, ghost, and gluon vacuum
polarization graphs. We have
f2
f2c2c
(C.3)(1- ) e6E() 
) 1+ 2(_)r(l+ )
c(3 - 26)(1 - 2c) F(1-2c)
(5- 3) et6-(-) + r (1-)r(l+)
26(3-26)(1-2c) F(1-2E)
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Gs
SC)F(101, 111, 100),
ICA)F(101, 111, 101),2
and
( y 4E ( l_)2(_ _)F(+4) e2CYE 
(.4)
-a 2E2(1-2E)(-2-2E)(1-4E)
h2 ( _-a 4E r2(1 - c)F(1 + 4E)e
2 lYE
(-a) 462(1 - 26)2( p 4c F2 1- 6) e2YE
h3 = -1 02(1+E)(14-9)(+51) (1+4) + 4(1 + E)(1 - 4c) F 2(1+26)]
-a e2 1 E)(1-4E)(1-2e)2
The results in Eq. (C.2) are given in terms of the one-loop master integral
F ddf a-4+2A1+A2 +A3 (. V)A3
(2f)d [f2]Al1[2v.e+a]A2 [.1A3
(_1)4_A_ ( ) 2E eYE F(2A1 +A2 + 3 - d) F(d/2-A 1-A 3)
=((-1)-) 3 )(C.5)
-a r(Al)r(A2)
where Nd = (47r)d/2L 2,eYEI, and the two-loop master integral
F(A 1A2A3, A4A5A6, A7A8A 9)
f d d ddk N a(2A1+2A2 +2A 3 +A4 +A5+ A6 + A7+A8 + 9 -8)
(27)2d [f2]A, [(f + k) 2]A2[k2]A3[2v.f+a]4 [2v. (+k)+a]A5[2v k+a]A6
[ . ]( 7+X + 9)x [ (C.6)[n. f],\7 [n - + -k] A8 [. -k]
All denominator factors in square brackets in Eq. (C.5) and (C.6) have +iO. As
written, in the light-like propagators [h - k], [n -1 + .- k], [n - k] this prescription for
+iO's does not precisely match the i0's from the definition in Eq. (4.44). However
we have checked that the difference results in scaleless integrals which are cancelled
by 0-bin subtraction terms [136], which are part of the definition of propagators of
the collinear fields in the jet function [35]. All 0-bin subtraction terms are also scale-
less and therefore have not been shown explicitly. For the heavy quark jet function
the result of adding these contributions is simply that the 1/6 divergences from the
integrals in Eq. (C.2) are all UV. The general result for F(A 1 A2A 3 , A4 A5A6 , A7 A 8 9 )
is not known. Several of these master integrals could be obtained from the calcula-
tion in Ref. [222] by shifts of variable that move a into the light-like denominators,
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but these are not the integrals needed for our analysis. We have therefore computed
the master integral for the cases appearing in Eq. (C.2). Two cases are iterations
of the one-loop master integral, F(101, 110, 101) = -F(1, 1 + 26, 1)F(1, 1, 1) and
F(101, 210, 100) = -F(1, 1 + 26, 1)F(1, 1, 0). In order to evaluate some of the re-
maining cases we have used the integration by parts technique [258, 259]. For sim-
plicity we quote the results as series in 6,
F(101, 110, 011) =
F(101, 111, 100) =
F(101, 111, 101) =
F(111, 100,010) =
F(111, 100, 100) =
F(111, 110, 00) =
F(111, 110, 100)=
F(111, 110, 10 -1) =
(-p ) 46
-a
(p ) 46-a
(p )
46
-a
(p ) 46-a
(-p ) 46
-a
(-p ) 46
-a
(p ) 4
6
-a
-a
1 11wr2  17(3 907w 4
8 4  4862 6e 2880 '
/1 _ 1 2 17(3 _F23 + 2 + + + + - + 1 ,
8e3 4E2 2e 48c 12 24
72 4(3 77T4
60 C 20
1+ 37r 2  31(3 221 4
8E4 16E2 126 960
1 1 37r2  1 31(3 3w_2
863 4c2  16c 2c 12 8 '
72 2
(6c- 4(3 3
7 2 7(3 13>4
2 +12E2 2E 72
1 1 772 1 2(3 - (C
8c3 4E2 486 2E 3 24
To determine the counterterms Z j ) we use the analog of Eq. (4.34) where we set
3rm = 0 and take the imaginary part of both sides. Since Im[mBo(g, ,t)] = 6(s) this
gives a simpler set of equations for the terms in the renormalized jet function. At
one-loop we have mB1 (, [t) = 2 1( , Lt) + t6, 26 mBlare(S), and at two-loops
mB 2(, 1) = 2(A, 1) + t2 E 4E B are() +- 2 zi tp 2 m bare ()
+J ' Z 1(j-s ,/J ) tI 2m nbares^)I WrD 8). (C.8)
Here zgl = -00/8 enters from coupling constant renormalization. To evaluate the
convolution integral term in Eq. (C.8) we need B are up to O(62), so the required
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ingredients from one-loop graphs are
E u
2
e mB are
t HD PS =nB
CF 423 L- 3(26E+13
+1
2e6 ) 2 + (2+2e+4c2- 2 2)c1-
w2  w2  73 743
-
+ 2 - 8 - -- E - (2 _8 8 6 6
4 2 2 + a\)2192 4- +192 4+
Z1(i P) = CF -o + - () , (C.9)
where the distribution Lk was defined in Eq. (4.40). From Eq. (C.1) the sum of the
two-loop graphs gives
t
22EP
4 6 4m Ebare(
, 2 i - CFCA{ (2
( 1 r2 5 w2
S2462 96E2 72c 486
16
3
- (1 3
1
+62
-(8
5
26
72
6
5(3
166
772
12e
- (6I-
6e
72 5 w 2
246 18 12
45( O
4)
11 w2  23w 4
54 144 2880
4 7K2)1
-+10- L
C 3
31(3 7r2 +6)o
3 6
+ 1 1 5 7
-2  3 772  31(3
86 4 3 862 4862 26 246 126
7 35w-2  7 4  31(3
2 48 320 6
65 772 L0
36 48)+ CFo{
-(1 24118c+ +
( 1 11 65 
7 2
+ + 
+
323 9662 1446 1926
389 777 2  31(3)
216 576 48
The convolution integral required in Eq. (C.8) is given by
Jdg' f1 ( [ - )', I) L I2 eBare (s)
4 +5)
+ E
( 3 5 7 
2  177
63 262 2c 12E 24
1 3
263 462
117 2  3 7w2
4862 2e 24e
_1 14 _77 21L
6 12
2 19)(3 o
31(3
+3
126
25wr2  317 4
48 5760
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S 1+2 - - 3 2 -2 2+4E2 'CO
6 4 3 E-4 J
+ O(E3),
+6()  O(E). (C.10)
10 3
- 3
3
-( 1 4
(C.11)
19(3
6
2
62
-2 (1 
-1
c2 
1 1
(26 6 )
(3E2
In order to obtain this result we have used Eq. (C.9) along with Eq. (C.20) from
Appendix C.2. Combining the last three terms in Eq. (C.8) the remaining 1/Ek terms
must be canceled by Z2, hence uniquely fixing it. This gives
Z2 () = _ cZ2 E2 (203
2+)1 0c +
2c2
24E+ CFA{( G( E
1 1 1 2 r 286 463 862 1262
2
2462
2
96 2
5 i7 2  5 (3
72 -+ 72c 48c 16c)
+ CFQO {( -
1 5
862 24c S+ ( 3  1 
29 72
32~3 9662 144t 1926)
Using the notation in Eq. (4.35) the counterterm consistency equations that follow
from Eq. (4.22) are
f a 2 ) = 22"(2 )
423) = / a 2(2)
422) = L )
att
Zi 
= 0(2)
aft
/3o2(1)
2
a
I-t p Z(3)
+ 2 d' )(- ,)2 )(').
Reading off the coefficients of various powers of 1/ek from the results in Eqs. (C.9)
and (C.12) we can verify that they are all satisfied.
C.2 Relations for plus-distributions
In the text in several places we converted between momentum space, position space,
and plus-distributions arising from imaginary parts. Useful conversion formulas in-
clude
FT [lnk (i yIte'E)] =
r( 1-) / J+ E=O
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(C.12)
= 42 4 )
(C.13)
(C.14)
o 2) +2
2 j6' 22) p _ A,,P),0(1
and
Im [In(X ] - i)
-ln(-x-iO)
S n) (- 2) nl/2 +
2 n + 1I
[[ ]
j=0
(- 1)3 n! 72j
(2j+1)!(n-2j-1)! SO(x) lnn -2j-1l(X)X +
(C.15)
where [[p]] on the sum is the greatest integer not exceeding p. From Eq. (C.15) the
cases we used include
Im[L] = 6(A),
2
Im[L 2] = 21 - - (() ,3
4
Im[L 4 ] = 4£3 - 4_ 2 L 1 + (),5
Im[L5] = -5£ 4 + 10_F2 L2 -_ 74 L °
Im[L 6 ] = 6£ 5 - 2072 L 3 + 6i- 4 1 _-
Im[L' ] = -Lo
Im[L3 ] = -3£2 + _F2 0,
(C.16)
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Here Lk is defined by Eq. (4.37) and the distribution £k is defined in Eq. (4.40). The
following rescaling identity is also useful
1 [AO(x) log(x/A)
A x
P p!
= (pk)! k !k=O
+6( C log .(p + 1) ( X
(C. 17)
For k > 0 this result readily gives
d £k = -k k-1 
-
6 k,o 0 6 () •dp
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(C.18)
logp-k (1) [ ) logk X] +A X
Eq. (C.18) can be used to verify the expected p-dependence at various stages. Finally,
we need the convolution of two plus distributions. The general formula is
I k(I) = k dk dj f (-w)(-w')
J ( ) ) dwlk dw3 F(1 - w - w')
1 ( 1 )k+ dk d3
It dwlk dwJ
(k 1
+ k~
(-1 i -W {
j + (ln/p)ki+j+1l
The following cases were used in our analysis
d ' L (A - Al) ( )
fdA' LO(A - ~') CO( ')
Id LO (A _ A) 1d& So_ / 2 /
6
= 2£( ) - T(()
3 £2 7r22() - L + 3 6(),2 6
4 L3 2 1( ) + 2(3 LO3 3
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WW1 w=w'=O
1 wr(-)r=(-=)
w' r(-w - w,') J= /=o
(C.19)
(C.20)
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Appendix D
Appendix to Chapter 5
D.1 Coefficients for MS and MSR masses
For the MS-pole mass relation of eqn. (5.12), the coefficients ank up to n = 3 are
given by [92]
aoo = 1,
all = 8.0,
a2 1 = 226.222 - 11.5556nf,
6 30 = 12160.2 - 1705.93nf + 41.7722n ,
a31 = 12318.0 - 177 0 .10nf + 40.9749n ,
a3 2 = 6258.67 - 6 78 .519nf + 15.4074n.,
a3 3 = 2080.0 - 19 9 .111nf + 4.74074n} ,
alo = 5.33333,
420 = 215.094 - 16 .6 6 19nf,
a22 = 120.0 - 5.33333n ,
(D.1)
where nf is the number of light flavors. The above coefficients are to be used in
eqn. (5.12) for pt > m and ac(p) = c +) (p). These coefficients are used to determine
the MS mass with nf + 1 flavors in the loop. For the MSR mass, which is a threshold
mass scheme, loop corrections are sensitive to only nf light flavors as the heavy flavor
is integrated out. To determine aMSR we need ano just below the scale p = m, where
the heavy flavor is not active in the loops. However, this only effects d30 . Therefore,
277
after taking into account this threshold correction, the coefficients aMSR are
a1
MS R 
= 5.33333,
MSR = 215.094 - 16. 6 6 19nf ,
aMSR = 12185.0 - 1705.9 3 nf + 41.7722n . (D.2)2 f
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